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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a multitasking executive system for use on micro-

computers incorporat ing the llotorol a t'tC68O9 microprocessor. Though the

executive is relatively simple, complex multiple task applications are

supported through the use of i ts fac ¡ I ¡ t i es for:

o dynamic task creation and deletion,

o non-preemptive task switching, and sequential schedul ing without

priority,

o storage management,

o inter-task communication with a single message per task and auto-

mat¡c synchronization of sender and receiver, and

o task l/0 to a console terminal.

The system also incorporates a monitor to permit interactive debugging

during the development of an appl ication.
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INTRODUCTION



Chapter I

IIÍ)TIVATION F(lR A IIULTITASKING EXECUTIVE

Current microprocessor technology al lows the construct¡on of microcom-

puter systems which can carry out multiple functions simultaneously, yet

require only a single processing unit. consider, for example, an alarm

system which monitors several sensors. The microprocessor in control

would concurrently take measurements from all of them, recognize rtalarm-

ingrr conditions, and take the appropriate action (ring bel l, flash

lights, etc.). Such a system could also include capabil¡t¡es allowing

an operator to query the alarm system from a terminal and acknowledge

alarms or disable faulty sensors. The desirabi I ity of using a single

microprocessor stems not only from the fact that it can be easily adapt-

ed to changing responsibilities by simple hardware and software changes,

but also because it is cost effective - ¡t is much cheaper to build and

maintain a single microcomputer unit than a host of mechanical or micro-

computer uni ts.

lmplementing a program on a microcomputer which controls multiple

functions usual ly necessitates some form of rrmultiprogramming, or tmul-

titasking", as ¡t is not uncommon that several operations must be car-

ried out simultaneously. ln many appl ications, implementing individual

functions as separate tasks in a multiple task system stems natural Iy

from the specification of the appl icationrs requirements, whereas imple-

menting them in a single large program would require considerably more

3



4 llot ivat ion f or a l,lu I t i task i ng Execut ive

effort. By reducing the problem to a group of small

tasks, the programmer can obtain a structured design for

one that is easy to write, debug, and modify.

communicating

his system -

The job of writing such multiple task software is simplified once the

programmer real izes that the functions which must be implemented can be

broken up into two classes: executive and appl ication. Appì ication

functions are those that vary from system to system depending on the

problem to be solved. Operations such as the receipt of input' testing

of sensors, switching of relays, and the calculation of results all falì

into the category of appl ication dependent functions. Executive func-

tions are those which can be reused when a different appìication is to

be implemented. The switching of control from task to task and the

transmission of information betbreen communicating tasks are examples of

functions needed in al I multitasking appl ications.

Whi le separating appl ication functions from executive functions is a

desirable goal, ¡t is not a goal which is always realized [WlCKL82].

Some users feel frustrated by the fact that vendors do not
general ly supply [real-time multitasking] executive software
for single-board computers or single-chip microcomputers; they
also are unqual ified or too busy to develop their own. Thus'
h,e encounter many appl icat ions wr i tten i n the rrstra ight- I i nerl
programming approach; executive functions are built into the
appl ication wi th I i ttle thought to structure or portabi I i ty.

ln the face of such a problem, some microcomputer manufacturers and

software houses have begun providing multitasking systems which take the

burden of writing executive software abray from the appl ications program-

mer. Savings of between 2OZ lo 5OZ in the time required to implement

the appl ication can be real ized through the use of executive functions



l.lotivation for a llultitasking Executive

which haye been already v.,ritten and tested [RlPPS80]. lt also encourag-

es the adopt i on of a structured des i gn wh i ch can be adapted to f ¡ t

changing requirementsr âhd the use of standardized functions al lows a

degree of software portability that is difficult to attain otherh,¡se.

For these reasons, multitasking executives have become an important part

of many mi crocomputer appl i cations.

5



Chapter 2

TULTITASKING SYSTEiI BASICS

A multitasking system is a tool provided to the programmer to ease the

development of complex systems of functions. lt provides a rrskeletonrl

and simple "brainrr onto which the user adds specially designed rrmusclesrt

and rrorgansrr which al low the computer carry out useful work.

Each rrmusclerr or I'organ" in the userrs appl ication system is known as

a task or p¡ggg and is responsible for carrying out a specific subset

of the total work required. l,lany are irworkers" which perform some cal-

culation or data transfer function, while others arerroverseers" which

control the actions of rrworkersrr; some are both. Tasks, I ike body

parts, nìây work cooperatively to achieve a common goal, or independently

to achieve distinct goals.

Therrbrainrr of the multitasking system is known as the executive.

Its responsibilities include allowing each task the opportunity to func-

tion and handl ing requests from tasks for executive services. The ser-

vices provided in the multitasking system make up ¡tsrrskeletonrr. They

are pre-written pieces of code which a task can use to perform a func-

tion which it could not otherwise do or hrould have great d¡ff¡culty in

doing, much as a muscle uses a bone to move itself from one location to

another.

lnside the computer, a task is represented by:

7



I llu I t i task i ng Sys tem Bas i cs

o a unique task identifier which enables the executive or other tasks

to refer to the task,

o a pLWlgE or set of instructions which is used to direct the ac-

tions of the computer's CPU in order to have it carry out one or

more activities,

o a g!g!g area which is used to hold the results of the programrs exe-

cution (variables needed by the program over long periods or tempo-

rary items such as subroutine return addresses), and

r i ts context.

The taskrs context is the information required by the executive and CPU

in order to begin or continue execution of the taskrs program, namely:

the address of the program instruction to be executed, the CPUrs regis-

ter values (including the level of the taskts stack, if any), and the

taskrs state. A task which is eligible for execution is available or in

therrready staterr; one which depends upon an event which has not yet oc-

curred before it can continue is blocked. Such an event may take the

form of an external event (like an interrupt) or an action taken by an-

other task (such as initiating or completing communication, or releasing

a shared resource)

ldeally' the programs for all tasks which are not blocked should exe-

cute simultaneously. Howeverr âs such an arrangement hrould require as

many cPUs as tasks, many multitasking systems use only a single cPU

whose time is shared among the available tasks. This means that only a

single taskrs program can be executing at any time; hence, a @! sche-

duler is programmed into the executive which periodically changes the

task whose program is directing the cPU. when such a change or task



I'lul ti tasking System Basics

switch occurs, the scheduler saves the context of the executing task so

that it may be resumed later, restores the context of an available task,

and has the CPU continue execution of the latter's program. The circum-

stances under which a task can be suspended and the choice of which

avaiìable task to invoke depend upon the scheduling algorithm that has

been built into the executive.

The services provided by the executive also vary from system to sys-

tem. As the tasks in most applications are not totally independent, fa-

ci I ities for inter-task communication are usual ly included. This commu-

nication may take the form of an exchange of information between two

tasks or mereìy synchronize the actions of two tasks by signalling the

occurrence of an event. Capab¡lities for managing the memory of the

computer and for performing l/0 operations are also commonly found. For

each service provided, the executive is responsible for ensuring the re-

quest is val¡d' blocking a task when a request requires an action by an-

other task or an external event in order to be completed, and handling

occasions when the service request cannot be satisfied.

9



Chapter 3

EXISTING IIULTITASKING SYSTE]IS FflR IIICRÍ]CO}IPUTERS

There currently exist a number of multitasking systems for microcomput-

ers which exhibit a varied set of schedul ing strategies and executive

services. An examination of them provides the reader with a background

against which to compare the l¡tTEOl system. As wel l, it introduces a

number of ideas that have been used in l.tTEO9 (in some cases, âf ter some

degree of modification), and others that, ãlthough not adopted' illus-

trate possible alternatives. The systems discussed form a cross section

of those which are currently available, but are not intended to repre-

sent an exhaustive survey of the area.

Three of these systems are sold commercial ly: llTos (t'tulti-Tasking

gperating System) [lndustr¡al Programming lnc.], the Rl'1X/80 Real-Time

l'lultitasking Executive Ilntel], and the Rt'1S09 il6809 Realtime l'lultitask-

ing System [l.lotorola]. Apparently envisioned as tools to be used in de-

veloping structured software for the real-time control of physical sys-

tems, they cannot be considered general purpose multitasking systems.

Since they share many common features, they will not be considered indi-

vidually, but as a group.

ln these systems, tasks are defined by the programmer in an area of

memory examined by the executive when the mici'ocomputer is initial ized.

The executive creates an appropriate data structure for each task in the

system and begins the scheduling process. No facilities are provided

lt



t2 Ex ist ing l'lul t itask ing Systems f or llicrocomputers

for execution time creation and deletion of tasks¡ âs the equipment in

typical control appl ications remains in a static configuration with no

additions or deletions. However, âS certain functions are needed only

at specific times or when specific equipment is turned on, each task can

be putrron holdrr, for reactivation at a ìater time.

Since many control appl ications often demand real-time response, a

rrpriority and interruptrrbasis is used to determine when a task gains

control of the processor. The priority level for each task usually
takes the form of an integer value which, if necessary, can be changed

under program control. Once in control of the processorr â task can

only be preempted by the activation of a higher priority task, due to an

external interrupt or an action by the executing task (such as an at-
tempt to communicate with the higher priority task). A task can also
give up control voluntari ly, in which case the executive activates the

highest priority available task; when several tasks of equal priority
are avai lable, the scheduler normal ly chooses the one which has been

avai lable longest.

By allowing tasks to be act¡vated by interrupts, this type of system

is well suited to applications where quick response to transient exter-
nal stimul i is necessary. I t also features the property of rtrelative

indivisibility", meaning that a task cannot be preempted by a task of

lower or equal priority. This makes the handl ing of indivisible sec-

tions of code easier, but allows low priority tasks to be starved for
processor time whi le awaiting higher prior¡ty tasks to become voluntari-
ly blocked. However, by setting the priority levels correctly, starva-

tion can normally be avoided.
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The l{T0S and Rt'lX/8O systems al low tasks to commun¡cate with each oth-

er using a system of messages and mailboxes. The mailboxes, like tasks,

are predefined at system initial ization. A task wishing to transmit in-

formation places a message in a given mailbox. A task wishing to re-

ceive information takes a message out of a mailbox; ¡f the mailbox is

empty, the task is automatical Iy blocked unti I a message arrives. lles-

sages are released from a mailbox in a FlF0 manner; if priorities are

attached to messages, then the highest priority message which is oldest

is delivered. Receiving messages from a given task or containing a spe-

cific type of message can be implmented by using several mailboxes and

sending to/receiving from the appropriate one.

Itailboxes allow synchronization and mutual exclusion problems to be

handled easi ly. The operations of adding and removing a message are

equivalent to the V and P operations on a semaphore, respectively. Sim-

ílarly, a mailbox with an initial message in it can be used to manage

access to a shared resource. lf a task can take the message, it has the

resource; replacing the message releases the resource. ln some of these

systems, specíal ized services are provided to implement semaphores and/

or the ENQing and DEQ|ng of resources.

ln addition to services for inter-task communication, some of these

systems include:

o Services to al low tasks to al locate and rel inquish RAl,l during exe-

cution. This is useful if a program is recursive or reentrant.

o Services for performing l/0 of single bytes or blocks. These take

care of suspending the task whenever the device is not ready; how-
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ever, the user must usually supply the device dependent code to ac-

tual ly effect the data transfer.

o Timer facil¡t¡es for unblocking tasks at a specific time or after a

specific interval.

These three systems also come with one or more tools to aid in the

development of appl ication systems. One such tool is a high-level lan-

guage interface which allows programs written in PL/ll or Pascal to use

executive services. This encourages structured programming and the de-

velopment of general purpose code which can be used in more than one ap-

pl ication. To permit testing of appl ications, a debugging package (of-

ten requiring special hardware) may sometimes be added to the

microcomputer in order to al low the user to stop the execution of the

system at points of interest and to display and change the components of

the appl ication (ie. memory, íìai lboxes, etc). Normal ly, the debugger is

removed from the final version of the appl ication system in order to

mi nimize memory requi rements.

A more recent l{otorola product, the Rl.lS68K }f68000 Real-Time l,lul ti-
tasking Software package, takes advantage of the powerful |'168000 micro-

processor to provide an executive that approaches the level of an oper-

ating system.r Although based on the general principles of the three

systems already covered, it features greater flexibility and is not tied

as closely to appl ications involving the control of hardware. Execu-

tion-time creation and deletion of tasks is supported, as is the cre-

ation and deletion of semaphores and al location/deletion of memory seg-

ln fact, the R|'1S68K forms the kernel
ati ng System.

I of I'lotorolars 0El1 VERSAdos 0per-



Existing l.lulti tasking Systems for l,licrocomputers 15

ments to/from a task's address space. ln addition, there is a system

for recovering from errors occurring during task execution and for pro-

viding diagnostic feedback. The highly moduìarized design of the Rl.lS68K

system shows tremendous potential for use in a wide range of appl ica-

tions.

At the opposite end of the microcomputer spectrum lies the ,'llNl-EXEC

multitasking system developed at Honeywel l. Designed to help implement

special ized device control lers using 8-Ui t microprocessors and only IOO

to 200 bytes of RAl,l, l'llNl-EXEC is not a softbrare package, but rather an

executive description which is intended to be portable over many types

of microprocessor. For these reasons, it offers I ¡ttle in the way of

complexity and provides a small number of very basic services.

l.llNl-EXEC uses a non-preemptive task switching algorithm, meaning a

task always retains control of the processor unti I it is expl icitly re-

leased rather than allowing interrupts to generate a task switch. Sys-

tem performance is increased by I imiting the context information saved

to the task's state and program location. Since control is only relin-
quished at known po¡nts, the programmer can have the task save whatever

registers contain important values pr¡or to releas¡ng control.

Tasks are scheduled for execution in sequential order; an option ex-

ists which allows a task to be made high priority so that ¡t is invoked

when the executing task releases the processor. Timer faci I ities al low

a task to be suspended for a specified period and to determine the in-

terval between events. The tllNl-EXEC description also supports multiple

processors; each one has its own set of tasks which it executes sequen-

tial ly.
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lnformation exchange is implemented by providing each task with its

ov.rn private mailbox cal led a "request queuerr. A task is permitted to

make only one request at a time, and, after directing it to the serving

task, must expl icitly rel inquish the processor so that the request may

be processed. The task is restarted when the serving task removes the

entry after examining it and taking any necessary action; only the top

request on the queue is visible to the receiver at any time. Requests

can be sent across processor bounds in the multiprocessor version.

Unlike the other systems, l,llNl-EXEC offers no faciìit¡es to help in

the development of an application system. No l/0 services or debugging

package is provided, meaning that a separate development system must be

used in order to see what is going on during testing.

o nilS68K

i ncreas i ng
capabi I i ty o l'1TE09

l'1T0s
o RllSO9

Rt'1X/80

o l,1l N l-EXE C

<-
polling i nter rupts

Figure l: Ranking of l,tultitasking Systems

Figure I shows the relation of

power, âlthough no quantitative

the systems to one another i n terms of

information should be inferred. The
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R,{S68K system is placed at the top and l4lNl-EXEC at the bottom, with the

other three lying at roughly the same level in the middle. l,îlNl-EXECrs

position is off to the side to indicate its substantially different

schedul ing algorithm. The position of the t'lTEOg system is not easy to

define, as ¡t incorporates features from all five designs; its place in

the diagram, indicates that ¡t is roughly equivalent to the middle three

in terms of complexity, but is closer to lllNl-EXEC in its approach to

task schedul ing. After reading the system description, the reasoning

behind this positioning wi I I become more apparent.
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Chapter 4

IITEOg flVERVIEU

The lilTEO9 multitasking executive system is a software package capable of

running multiple task applications on l'lotorota t'1C6809 based microcomput-

ers. lt also incorporates numerous features to be used in the debugging

of an appl ict¡on system.

This general purpose executive gives the appl ication designer consid-

erable freedom in constructing an appl ication system. No I imit is

placed on the number of tasks that may be utilized, and tasks can be

added to and deleted from the system even after execution is started.

I'lanagement of the microcomputerrs storage is handled automatically, al-

lowing tasks to carry out recursive processing and to implement dynamic

data structures by acquiring and releasing blocks of memory on demand.

A moderately complex message passing system is provided in order to al-

low the tasks in an application to communicate with each other. Facili-

ties are also included which allow the application to communicate with a

user s¡tt¡ng at a terminal.

The system uses a cyclic, non-preemptive scheduling algorithm for

control I ing task execution. Every task in an appl ication is given an

equal opportunity to execute; once in control of the microcomputer, it

remains in control unti I it voluntari ly rel inquishes that privi lege. As

a result, the system may not be well suited to an application in which

interrupts must be processed rapidly.

-21



22 l1TE09 0verv i ew

The programs which make up an application can be tested using the ca-

pabil ities of the ¡1TE09 monitor program. The monitor provides an inter-

face between the user at a terminal and the application system in the

microcomputer. Designed as an extension of the ASSISTO! single program

monitor,2 the l1TE09 monitor adapts many ASSIST0g features to cover mul-

tiple task appl ications, whi le also incorporating new faci I ities that

complement the f eatures of the I'ITEO9 executive. Al lowing the user to

start and stop execution in a variety of ways, to view (and, to a lesser

extent, to change) the major components of the application system, and

to view system activity whi le the appl ication is running, the monitor

dramatical ly shortens the time required to get an appl ication up and

runn i ng .

Adm i tted l y, the t'lTEOg system l acks a number of f eatures wh i ch are

found in other multitasking executives, such as: provision for reaì-

time clocking of events, ã high'level language interface, and multipro-

cessor support. The absence of these features is not an oversight, but

a deliberate attempt to minimize the system's size and complexity. As a

result, the amount of hardware support that the system requires is

small' making it easy to afford and install, and the neh, user is not re-

quired to assimi late large amounts of material, al lowing him to concen-

trate on learning to use multiple task appl ications in a microcomputer

env i ronment.

The t'lTE09 system also makes no attempt to. provide any facilities for

creati ng, assembl i ng, or load i ng the appl i cationrs programs i nto memory,

as these processes wi I I vary from i nstal lation to i nstal lation. The

2 Hence, the multitasking executive's acronym r'1TE09.
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microcomputer can be provided with a text editor, assembler, loader, and

fi le system, or another computer can be used for creation and assembly

and the results downloaded to the microcomputer; both options require

additional hardware and/or software. The author's system uses an extra

serial port and an extended version of ASSIST09 to allow programs to be

downloaded from a VAX 11/750. lt also permits his terminal to communi-

cate directly with the minicomputer, using the microcomputer as middle-

man, removing the need to use a different terminal for program creation

and assembly.

The final product is a system which includes a number of powerful fa-

ci I i ties that enable simple and moderately complex appl ications to be

implemented. VJhile not displaying great speedr rìot'some of the other

capabilties necessary for programming rrreal worldrr applications, the

l1TE09 system is nonetheless a useful tool for i I lustrating the basic

concepts of multitasking in a microcomputer environment by al lowing stu-

dents the opportunity to design and build multiple task application sys-

tems.

4.1 HARDUARE

l{u I t i task i ng appl icat ions us i ng the }1T809 system are run on a rrwork-

stat¡on" consisting of a computer terminal and an I'1C6809 based microcom-

puter which are connected by a serial communications I ink.

The terminal, which may be either a CRT or teletype unit, is known as

the console. lt is used to spawn the initial task(s) in an application

system and as a device through which the systemrs tasks may obtain input

from the user and display results. The console is also used during
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PTI.I llc680g ASS r ST0g

l.rTE09

R0lls
2K RAI4

rest of microcomputer and
other devices

F igure 2: Components of l,1TE0! tJorkstat ion
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testing of an application in order to halt the execution of an applica-

tion at points of ¡nterest and to display information about the applica-

tion systemrs tasks and the microcomputer.

The microcomputer part of the workstation must contain the fol lowing

components:

¡ tlC68O9 microprocessor, crystal , por^rer suppl y, etc. ,

o ASS I ST09 mon i tor R0l'1,

r l.lTEO9 system ROl.ls [2K version or 4K development version],

o minimum 2K RAI'I,

o one serial port (ACIA) [for connection to console], and

o one programmable timer (PTll) .

The brevity of this list means that aìmost any l'1C6809 based microcomput-

er can be adapted to run 1.1TE09. once these requirements are met, the

unit can be customized to suit the needs of the application by the addi-
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tion of : extra RAtl,/R011 to hold programs, paralìel and serial l/0 ports,

A/D converters, and the I ike. The PTI'I is needed onìy for the debugg¡ng

of an application and can be omitted if the finished version of the ap-

p I i cat i on does not requ i re i ts presence.

The l1TE09 system code is packaged as a set of three 2K R0l.ls. The

user is permitted to included one, thro, or all three of the modules in

his microcomputer depending upon the capabilities he requires. lf only

single program appl ications are to be run, only the ASSISTO9 R01.1 ¡s nec-

essary. This program, produced by the manufacturers of the ilc6809, pro-

vides the appl ication with services for performing l/0 with the console

and a monitor program which permits the user to debug the appl ication.

þJhen combined with the l'1T809 module, ASSIST0g is extended to provide the

capabi I ity of running a multiple task appl ication. Al I of the execu-

tivers services are included in this second R0l'1, but only enough of the

monitor is provided to permit an application to be created and its exe-

cution started. consequently, only ful ly tested appl ications can be

run. By adding the l1TE09 DEBUG R0l1 to the microcomputer, the entire set

of l'lTEO9rs multiple task application debugging f acilities is made avail-

able.

l.Jritten in a position-independent manner, the modules can be in-

stalled anywhere in the microcomputerrs 64f address space, although they

must remain at fixed displacements relative to one another. The sys-

temrs software automatically detects which of the modules is present and

al lows only the corresponding set of facil ities to be used. The l.lTEg9

R0È1s are also capable of co-existing with other extensions to ASSISTO9,

so that user-defined capabil¡ties may be added to the system.
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4.2 SOFTTIARE

Although the l1TE09 system is really a single large program, ¡t is easier

to view its facilities for running and for debugging an application as

though they were being carried out by two distinct ent¡t¡es: the execu-

tive and the monitor. The executive forms the basis of the l'lTEOl sys-

tem, and is the only area with which the user need be familiar when de-

signing and programming an appl ication. The monitor is used during

debugging to control the actions of the executive.

The executive is responsible for determining the sequence of execu-

tion of an appl icationrs tasks by swi tching control of the microcomput-

errs processor from one taskrs program to another as time progresses.

It also provides the services which a task can request in order to carry

out complex activit¡es such as the creation of new tasks, inter-task

communication, and console l/0.

To handle these distinct functions, the executive is divided into two

major pieces: the task scheduler and the service handler. The task

scheduler is responsible for saving a taskrs context when it relinquish-

es control of the processor, selecting a neh, task to execute, and invok-

ing that task. The service handler responds to a task's request for an

execut ive serv i ce by i nvok i ng one of approx imate I y tv,renty serv i ce rou-

tines. l'lhen the service routine completes, it returns to the service

handler, which resumes execution of the taskrs program.3 The service

handler also determines what action is to be taken when a service re-

quest cannot be carried out.

3 A service request is, in some respects, êguivalent to a subroutine
call; it is just that the subroutine code is part of the executive
rather than part of the taskrs program.
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Figure J: Basic Flow of Control in an Appl ication

The basic flow of control within the executive is given in Figure l.

Once a taskrs program is executing, ¡t remains in contol of the micro-

processor until it requests a service. lf the service cannot be carried

out immediately the service routine calls the task scheduler, causing

the task to be suspended and another task to be invoked. The selection

algorithm used simply cycles through the list of available tasks, taking

each as it reaches the top of the I ist. l,lhen the suspended task is

eventually reinvoked, the service routine picks up where it ìeft off and

either completes the service or, if necessary, resuspends the task.

ln the same manner as the executive is responsible for invoking and

suspend i ng the task I s i n an appl icat ion system, the l,tTEO9 system mon i tor

is responsible for invoking and suspending the executive and the tasks

when the user is debugging the application. l,rhile the monitor is ac-
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tive, the user can issue commands from the console which display or mod-

ify one or more of the system's data structures, and see the results on

the console screen. Commands are also provided which allow the user to

continue execution of his appl ication unt¡ I some specified point is

reached, ât which t¡me the monitor is reactivated. Whi le the appl ica-

tion is running, the user can (if desired) obtain a display of the major

activities occurring and/or an instruction by instruction accounting of

a task's program.

The monitor contains a command handler which accepts

the console and activates the appropriate command routine,

out the actual command processing.

c0t'lt'lAN D

ROUT I NE

c0,'lnAND
ROUT I NE

coilt'lAND
HAND L ER

c0¡1l1AND

ROUT I NE

commands from

wh i ch carr i es

EXECUT I VE E

APPLICATION

r*

?

4

-å _>

c0t'lt'rAND
ROUT I NE

F i gure 4: |4TEO9 l,lon i tor Structure

The typical display or modification command routine simply performs its

action and returns to the command handler; a routine which resumes exe-
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cution of the application establishes conditions defined by the user for

halting execution and passes control to the executive rather than back

to the command handler. lf, at some later point in time, the executive

encounters such a condition, control is passed back to the command han-

dler.

This brief overview does not attempt to depict the interface between

the monitor and the executive other than in very general terms. The

connections that exist between the two are not simple, since the many

features províded by the monitor allow execution to be suspended by any

of the three sections of the task scheduler, both halves of the service

handler, and even during execution of the taskrs program. There are

several ways in which execution can be resumed by the user, which fur-

ther compl ¡cates the situation. Hence, th¡s brief discussion is mereìy

intended to acquaint the user with the principles behind the execution

of the l4TE09 executive and monitor, and to enable him to visualize what

is going on during execution.
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THE EXECUTIVE

The executive portion of the llTEO9 system provides the framework around

which an application system is built. The primary functions of the exe-

cutive are to: control the schedul ing of tasks for execution, oversee

the use of random access memory in the microcomputer, and provide servi-

ces that are commonly required by tasks. Such services incìude the cre-

ation and deletion of tasks and the exchange of information using mes-

sages.

5.1 PRTNCTPLES flE IIE EXECUTTVE

This section discusses the rules governing the structure of an l'1TE09 ap-

pl ication system and i ts tasks, executive service requests, and task

scheduling. lt also covers the use of interrupts in tlTEO9 applications.

5. 1. 1 Application System Stnuctune

The structure of an appl ication system i s not dictated solely by the

functions that ¡t is to carry out. The designer is also influenced by

the features of the executive under which the application will be run-

ning.

The llTEO9 system considers an appl ication system to be composed of

one or more entities known as !gg!å. Each task may be responsibìe for

one or more functions of the appl ication system, or may work together

- 3r
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with other tasks to implement a single function. The total number of

tasks used depends upon the number and type of functions involved and

the way in which the system is constructed to carry them out.

The executive places no limit on the number of tasks that an applica-

tion system can contain at any one time¡ however, Since each task re-

quires a certain minimum amount of random access memory to be able to

execute, there is a practical limit dictated by the amount of RAll avail-

able in the microcomputer. Any number of tasks may be created prior to

the initiation of execution by the user, and new tasks can be created

subsequently by the appl ication as required. Thereforer â single "ini-
tialrrtask is usually sufficient. A task can be deleted from the system

during execution at the request of any of the appl icationrs tasks, in-

cl ud i ng i tsel f.

Although the task which causes the creation of a new task is often

ref erred to a the I'parentrr and the new task as the r¡ch i I dtr , the execu-

tive does not use an ancestral hierarchy when managing tasks - all tasks

are considered unrelated and are treated equally. The user is not pre-

vented from pretending that the tasks are in such a hierarchy, but the

effects of the structure must be built into the applicat¡on by the user

explicitly. For example, the deletion of a parent task does not cause

the deletion of all tasks which ¡t has created, but such an effect can

be generated by the user, if desired. By having no implicit connection

between tasks, the designer is free torrlinkrran applicat¡on's tasks to-

gether in any fashion that he likes, such as a network, and can have

structures extending to any depth.
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5.1.2 Tast( Principles

Each task in an appl ication system is considered to be an independent

program that executes asynchronously with respect to all other programs.

Therefore, âll of the items necessary to run a single program applica-

tion are present in each task, namely:

o a set of instructions to execute,

o an area of memory to use for a stack and local variables, and

o a set of registers used in the process of execution.

ln addition, each task is has a task identifier and task name so that ¡t

can be distinguished from the other tasks in the application, and an as-

sociated rrstaterr variable that determines whether the task is avai lable

for execut ¡ on.

The set of instructions, or pg.¡g, used by a task must, currently be

written ¡n tlC6809 assembly language as no interface to a high-level lan-

guage has yet been provided. Whenever a task is created, the program it

uses is specified by a four character name rather than by the address of

its entry point. The executive automatical ly determines the location of

the program in the microcomputerrs memory and the amount of RAll ¡t re-

quires to execute. Hence, programs may be placed (almost) anywhere in

memory without requiring the user to take any explicit action to inform

the executive. This capability makes it easy to install neh, versions of

programs and promotes the deve I opment pos i t i on- i ndependent programs

which can be put in any available memory space. And, âlthough this is

unl ikely to be used in many appl ications, it permits an appl ication to

create nev{ programs whi le ¡t is running.
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ln order to allow the executive to locate a program, it must be pre-

ceded by a Program Descriptor Block, or PDB. Each PDB is nine bytes

long and contains: a one byte header with the value Slg (ESCape), a

four character program name, the amount of RAll it requires for its local

variables and stack, and the programrs length. The entry point of the

program immediately fol lows the PDB. lf desired, a PDB can be placed

immediateìy following the end of another program; if a PDB is not pre-

ceded by a program in this way, then it must begin on a 2K address

boundary. (See Figure 5.) The last program in a set of one or more

continguous programs should be followed by a byte with a value which is

not StB in order to prevent the executive from rrfinding" a PDB where

none exists.

ORG

FCB

FCC

FDB

FDB

$5800
$le
/P\ /
5o
PI END-P I

Al ign on 2K boundary
PDB for program Pl

name
stack s i ze
I ength

Code for program PlPI

PIEND EQU 
'.

FCB

FCC

FDB

FDB

Sts
/PROG/
t\5
PROGND- LABE L

PDB for program PROG

LABE L Code for program PROG

PROGND EQU

FCB

Jc

Soo Not PDB

F i gure !: Typi cal Program Descr i ptor Blocks
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Other than the above minor constraints, there are few restrictions on

the way in which programs may be written. A program may be of any

length,o be position-independent or position-dependent, and can be lo-

cated in RAll or ROl't. Allowing programs to be located in RAli makes ¡t
easy to install neh, versions of a program during development; allowing

programs to be located in Rol,l enables a set of programs to be instal led

permanently. Non-reusable, serial ly reusable, and reentrant programs

may be used; however, it is up to the user to ensure that a non-reusable

program is not reused and a serial ly reusable program is not used by

more than one task at a time.

Every task is allocated a section of the microcomputerrs RAI'I to use

as a local stack for holding temporary variables, such as subroutine re-

turn addresses, and for recording information when the task is suspend-

ed. The stack can also be used to hold any local variables that the

program uses. s Th is sect ion of RAt't f orms the taskrs in it ia I address

.S€' memory which is not shared with any other task in the appl ication

in normal applications. A task can expand its address space by acquir-

ing additional blocks of RAl4 from the executive, however, there is no

guarantee that they wi I I be contiguous with the initial block.

Although programs can normally extend across 2K boundaries, ¡t is for-
bidden for a program to cross from SFFFF to SOOOO. As the I'iC68O9rs
interrupt vector is located at locations SFFFo to SFFFF, this is not
normal ly a problem.

a

õ rrclobalrr variables available
pl aced i n wi th the program's
Global constants can appear in

to a I I tasks us i ng a program can be
instructions ¡f it is located in RAl,l.
the instructions for any program.
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l1TE09 does not use any hardware or software to prevent a task from

accessing memory outside its address space. lndeed, in order to examine

the content of a message sent to it or to manipulate a memory-mapped de-

vice, such a capabi I ity is absoìutely essential. Nevertheless, because

of the inherent danger in tampering with another task's memory, access-

ing memory which is outside a taskrs address space should only be done

under careful ly control led conditions.

Each task also appears to have its own set of registers. Although

al I tasks use the same microprocessor, the executive maintains this ¡ l-

lusion by saving the contents of the taskrs registers on its local stack

whenever the task i s suspended and restor i ng them when the task i s re-

sumed. The values of the registers form part of the taskrs æ.ntexv

that is, the information which the executive and microprocessor require

in order to resume the execution of the task's program.

Al I tasks have a unique 16 b¡t task identifier which allows it to be

referenced by the other tasks and by the user. This value is automati-

cal ly assigned by the executive when the task is created, and remains

constant until the task is destroyed. The executive will never permit

two tasks to have the same identifier, but it may reuse the identifier

of a deleted task at a later time. The identifier is the mechanism by

which the user can rrl¡nkrr the tasks in his application together into a

structure and is essential for coordinating the execution of a group of

tasks. lt is impossible to send a message to a task, or to destroy it,

without specifying its identif ier.
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The creator of a task is allowed to specify a four character task

name at the time the child task is created. This ilalias" cannot be used

in place of its task identifier when making reference to the task, and

merely provides a mnemonic which can be used to spot references to a

given task in a mass of debugging output. This rel ieves the user of

having to write down a large I ist of cryptic hexadecimal identifiers

during debugging. Since the task name is not used by the executive or

monitor for input purposes, it does not have to be unique.

Unl ike single program appl ications, urhere execution is continuous, a

task in a multiple task appl ication may reach a point where it cannot

execute until some action is taken by another task in the system. For

this reason, every task has as associated state which determines whether

or not ¡t is currently eligible to continue execution. The four states

which a task can be in are:

o avai lable -

o send i ng

o receiving -

o deleted

the task can cont i nue execut i on

the task has sent a message and is waiting for a reply

the task is waiting for a message to be sent to it

the task has been destroyed and is awaiting I'clean upr'.

All tasks are created in the available state. During

ecution, a task can become temporarily blocked only

executivers message passing services. Once blocked,

unti I another task takes some action which changes

avai Iable.

All of the information about a

ry known as a Task Control Block,

i ts subsequent exr

through use of , the

it cannot continue

i ts state back to

task is maintained in a block of memo-

or TCB. The executive automatical ly
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bui lds a TCB for each task in the userrs appl ication system, and con-

stantly refers to and updates its fields in order to record the task's

context, handle its messages, and implement debugging faci I ities. Since

the executive is totally responsible for managing the TCBs in an appli-

cat¡on system' the system designer and user need not be aware of where

they are located or what information they contain.

5. 1.3 Executive Services

ln order to aid a task in carrying out commonìy required processing that

would be either tedious or impossibìe for the task to do itself, the ex-

ecutive provides a number of executive services.

A service request is signalled to the executive by the execution of a

I'Software l nterrupt" (StJl ) i nstruct i on. The funct i on code byte wh i ch

follows this instruction is used to designate the type of service being

requested. Argument vaìues required by the service routine are passed

by initializing one or more of the microprocessorts registers prior to

requesting the service; results are passed back to the requesting task

in a similar fashion. lf data structures larger than two bytes (ttre

size of the largest flC6809 register) are involved, service routines will
accept and/or return the address of a data structure instead of actually

transferr i ng the structure i tsel f.

Figure 6 gives an example of a service request. The service speci-

fied has the code value of $Of, meaning that the ALLOCATE service is be-

ing requested. The D register is loaded with the amount of memory re-

quired (in this case, loo bytes), and the pointer to the block obtained

is returned in the X register.
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LDD

Sl.r l

FCB

TFR

#too Load D register
Request service

$o¡
X'U Get block pointer

Figure 6: An Executive Service Request

As the task is not required to place argument values in particular

memory locations and signals its request using an interrupt instead of a

branch instruction, the service request mechanism is address-indepen-

dent. Consequently, a position-independent program can interact with

the executive without any modification.

To relieve the programmer of the necessity of preserving ¡mportant

register values prior to making a service request, the executive auto-

matically saves the contents of all reg¡sters on the taskrs local stack

whenever a service is requested. A "nehr" set of register values, which

are local to the service routine and cannot be referenced by the user or

the taskrs program,. are activated for the duration of service process-

ing. The register values being used by the program are restored when

the service completes, with the exception of those corresponding to reg-

isters containing the results of the service, which are lost. Since the

Sl./l instruction sets the F and I bits of the microprocessorrs condition

code register, both FIRQ and IRQ ¡nterrupts are masked for the duration

of a service request; when the taskrs original registers are restored,

these interrupt bits will be reset to their previous values.
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As well as preserving register information, the local stack is also

used to hold intermediate values generated during the execution of the

service routine. Therefore, a certain amount of free space must be

available on the stack at the time a task requests a service in order to

prevent the stack from overflowing into some other taskrs address space.

lf the executive detects that a taskrs stack has overflowed into Rol,î, ¡t
stops processing and generates the message 'STACK oVERFLoW'. Note that

this check wi I I not detect the more common problem of overflowing into

someone eìsers RAI'î. The appendices contain a table showing the maximum

number of bytes used by each service.

ln certain instances, it may be impossible for the executive to carry

out a service request. For example, a task may requires additional mem-

ory when none is available or direct a message to a task which does not

exist". lf there is no hray that the service can be successfully complet-

êd, the service request fails and the task is resumed at the instruction

following the request. Each service routine sets the overflow bit in

the task's condition code register (CCR) if the service fails. This al-
lows a task to check whether failure occurred and to take whatever rem-

edial action is necessary.

To aid the user in debugging an application, the executive halts exe-

cution whenever a service fai ls, unless otherwise instructed, and issues

an informatory message. ln those instances where a task is capable of

handling failure, the programmer can indicate this fact to the executive

by setting the high order bit of the function code byte to one when the

request is made. (See Figure 7..) Then regardless of whether the re-

quest succeeds or fails, control will always be returned to the request-
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ing task. By'relieving the programmer of the drudgery of having to in-

clude a check for fai ìure after each and every service request, debug-

ging an appl ication can be done much more quickly.

sl.,t
FCB

BVS
S t 3+53e
ERROR

Request where fai lure
i s acceptabl e
Branch if service failed

F i gure /: Detect i ng Serv i ce Fa i I ure

Severaì of the fol lowing sections of this chapter discuss the servi-

ces that the tlTEO9 executive provides. As the details of which regis-

ters are used to pass arguments and return results are irrelevant to the

discussion of what the service does and how it is used, a Pascal-l ike

procedure header notation is used. For example,

ALL0CATE( nnOUHf:integer ¡ yât BLOCK:@block )

indicates that the ALLOCATE service has two parameters. Parameters

which follow the keyword "var'r return a result, and may also provide an

argument value; otherwise, the parameter is left unchanged by the ser-

vice routine and is used to pass an argument only. By convention, any

parameter type beginning with '@' indicates that the parameter is actu-

ally a po¡nter to a data structure of the indicated type which contains

the values to be used.

ln light of the

that this notation

information on service fai lure, the user should note

is sl ightly misleading. The parameters:

FAIL_0K:bool , var FAILED:bool
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are impl icit in each service header, indicating whether fai lure is

tolerable and whether it occurred, respectively. However, as they do

not affect the operation of the service routine, they are omitted in the

service headers that fol low.

5.1.4 l¡sh Scheduling ¡ncl Switching

The l1TE09 executive uses a simple sequential scheduling algorithm in or-

der to distribute processor time among the tasks in an applicat¡on sys-

tem, with the relinquishment of processor controì being an entirely vol-

untary operation.

A circular task list containing an entry for each task in an applica-

tion is used to determine the order in which tasks are invoked. The

task which is at therrtoprr of the list is known as the current task.

Task scheduling involves advancing the current task pointer until a task

in the available state is found, and resuming its program. Once the

task gives up control to the executive, the next available task in the

list is found and invoked.

Since the task I ist is circular, schedul ing continues indefinitely

once execution is begun. ln many appl ications, the appl ication never

terminates - execution continues until the microcomputer is shut off or

reset. Normal ly, the executive only terminates an appl ication when al I

of its tasks have been deleted. l,lhen this happens, the executive dis-

plays a message on the console indicating that the application has com-

pleted and has the monitor request a command from the user.
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lf the executive ever finds that all tasks in the application are

blocked, it displays the message TDEADL0CK' on the console and has the

monitor prompt for input. Once deadlock is detected, the user can use

the monitor commands to investigate the situation, but cannot correct

the problem and continue. The system does not detect situations where

only a subset of the application systemrs tasks are mutually deadlocked.

0nce it has been invoked by the executive, a task is in complete con-

trol of the microcomputer until it wishes to relinquish that privilege

to the executive; the current task is never interrupted by the executive

in order to allow another task to execute. This permits the programmer

to handle indivisible sections of code in a natural fashion and also al-

lows knowledge of the entries of the task list to be used to predict the

order in which tasks should be invoked, which simpl ifies debugging. 0f

course' th.is total freedom also means that the programmer is responsible

for ensuring that efficient use is made of the microprocessor¡s time,

and for preventing any task(s) from monopolizing it unfairly.

A task can only give up control of the microprocessor through use of

one of the executive services.6 Unless a service request can be complet-

ed immed¡ately, the service routine passes control to the executive so

that other available tasks can be invoked. lf it can be completed, then

the task's program is resumed. A task may be suspended merely to allow

time for an externally generated event to occurr ot'it may be suspended

indefinitely awaiting some action by another task. Not all services

6 However, a program can be suspended involuntarily by the user through
one of the monitorrs fac¡ I ities for control I ing task execution, name-
ly: breakpoints, flags, and tracing. lf the user then makes another
task the current task, then the first task will have been involuntari-
I y preempted.
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have the potent¡al to cause a task to be suspended; of those that do,

some always suspend the task, whiìe others suspend the task only in cer-

tain circumstances.

Every service which communicates with the console will cause the re-

questing task to pggg if the communications device is not ready. This

suspends the task, but leaves it in the available state so that ¡t (and

therefore the service routine) will resume after each of the other tasks

in the system has had an opportunity to execute. The routine will then

test the console device and pause again if necessary.

A message passing service can attempt an action which requires a com-

plementary action on behalf of another task before the service can be

completed; for example, attempting to receive a message and finding none

has yet been sent. Rather than repeatedly pause and resume the task as

l/0 service routines do, message passing services cause a task to become

blocked by changing the taskrs state to unavai lable before rel inquishing

control to the executive. The task remains blocked unt¡l a service rou-

tine requested by another task changes the taskrs state back to avail-

able.

ln order to allow the service routine to be resumed later, the active

register values are saved on the taskrs stack whenever a service routine

suspends a task. Thus, two sets of registers are saved between the time

a task requests a service and the time that ¡t is suspended: the regis-

ters used by the taskrs program and those used by the service routine.

The stack requirement values given in the table in the appendix for ser-

vices which suspend a task only some of the time show the amount re-
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quired if both saves are performed; hence, if such a service does not

suspend the taskr ãñ error may not occur even ¡f there are fewer than

the indicated number of bytes on the stack. A reasonable rule of thumb

recommends that a taskrs stack have approximately !0 free bytes at all

times. As with service requests, 'STACK OVERFL0bfr may be detected dur-

ing a task switch.

5. .l.5 Handling Intenrupts

I nterrupts are masked dur i ng the process i ng of servi ce requests and

while the executive is searching for a task to invoke. Hence, an inter-

rupt can only occur during execution of a taskrs program.? Not using a

priority and interrupt driven scheduler, the executive leaves the cur-

rently executing task in control of the microcomputer when an interrupt

occurs; its program is suspended while the interrupt is handled by an

interrupt service routine. To the executive, an interrupt is simply an

unusual form of subroutine call.

lf the interrupt service routine is short and simple, then it should

not cause major problems in the application system. The designer need

only remember to have his tasks unmask the interrupts and to provide

them with enough space on their stacks so that stack overflow does not

occur, no matter when the interrupt arrives.

l4ore complex routines cannot always be handled so easi ly. Normal ly'

an interrupt service routine is not free to make use of the t'lTEO9 execu-

tive services because ¡t does not know which task ¡t is running under.

? The t4C6809's Non-llaskable lnterrupt is reserved for use by the execu-
t ive.
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Using a service which causes the task to pause or block raises the

possibility of the ¡nterrupts service routine dividing normally indivi-
sibìe code; even worse, attempting to send a message when the task al-
ready has one active will cause the service to fail. lf executive ser-

vices must be utilized, the designer must set aside a special task to
process the interrupt.

Unfortunately, the only way to ensure that a particular task process-

es a given interrupt is to have the interrupt masked by all other tasks

in the appl ication, meaning that a considerable period of t¡me can

elapse between the interrupt signal and when it is processed. This be-

ing the case, the designer should consider the advantages of having the

task poll a device rather than respond to an interrupt. The executive

serv i ce

simply suspends

quence such as:

PAUSE ()

the current task wi thout bl ock i ng ¡ t. Therefore, a se-

l.rH ILE (event has not occurred) D0
PAUS E

END I.IH I LE
process event

causes the task to perform arrbusy wait'r unt¡l the desired event occurs.

A polling approach has the advantage of being very simple to imple-

ment. I n the l.lTEog system, the response i t prov ides (when compl ex pro-

cessing must be done) is as rapid as that obtained using interrupts.

Additional ly, one can have a large number of tasks servicing a large

number of devices þ/¡thout having to worry about distinguishing between
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several devices using the same interrupt to signal a need for attention;

each task wi I I check i ts own devi ce (s) by i tsel f. I f necessary, the

frequency of invocation of such a task can be increased by having the

other tasks in the system PAUSE at set intervals.

The l,tTEO9 system provides a set of default interrupt handling rou-

tines for the four ¡nterrupts that are available to the user's applica-

tion, namely: F lRQ, lRQ, Sl,ll2, and Sl,ll3. Unless the application estab-

lishes an appropriate handler, the occurrence of one of these interrupts

(if not masked) will result in the application being halted and the name

of the interrupt being displayed on the console. Each of these default

routines preserves the complete context of the active task (even FIRQ),

allowing the application to be resumed after being stopped in this man-

ner .

5.2 FEATURES flE ItE EXECUTTVE

This section discusses the way in which tasks are created and deleted,

and the executive services for managing storage, message passing, and

console l/0.

5.2.1 Taslt Cneation ¡¡çl Deletlon

A task can create a neh, task using the servíce:

CREATE ( PRoc_NAllE: char4 , TASK_NAI,IE: char4 ,

var CHILD_lD:id ).

The creator specifies both the name of the program to be used and the

name to be associated with the new task by providing pointers to the
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four character names.s lf a new task is successfully created, the execu-

tive returns its identifier to the parent task.

The executive searches through memory for a PDB entry corresponding

to the program named; failure to find one causes the service to fail.

After finding the entry, â piece of unused RAI'I large enough to form both

the taskrs TCB and initial address space is allocated. Since a TCB is

ll bytes long, a free block at least this many bytes longer than the

stack size specified in the PDB entry must exist; otherwise, the service

fails.

After initializing the various fields of the new TCB, the executive

stores values on the new taskrs local stack so that hrhen it begins exe-

cution the microcoprocessor's registers have the fol lowing values:

o X - value of task identifier

o Y - va I ue of rrparentrr task ident if i er ,

r S,U - address of top of local stack,

o PC - address of first instruction in program,

o CC - Sff (masks both IRQ and FIRQ interrupts), and

o A,B,DP - al I $OO.

The state of a newly created task is rravailable'r; however, the CREATE

service returns to the requesting task when it has finished. Since the

new task is added to the executivers list following its parent, it will

be invoked once its parent becomes suspended. Any argument values that

the newly created task needs in order to begin its processing can be

8 Unless circumstances dictate otherwise, ¡t is
task name be made identical to the program name
t i on when debugg i ng.

recommended
to simpl iff

that the
recogn i -
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easily transferred to it by the parent; since both'rparentrrand "childrl

know the value of the otherrs identifier, either can send a message to

the other 
"

The l,lTEO9 monitor provides a TCREATE' command which has the same ef -

fect as the CREATE service. lt accepts two character strings as argu-

ments and displays the nev., task identif ier if successful. This command

is used to create the task(s) ¡n¡t¡ally required to begin the applica-

tion; execution does not begin until the rG0r command is entered. Tasks

which are created by this command do not have a rrparentil task, so the

executive places'the value $ffff in the taskrs Y register.

Unless explicit action is taken, a task will continue to exist until

the appl i cation i s aborted by resetti ng the mi crocomputerrs processor.

However, if a task has completed its function and is no longer needed in

the system, it may be removed so that it will not continue to require

RAI'I and consume processor time. A task may destroy another task, or it-

self, using the service:

DELTTE ( TASK-I D: id )

which fai ls onty if the specified task does not exist.

The executive removes a task from the application system in two stag-

es, lt is f irst Joqj3slI deleted. This involves changing the taskrs

state to rrdeletedrr and generating repl ies to al I messages which have

been sent to it indicating that the message bras not processed properly.

The executive then determines ¡f the task has sent a message which has

not been replied to; ¡f it has, the DELETE service ends and the execu-

tive takes no further action until the message is replied to.
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0nce a task becomes logical ly deleted, it is essential ly non-exis-

tent. No task can send a message to it, and ¡t is bypassed by the exe-

cutive scheduler each time it becomes the current task. The only task

which is permitted to refer to it is the receiver of its message, which

is allowed only to issue a reply to the message.

After a reply is made to the message from a logically deleted task,

or at the time it is logically deleted if it has no active message, the

task is phvsicallv deleted. The task is removed from the circular list
of tasks and all of the RAll in its address space and TCB is returned to

the executive so that it may be reused.

The separation of ìogical and physical deletion of a task is neces-

sary because the contents of a message I ie in the senderrs address

space. lf the storage containing a message were returned at the time

the task was logical ly deleted and immediately issued to another task,

the former message field might be changed by the receiver in order to

return a reply or by the other task in the course of its normal process-

ing, with d¡sasterous results.

The definition of the DELETE service does not allow an application to

develop long chains of logical ly deleted tasks. lf the task which a

logically deleted task is awaiting a reply from is itself destroyed, the

reply which the DELETE service makes to all messages sent to that task

allows the sending task to be physically deleted. lt is possible to

have many logically deleted tasks awaiting replies from a single task,

but only if each has sent a message directly to it.
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ln cases where one task uses the DELETE service to destroy another,

the requesting task continues to execute once the task has been ìogical-

ly deleted. lf a task destroys itself, though, there is no task to re-

turn to, so the service routine causes a task switch instead. Normally,

this will make the task which followed the deìeted task the new current

task; however, if the last task in an application system deletes itself,

the executive terminates multitasking and returns control to the moni-

tor. The user is then able to rerun the application or choose another

for execut i on.

5.2.2 Stonage llanagennnt

The l1TE09 executive is responsible for managing the microcomputerrs ran-

dom access memory while a userrs application is running. This capabili-

ty al I ows the user to wr i te pos i t i on- i ndependent and/or reentrant and/or

recursive code with I ¡ttle difficulty. lt also permits an appl ication

to make use of dynamic data structures without requiring the programmer

to deal wi th the overhead associated wi th al locating and freeing stor-

age.

l,Jhen the user creates his f irst task, the executive automatical ly lo-

cates all of the RAll in the microcomputerrs 64f address space. RAI'I

which is used to contain programs (indicated by the presence of a PDB)

is left alone; the remainder is added to the executive's free pool from

which RAI'1 will be al located, except for a smal I 512 byte portion which

is set aside for use by the executive.

The RAti contained in the free pool can be allocated to tasks and re-

turned on request. The executive attempts to use this potential ly
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scarce resource efficiently by amalgamating adjacent free blocks when-

ever possible (to reduce the problems of fragmentation) and by dispens-

ing only as much RAl.l as a task requests.

A task can have a block of storage added to its address space by re-

quest i ng:

ALL0CATE ( Rl'tOUHt: inreger , var BLOCK:@btock ),
where the i nput parameter A|'IOUNT spec i f ies the number of cont iguous

bytes of RAll needed. lf the executive cannot find a sufficiently large

entry in the free pool, the service fails. otnerwise, a piece of a free

block large enough to satisfy the taskrs request is removed from the

free pool and is added to the taskrs address space. The address of the

first byte beyond the highest addressed byte in the new block is re-

turned in BLOCK, allowing the block to be referenced as a stack. lf de-

sired, the address of the first (lowest addressed) Uyte in the block can

be obtained by subtracting AIlOUNT from BLOCK, alìowing array-type refer-

ences to be made to its bytes.

An ALLOCATEd block is returned to the free pool by the use of the

FREE servi ce:

FREE( BLOCK:@block ).
0nly the single parameter specifying the address of the byte beyond the

highest addressed byte in the block is required, as the executive ob-

tains the length of the block from its internal data structures. A task

may only FREE a block which it has ALLOCATEd; thus, the service wi ll
fail if a task attempts to release¡ a subsection of an allocated block,

a block belonging to another task or to the executive, or the block

which forms its initial address space. This last restriction ensures
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that the task does not accidently free up aìt of its storage and have no

stack on which to execute

The CREATE and DELETE services impl icitly invoke the ALL0CATE and

FREE services, respectively. CREATE uses ALLOCATE to obtain a block of

storage which forms the new task's initial address space and associated

executive data structures; fai lure to find a sufficiently large block

causes creation to fail. The DELETE service uses FREE to return all of

the blocks in the deleted task's address space to the free pool, includ-

ing the initial block and TCB. Because such implicit requests are based

on the executivers ohrn records of brhat storage has been allocated to the

task, these FREE operations cannot fai l.

5.2.3 Basic tesssgÊ Passing

Appl ication designers are discouraged from using global data areas when

passing information from task to task. Such an ttunstructuredrr solution

to the problem of information sharing allows a great deal of flexibili-
tY, but is difficult to control and leads to code which is difficult to

modify. The designer must also ensure that only one task at a time is

permitted to make changes to such an area. The use of global data areas

for inter-task communication offers the same advantages and disadvantag-

es as control I ing a program using G0 T0 statements; hence, it should

normal ly be avoided.

The automatic storage management of the t'tTEOg executive can also com-

pl icate the use of global buf f ers. For programs in RAl,l, the common area

can be included with the instructions; however, f or R0l.l programs, the

storage must be allocated dynamically. tlhile this can be done easily,
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the application must then communicate the address to all the tasks which

are to use it, which may be difficult without an already existing global

area. Alternatively, a r¡dummyil program could be establ ished at a prede-

fined location in order to prevent the executive from claiming al I of

the RAl,l in the microcomputer.

The message passing services of the l,tTEO9 executive attempt to pro-

vide a simple, flexible, and structured mechanism for al lowing tasks to

share information. Although real ly only global data areas in a dis-

guised form, the framework provided by the message passing system over-

comes the problems of mutual exclusion and dynamical ly al located stor-

â9ê, and permits the construction of software which can be easi ly

adapted to changes in the appl ication system. For this reason, it is

recommended that messages be used in place of global data areas wherever

possible.

The message passing system is based on the rrsend_wait and receive

followed later by reply" protocol ICISHl80]. When a task sends a mes-

sage to another task, ¡t is blocked until a reply is made. The destina-

tion task receives the message from a queue of incoming messages and can

take as long as it I ikes before replying. By blocking the sender and

leaving the receiver free, the sender is synchronized to the reply to

its message, and the receiver can use the reply to convery information

back to the sender,e thus making a single message a bidirectional chan-

nel between tasks. However, in blocking the sender, this protocol does

restrict it to a single active message at a time. The receiver is not

similarly restricted and can receive messages from a number of senders

e The rrextended rendezvouslr in Ada terminology.
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before replying to any of them.

The basic unit with r^rhich tasks communicate with each other is the

EsSgæ. Although this term may be used loosely to refer to the infor-

mation being transmittêd, a message is in fact composed of two pieces of

information: the identifier of the task which is to receive the message

and the address of the storage containing the messagers content.

This storage, known as a Egjsgflg ljj13, may be located anywhere with-

in the address space of the sending task. The sender and receiver must

agree "a priorirr on the format of the data contained in the message

field. Variable length message fields can be implemented easi ly by hav-

message field pointer

I ength content of message

Figure 8: Variable Length llessage Format

ing the first byte or two contain its length. The executive does not

make a copy of the message field when it sends a message, but instead

provides the receiver with its address. The receiver can then examine

and ghange the message field as it lies in the senderrs address space.

lf the sender is only transmitting one or tbro bytes and does not expect

any information to be passed back in the repìyr usê of the message field
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can be avoided by passing the information directly in the message field
po i nter .

Each task is provided with a data structure known as a message enttyr

which the executive manipulates for the task in order to send a message.

Because there is only one per task, a task can have only one message ac-

tive at any time. There are also two lists for each task on which mes-

sage entries are placed: the pendinq queue and the received list, which

are used to control the receipt of and reply to messages. The existence

of these three data structures is total ly hidden from the programmer,

but by making reference to them it is easier to visualize what is actu-

ally going on when a message is sent.

A message is sent by requesting the executive service:

SEND_|./AlT( T0_tD:id , FTELD:@msgf ield )

specifying the destination task's identifier and the address of the mes-

sage field being used. The taskrs message entry is initial ized by the

executive and added to the destination's pending queue¡ if that task is
blocked awaiting a message on its queue, the SEND_|.JAlT service unblocks

¡t. The sending task is blocked from further execution until the mes-

sage is replied to, or fails, thereby preventing the task from sending

another message as long as the taskrs message entry is in use.

To receive a message, a task requests the service:

RECEIVE ( var FR0l'1_lD: id , var FIELD:@msgf ield)

which removes the first entry on its pending queue and adds it "to the

received list; it also informs the receiver of the identity of the send-

ing task and the address of the message field in which the information
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lies. lf its pending queue is empty at the time of a request, the exe-

cutive blocks the task until one arrives. 0nce a message has been re-

ceived, the task may then examine the contents of the message field and

act accordingly. lnformation may also be passed back to the sending

task by altering the contents of the message field.

I'lhen the receiving task is f in ished with a message, i t ind icates th is

by requesti ng:

REPLY( rnOn_lD:id )

and supplying the identifier of the messagers sender. The appropriate

message entry is removed from the taskrs received I ist and the sending

task is unblocked ¡f ¡t is waiting for a reply. Because a I ist data

structure is used, a task may receive as many messages as it wishes be-

fore replying, and reply to them in any order.

Upon being reinvoked after completing a SEND_VJAlT, the sending task

can examine its message field for the value of the reply (if any was to

be provided). The complet¡on of the SEND_WAIT service releases the

taskrs message entry and allows another message to be sent.

The executive performs considerable error checking in its message

passing routines to ensure that unusual situations do not cause myster¡-

ous results. lf a task specifies an invalid destination, or the desti-

nation is destroyed prior to making a reply, the sender is restarted and

his SEND_WAIT service fails. A send will also fail if a task attempts

to send a message to itself; this prevents the task from wa¡t¡ng for a

reply that can never come. The l¡1TE09 executive does not attempt to ex-

tend this type of deadlock detection to prohibit instances involving
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more than one task - for exampìe, A sending to B and B sending to A.

The REPLY service fails if ¡t attempts to reply to a message and the in-

dicated senderrs message entry is not on its received list. The RECEIVE

servi ce cannot fa i I .

A side effect of the destruction of a task is the return of its stor-

age to the free pool. Should a task be deleted while it has an active

message, and the storage subsequently allocated to a newly created task,

the receiver of the message might find the contents of the message field

different from the value intended by the sender. To prevent a message

from being altered in this way, the executive refrains from releasing

the storage of a deleted task until a reply has been made to its last

message. lf the task has no active message, its storage is released im-

med i atel y.

5.2.4 Advanced Jtleseage Paesing

þJhile many of the information exchanges in an application can be accom-

plished using only the three services called for in the basic protocol,

they do not al low certain commonly encountered situations to be handled

in a very elegant manner. Therefore, a number of additional services

are provided in the t'1TE09 message pass ing system in order to increase

its utility.

These services use only the data structures which are required to im-

plement the basic protocol; as a result, they do not greatly complicate

the overall message passing picture. These services do allow neh, errors

to occur which cannot arise if only the SEND_WAlT, RECEIVE, and REpLy

services are used, however, they do not grossly violate any of the prin-

ciples of the basic protocol.
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The FORI^IARD service al lows a task to redirect a message to a neh,

destination for further processing, instead of replying to it.

FoRI^,ARD ( rnom_ I D: id , T0_ I D: id )

The message is removed from the receiver's received I ist and added to

the new destinationrs pending queue. The forwarding task cannot specify

a new message field, but nothing prevents it from making modifications

to the original message field prior to forwarding the message. A task

may also forward a message to itself, thus replacing a message it has

received back on its queue of pending messages.

FORWARD is ideal for use in applications with mult¡ple requestors and

multiple servers. lt enables a I'server control ler'r task to be buí I t

which accepts requests and routes them to the appropriate server¡ this

establishes a direct link between requestor and server and frees up the

controller so it can handle other requests. As a bonus, this redirec-

tion is transparent to the sender, who is not provided with the means to

detect the task which actual ly serviced his reguest. This prevents an

unscrupulous requestor from sending future requests directly to a ser-

ver.

The FORIIARD service also makes it possible to construct tasks which

act as an interface between two otherwise incompatible tasks. For exam-

Ple, a task might accept a message containing a string of EBCDIC charac-

ters, change them to the corresponding ASCI I string, and forward the

message to a task manipulating an ASCI I printer.

As with REPLY, a task may not FORI.JARD a message entry that ¡t has not

received. However, unl ike SEND_bIAlT, ¡t is permissible to direct a mes-
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sage to a non-existent task, or back to the original sender; ¡t is the

SEND_WAIT service that wi I I fai I and not the FORWARD. Note that, be-

cause of F0RI,IARD, a task may successf ully init¡ate a message only to

have ¡t later fail for a reason that would have caused immediate failure

had the message been original ly directed to its eventual destination.

This can lead to somewhat bizarre situations; for example, if the re-

ce iv i ng task red i rects two success ive messages to tr^,o d i f f erent tasks, a

task can send two messages to the same task, have the first one fail and

the second one succeed.

ln contrast to the complications of FORWARD is the simplicity of the

condi tional receive service:

RECEIVE_N0lrAlT( var FR0t4_lD: id , var FIELD:@msgf ield ,

var NONE:boolean )

This service dupl icates the RECEIVE service, except when the taskrs

pending queue is empty. ln such a case, the task is not blocked and

compl etes immed iatel y hrith NONE set to TRUE and FROl.l_lD and F I ELD un-

changed. lf a message is taken from the pending queue, NONE returns

FALSE.

RECEIVE_N0þJAIT permits a task to poll its pending queue for messages

without becoming blocked if none are present. Such a capability can be

useful in applications where a task is required to change its processing

according to new input, but in the absence of input is expected to con-

tinue doing what it is currently doing without stopping. Consider, for

example, the actions of an automatic pilot which is required to keep a

craft heading in the same direction unless the human pi lot requests a

change.
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ln other programming situations, ¡t is the sender rather than the re-

ceiver that must be kept running. An example might be a task which

builds a line of keyboard input and sends it to a processing task when-

ever a carr iage return is entered. A SEND_I./AlT operation wouìd block

the input task until the processing task had completed its work and rep-

I ied; if the processing time is great, this idle time could be spent

more profitably ¡n accepting some of the characters of the next input

I ine.

The two

dur i ng the

are:

servíces necessary to permit a task to continue processing

interval between sending a message and receiving the reply

SEND( T0_lD:id , FIELD:@msgf ield )

wAtr( ).

The SEND service has the same arguments as SEND_I'IAlT and produces the

same results, except that the sending task is not blocked. lf the des-

tination task does not exist, the service sti I I succeeds - fai lure of

the message is detected at the time the task l,lAlTs. The sender of the

message should not normally alter the contents of the message field once

it has been sent, but the executive does not prevent it from doing so.

(Note that this can be considered as a violation of the basic protocol,

since the sender is incapable of doing such a thing when only SEND_tlAlT

i s provided.)

tlhen the sender wishes to knov'r the results of the message, or to send

another message, it synchronizes to the receiver's reply by performing a

trAlT. This blocks the task unless a reply has been made. After receiv-
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ing noti.f ication of a reply, tJAIT fails if the message failed because

the destination v',as non-ex¡stent originally or h,as destroyed. tJAlTing

also releases the taskrs message entry for further use.

While dividing the previously indivisible SEND_WAIT operation into

tt^ro pieces might appear to allow a task to send multiple messages, this

is not the case. A task is still required to synchronize to the reply

of the message it has sent before it can send another message, meaning a

task is still restricted to a single active message. What SEND and l,JAlT

provide is a method to delay the time at which synchronization is at-

tempted. lt should be pointed out that, urìless the thro services are

separated by at least one service that causes the task to become sus-

pended, the use of SEND and WA|T is equivalent to using SEND_IIAlT.

sEND and l,JAlr provide an opportunity for the two halves of a message

transmission operation to get out of step. To prevent a task from at-

tempting to send a second message before waiting for the first, a SEND

or SEND-I'IAlT operation following an unWAlTed SEND fails. Likewise, if
two l.lAlTs are not separated by a SEND, then the second þrAlT wil I f ail.

5.2.5 Console Il0
The executive provides a number of services which allow tasks to commu-

nicate with the microcomputer console.

The only service provided to obtain input from the console returns a

single character:

INCHP( var BYTE:char ).
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Consequently, a task must bui ld up any input strings it requires on a

character by character basis. The corresponding output service is:

OUTCH( gYrf:char )

which sends a character to the console screen. A string of characters

which is terminated with an ASCII EOT (S04) can be displayed using ei-

ther of:

PDATAI ( STRING:@string )

PDATA( SrnlNG:@string ) .

The latter service positions the console to a new I ine before sending

the string. The EOT character del imiting the string is not displayed.

The servi ces:

PCRLF() and sPAcE()

require no argument values, and respectively positon the console to a

new I i ne and output a space character.

While these services are well suited to manipulating text, some ap-

pl ications involve a degree of arithmetic calculation. The services:

OUT2HS ( var BYTE:@byte )

OUT4HS ( var ttORD:@byte2 )

display the contents of a byte or pair of bytes in hexadecimal charac-

ters, and are therefore useful in displaying both binary and BCD values.

Both services automatical Iy increment the argument pointer so that ¡t

points at the following byte or word of memory, and print a space after

the hexadecimal digits; thus, chunks of memory can be displayed easily.

These services were adopted without change from the ASSIST09 single

program monitor and a complete description of each can be found in

[I40T0RBl]. Because they are not general purpose routines suitable for
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communicating with a variety of devices, their use is somewhat l imited.

They are nonetheless an important part of the llTEO9 system since many

interactive appl ications require the abi I ity to display messages to an

operator and to accept input in response. Add¡tional ly, they provide

the user h,¡th a quick means of adding output statements to his code dur-

i ng program devel opment.

Every l/0 service has the potential to cause a task switch. lf the

console l/O device is not ready at the time a byte is to be obtained or

sent, which is frequently the case, the l/0 routine invokes the pAUSE

service impl icitly so that the processor is freed for use by other

tasks . t'Jhen the task aga i n becomes cur rent and i s re i nvoked, the ser-

vice routine repeats the attempt to receive or transmit a byte, and

PAUSEs again ¡f necessary. This sequence continues untiì the byte or

string of bytes specified by the task has been completely processed.

Hence, a task using an l/0 service may PAUSE and be reinvoked many times

in the course of a single request. Because the length of time between

pausing and being reinvoked is unpredictable (in general), ¡t is possi-

ble for a second input character to arrive before the first has been

taken. Normally, however, an application system should be quite capable

of keeping up r^rith the user typing at the consolers keyboard.

Since a task switch can occur in the middte of an l/0 service, the

userrs application should not have more than one task attempt¡ng to read

or write to the console simultaneously. Failure to adheie to this rule

will usually result in the characters from two or more output strings

being interleaved ¡ ot the bytes from a single input string being dis-

tributed among a number of tasks. An ideal solution uses a single task
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to perform all console communications and has all tasks requiring input

or output send a mesages to the console communication task whenever l/0

is required. The communications task would then process each request

fully before beginning the next.



Chapter 6

THE IIONITÍIR

The monitor portion of the tlTEO9 system is the tool which allows an ap-

pl icat¡on system to be examined during its development phases. lts ca-

pabilities permit the user to: create the task(s) needed to begin an

application system, start and stop the execution of the application in a

control led manner, display information about the various tasks in exis-

tence, and inspect or modify compontents of the microcomputer in which

the appl ication is running.

ô.1 C0i|ÌTANDS

The user can request a monitor feature by issuing one or more commands

from the console keyboard while his application system is not executing.

Approximately tv',enty different commands are supported by the monitor,

giving the user access to a wide variety of features hr¡thout requiring

extens i ve memor i zat i on.

A command i s i ssued by enter i ng a command form (of wh ¡ ch there may be

several for any given command) and any argument values which the form

requires. To ease the burden of typing, most commands use forms of one

or tbro characters; longer forms can be truncated on the right as long as

the truncated version is not ambiguous. The monitor also accepts a sim-

ple expression as a numeric argument.
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The majority of commands produce a visible display on the console as

part of their processing. Because some of these displays can be quite

lengthy, the monitor will halt the output of a command if the user hits

any console key. Hitting another character resumes the listing of out-

put. Typing the CANCEL (CONTROL-X) key during command output aborts the

command.

Display System:

Change System:

Execute:

L imi t Execut i on:

Run-Time Display:

Itl iscel laneous:

CONTEXT

QUEUES

ADDRE SS ES

D I SPLAY

- display task identifier, name,
state, and register values

- display task pending queue
and received I ist

- display RAl,î allocated to task
- display a segment of memory in both

hexadecimal and charcter form

REG I STERS
I'tEl10RY

GO

TRACE

al ter current task regi sters
alter contents of memory

- resume appl ication execution
- single step through instructions

of a task

BREAKPOINT - enable or disable breakpoints
FLAG - enable or disable flagged operation

LOG - alter logging to be performed

PR0GRAI'IS - d ispl ay programs in computer
CREATE - create a new task

F i gure l: l,laj or Commands

The main commands used in forming and debugging a multitasking appli-

cation are listed in Figure !. These give the user the ability to dis-

play and modify the various portions of his application and to precisely
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control its execution. Thus, they can greatly speed the process of lo-

cating errors in the design and programming of an appl ication.

Since most of these commands are quite straightforward in their oper-

at¡on, they will not be mentioned further in this chapter. The appendix

It'1TE09 l¡lonitor Commandsr contains a complete I ist of the commands avail-

able through the l'1TE09 monitor. The val id forms that may be used to re-

quest each command, their effect, and the errors that may be encountered

during its execution are all described.

6. 2 TIONI TOR ENV I RONTIENTS

The l1TE09 mon i tor p rovides three environments in which the user and his

appl ication can operate. The fac¡ I i t¡es avai lable to both vary accord-

ing to the environment which is active.

The Standard ASSISTOq environment is activated whenever the microcom-

puter is powered up or reset¡ ot when a multitasking application termi-

nates. lt provides only the facilities of the ASSIST09 monitor, meaning

that it only supports single program appl ications. lts inclusion per-

mits users who do not require multitasking capab¡l it¡es to work on a

microcomputer on which the l1TE09 system is instal led.

The only noticeable difference between a microcomputer running

ASSIST09 and one running l,tTEO9rs Standard ASSIST09 environment is that

the Iatter makes tbro more commands avai lable to the user. The

' PR0GRA|,ISr command d ispl ays inf ormat ion about the programs in memory

which can be run by a task. This allows a user to verify that alì nec-

essary code is present before beginning a multitasking appl ication. The
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I CREATET command

causes the monitor

The I'lon i tor

creates the first task in the userrs application and

to activate one of the two multitasking environments.

The multitasking environment which is activated by creating an appl i-
cationrs first task depends upon whether or not the microcomputer has

the l'1TE09 DEBUG module installed in its memory; if the module is not

present, the tlTEO9 environment is activated. All t{TE09 services are

avai lable to the tasks in an appl ication in this environment; however,

it should be used only to run applications which have been fully tested.

The capabilities which are available to the user are limited to those

necessary for creating an appl icationrs tasks and beginning execution:

the I PROGRAI'IS ' , ' CREATE ' , and 'G0' commands. Hence, the appl icat ion

system must run to completion. lf the executive detects an error during

execution, it will halt processing and display a message on the console;

but with no debugging facilities, the user will be unable to correct the

problem and continue.

lf the t'1TE09 DEBUG module is present when the user creates the f irst
task in an application, the monitor activates the DEBUG l'lTEOq environ-

ment. The facilit¡es provided by this environment are the most exten-

sive of any of the l1TE09 environments, incorporating all of the ASSISTO9

services and commands (with the exception of the rCALLr command) plus

the multitasking services and command extensions of tlTEOg. The DEBUG

llTEOg environment is intended to be used for the development of a userrs

appl ications. Ful ly debugged appl ications may also be run, but wi I I run

sl ightly slower than in the l1TE09 environment because of the overhead

involved in supporting the debugging facilities. The system does not

provide a way to make the non-debugging environment available on a

microcomputer which contains the DEBUG llTEOg ROll.
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Although some multitasking appl ications continue to execute unt¡ I the

microcomputer is powered down or reset, others reach a termination

point. lf the last task in a system of tasks destroys itself, the moni-

tor assumes that multitasking is no longer required and reactivates the

Standard ASSIST0! environment. The user can then run the same or a dif-

ferent appl ication.

ln order to prevent confusion due to the existence of more than one

environment, the monitor displays a message on the console each t¡me a

neh/ environment is activated. For example, ¡t d¡splays the message

rASSlST09r when the microcomputer is powered up or reset.

6.3 CONTROLLING APPLICATION EXECUTION

l,lhile the commands for displaying and modifying the various components

of the application system are extremely useful, they would be worthless

if the user r^ras not given the capabil ity of stopping the execution of

his appl ication so that they could be employed. The l'1T809 monitor pro-

vides a trio of features which al low the user to halt processing at

points of interest: tracing, breakpoints, and flags.

One word of caution should be noted: in order to allow the current

task to resume execution after being stopped by one of these facilities'

the taskrs registers are saved on its local stack in the same bray that

they are preserved brhen a task is suspended by a service routine. Con-

sequently, sixteen bytes must be available for this purpose when the at-

tempt to stop the task is made. lf the stack overflows onto R0l1' the

'STACK QVERFLOWT message wi I I be dispìayed, however, as mentioned earl i-

êr'r overflow onto another taskrs RAI'I is not detected.
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6.3.1 Tracing

The .TRACErcommand permits the user to have the current task execute a

specific number of instructions and then return control to the monitor.

After each instruction executed, a display of the task's current context

is produced on the console, specifying:

. the opcode of the instruction just executed,

o the task identifier and name of the task,

o the current state of the task, and

o the current vaìue of each of the task's registers.

Such a display is known as a trace of the taskts execution.

Tracing is not intended as a tool for verifying the flow of control

and the exchange of information in an application, but rather as a means

of examining a smaìl section of a single taskrs program to determine

whether or not it is producing the correct results. By using the trace

facility' the programmer can guickly discover a host of common program-

ming errors such as: fai lure to preserve registers across subroutine

cal ls' loops which execute the wrong number of times, and straightfor-
ward coding errors (l ¡t<e specifying the hrrong register in an instruc-

tion) .

The monitor treats requests for executive services as ¡t treats other

instructions. Rather than displaying the results of each instruction

conta¡ned in the service routine, information which would be meaningless

to the user' it produces a single line once the service has been com-

pleted. Therefore, the user can view a service request as a singìe in-

struction, even though it may encompass hundreds.
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While in most cases tracing terminates after the requested number of

instructions have been executed, there are three types of event which

cause ¡t to halt prematurely. To prevent a trace from going further

than the user intendedr âñ executive service which causes the task to

become blocked or to pause, oi which deletes the task' will stop the

trace. ln this case, the monitor displays the message 'TASK S|JTICHT to

inform the user why tracing was ended. Tracing is also halted when the

task reaches a breakpoint, or a flagged executive service operation oc-

curs. These operations are described in the fol lowing subsections, but,

in brief, they represent points of interest at which t,he user wishes ex-

ecution to be halted. Lastly, the user can abort tracing manual ly by

hitting the CANCEL (CONTROL-X) key on the console. This not only per-

mits tracing to be terminated when an unexpected turn of events is no-

ticed, but also allows a user who does not have a clear idea of where

his program is in error to specify some large value for the number of

instructions to be executed and simply wai t for problems to appear.

Again, the monitor displays messages to inform the user of its reason

for terminat¡ng the'TRACET command.

6.3 .2 Brealrpoi nts

VJhen the user is not interested in an instruction by instruction account

of the execution of a task's program, but rather in the end result of a

sequence of instructions, he may specify the address of a breakpoint at

which execution is to be halted. llhen the current task attempts to exe-

cute an instructionro at the location of a breakpoint, the monitor dis-

ro A service request (Strl) is again considered to be a single instruc-
t ion.
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plays the taskrs context and prompts for a command. Execution can later

be resumed at that instruction, if desired. This capability allows both

debugging of code brith¡n a single task and the examination of interac-

tions between a group of tasks.

Up to four breakpoints can be specified for each task, all of which

are disabled when the task ¡f f¡rst created. The user can enable and

disable each of the taskrs breakpoints independently using the

TBREAKPOINTT command, and also display the values for those currently

act i ve.

Since each task has its own set of breakpoints, it is possible that

two tasks can execute the same instruction and only one will halt when

¡t is executed. However, when the user wants processing halted at a

given instruction, regardless of the identity of the task attempting to

execute it' one of the monitor's four global breakpoints should be used.

A global breakpoint is enabled for all tasks in an application, but is

not counted as one of a taskrs four breakpoints; thus, as many as eight

breakpoints may be capable of stopping a given task. A single instruc-

tion may be specified as both a global and a local breakpoint.

To simpl ify the procedure of restarting execution after a breakpoint

has been encountered, the monitor ignores any breakpoint that is at the

location at which the user resumes execution of his appl ication. This

eliminates the necessity of having to disable the breakpoint to keep the

task from re-encountering ít and immediately halting. After the in-

struction at the breakpoint location has been executed, the breakpoint

is re-established by the monitor so that any subsequent attempt to exe-

cute the i nstruct i on ha I ts the appl i cat i on.
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The monitor implements a breakpoint by temporari ly overurriting the

instruction at that location. Consequently, only an instruction which

is located in RAI'I may be specif ied as the location of a breakpoint.

This is not normal ly a problem as breakpoints are typical ly used only

during system development, before a program has been burned into ROl,l.

ln the event that a program in R0l.l is required to execute a breakpoint,

the executive service:

BREAKPO I NT ()

can be used to generate the same effect as a normal RAI'I breakpoint. Be-

ing a service request, ¡t is included in the taskrs program at the time

it is assembled and cannot be disabled. Consequently, ¡t is not local

to any one task; all tasks which execute that instruction generate a

breakpo i nt.

6.3.3 Flags

The breakpoint facility is extremely useful when the user wishes to ex-

amine an appl icationrs tasks before or after a particular instruction,

subroutine, or service is performed; however, the necessity of supplying

the address of the point of interest sometimes makes it cumbersome to

use. Since the user spends much of his debugging time verifying the

flow of control from task to task, and in determining that requests for

executive services are being processed correctly, the monitor has been

provided with the capabi I ity of stopping at I ikely points of interest

without requiring that the actual location be specified.

The flag facility of the monitor causes it to generate a breakpoint-

like response each time a specified event occurs, regardless of the lo-
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cat¡on of the instruction causing the event. The four types of event

which can be flagged are:

o invocation of a task,

o a task becoming suspended (blocked, pausing, or self-destructing),

o a request for an executive service by a task, and

o the completion of an executive service.

Once the user has informed the monitor that he wishes execution to be

such anhalted when a particular type of event occurs, the detection of

event causes the monitor to display the context of the current

prompt for a command.

task and

Each task contains its own set of flags, all of which are disabled at

the time the task is created. The user can specify which, if any, of

the four classes of events are to be flagged for a task by use of the

TFLAGT command. This command also al lows him to display the operations

that are currently being flagged. As with breakpoints, there is a set

of global flaqs which halt execution on any occurrence of the event of

interest regardless of the task that generated it.

A task which is flagged for task invocation causes execution to halt

whenever it becomes the current task and is in the available state; that

is' just before it actual ly resumes execution. The complementary event

of task suspension causes execution to halt whenever a service routine

requested by the task generates a task switch, resulting in the next

task in the task I ist becoming the current task.
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The flagging of executive services is handled in an analogous manner.

lf the flag is enabled for requesting a service, the task is stopped be-

fore actually executing the service request, allowing the user to verify

and, if necessary, change the values of arguments being passed to the

service routine. For services such as RECEIVE, fìagging service comple-

tion is more useful, as it allows the user to match the results which

the service has produced against the expected results.

Although the user is permitted to flag events deal ing with requests

for and completion of a taskrs services, he cannot specify the type of

service(s) that he wishes to flag. Thus, one cannot stop execution only

on the completion of a RECEIVE service, for example. tthile this could

have been implemented in f,lTEOg, permitting specif ication of service

types in flagging would have complicated a relatively simple tool to the

.poin( 
where it stood in danger of becoming unusable. ln those instances

where the user wants to stop before or after specific service requests,

the breakpoint faci I ity is avai lable.

As with breakpoints, the monitor takes special care to ensure that

the user can resume execution easily after the occurrence of a flagged

event. Resuming after a task is suspended or after a service completes

presents no problem' since the resumpt¡on of execution does not cause

the event to reoccur. 0n the other hand, invoking a task when ¡t is

flagged for invocation and/or about to request a service when requests

are flagged would normally require the user to disable the flag in order

to prevent the monitor from re-flagging the event. To overcome this

problem' the monitor adopts the same rule as with breakpoints: if the

resumption of execution would immediately result in the current task

performing a flagged operation, then the flag is ignored.
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6.4 iIONITORING SYSTEII ACTIVITY

The I'1TEO9 monitor provides a capabil ity known as logging which produces

a record of task activity which is displayed on the console screen.

This feature is most helpful when the user has no preconceived idea of

why an appl ication system is not functioning correctly.

A common use of logging is to diagnose an unexpected system crash;

through logging, the user can discover the task which hras execut¡ng at

the time of fai lure. This information provides a starting place for

solving the problem. Logging is also useful when a system runs but does

not carry out one or more of its intended activities. By examining a

I i st of the tasks wh i ch are be i ng i nvoked, the user can determ i ne i f

some of his appl icationrs tasks have become mutual ly deadlocked.

Two classes of event can be logged by the monitor:

¡ task invocations and

r executive service requests.

The rLOGr command is

done, and wi I I al so

quested.

used to specify what (¡f any)

specify the type of logging that

logging is to be

is currently re-

VJhen task invocations are being logged, the monitor displays the

identifier, name, and context of each task just prior to invoking ¡t.

The second form of logging produces this information as wel I, but also

produces a message each time a service is requested, suspended, resumed,

or ended, indicating the type of service involved. This can give the

user a better idea of what the task is actually doing whiìe it is active
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and is particularly useful when l/0 services are being usedr âs a task

can be suspended and resumed many times in the course of a single ser-

vi ce request.

The logging feature has an option which generates messages as each

task becomes the current task regardless of whether or not ¡t is in-

voked. This aids in the detection of tasks which are unexpectedly

blocked and tasks which have been logically but not physically deleted.

Logging has no effect on any of the methods for controlling task exe-

cution described earì íer. Typing CANCEL (C0NTROL-X) during any logging

message can also be used to stop the execution of an application. This

permits a user to run his application without any predefined halt condi-

tions and still be able to stop it when a likely trouble spot is no-

ticed. After an examination has been done, execution can be resumed

normal I y.

It should be pointed out that logging messages for the start and re-

sumption of a service and for the invocation of a task are displayed be-

fore the actual act is done; therefore, stopping execution using CANCEL

prevents the operation from actually being attempted and can mislead the

unwary user into thinking that an operation which has not yet been done

has been done. I'lhen execution is resumed af ter such an event, the moni-

tor always redisplays the message.
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Chapter 7

OVERVIETI

The l,tTEOg system is packaged as a set of three position-independent 2K

Rgl,ls which can be instal led in the memory of a microcomputer controlled

by a single ¡1C6809 microprocessor. Compact, and without need of exten-

sive hardv,rare support, the system incorporates a versatile execut¡ve and

complementary debugging facilities into alrworkstation" consisting of an

inexpensive microcomputer and terminal. However, these cost and size

advantages are countered by its relatively slow speed and need for extra

support for creating appl ication software.

The entire I1TEO9 system has been implemented as an extension of l'loto-

rolars ASSISTO! single program monitor. As the original ASSIST09 module

i s i ncorporated i nto the I'ITEO9 system wi thout mod i f i cat ion, l'îTE09 can be

instal led on a microcomputer supporting ASSIST0g by simply instal I ing

one or two additional 2K R0l,ls. Although trying to interface new fea-

tures with existing code made some areas of the executive and monitor

more diff icult to write, the fact that the author hras sharing hisrrwork-

station'r with a number of people who used ASSIST09 made it important

that the original monitor be readi ly avai lable; hence, modifications to

ASSISTO9 v,,ere avoided. ln retrospect' even if the author had not been

restricted to being compatible with the AsslsT09 R0l'1, little would have

been done differently; the ASSIST0g system is so well designed and effi-

cient that its lead would have been followed anyþJay.

-83_
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The choice to use this monitor as a basis for the multitasking system

was made for a number of reasons. First of all, it relieved the author

of the burden of writing a lot of code which is not strictly related to

multitasking, such as the command handler, giving him more time to con-

centrate on more important matters. secondly, the design of Asslsrog

includes numerous rrhooksrt on which user-defined extensions can be added,

thus making the extension process a feasible undertaking. Lastly, by

maintaining much of the trfeelrr of AsslsTog in È1TEO9, people who have

used ASSlsr09 are alìowed to apply a large amount of that experience

when working with l1TE09. Thus, the multitasking system is a hybrid of

original ASSlST09, adaptations of ASSISTO9 features that encompass mul-

tiple task situations, and total ly new work.

The three priorities that the author used in implementing I'ITE99 h,ere,

in descending order: correctness and completeness, ltìinimum size, and

maximal speed. since the system is to be used by non-experts, it was

important to be sure that all cases (even extremely obscure ones) are

properly handled by the executive. lt was also important, aìthough less

sor to use as l¡ttle space as possible in order to maximize the amount

of memory avai lable to the appl ication. Lastly, ¡ t was attempted to

make things run as quickly as possible by using clever design tricks and

opt im izat ions; however, speed v,,as never ach ieved by sacr i f ic i ng the

quality of the results the system produced.

Because the t'tTEOg system is itself fairly simple, the implementation

of many of its capabi I ities bras not difficult, being straightforward

representat ions of the mode I s on wh i ch they are based . l,/henever a

choice existed, such as the method for recognizing RAll or for managing
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the storage in the free pool, the simplest and/or easiest way was usual-

ly chosenr âS ìong as ¡t did not place unreasonable restrictions on the

user. Despite this, sections of the executive and monitor are extremely

complicated. Part of this can be explained as a consequence of working

around the existing AsslsT09 code, but in other cases it is simply due

to the nature of the feature being implemented. l.lherever possible, the

number of special cases that the user is faced with was reduced, even at

the cost of making the implementation more difficult.

The final product exhibits a clean, consistent user interface and,

aside from its slow speed, works extremely wel l. Fortunately for the

sake of budding programmers, the contortions that occur inside the sys-

tem in order make certain features work quickty, work in the smallest

amount of code, or just plain work, are hidden from the userrs view. As

the next two chapters wilì illustrate, some of ¡t is not a pretty sight.
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Chapter I
EXECUTIVE FEATURES

The areas of the l'1TE09 system which fall under the executivers jurisdic-

tion are: the creation of data structures to represent the tasks in an

appl ication, the scheduì ing of the tasks for execution, the handl ing of

requests for executive services, and the management of storage in the

m i crocomputer .

ln this chapter, the existence of the l,lTEO9 monitor is ignored as

much as possible. The mechanisms for starting and stopping the execu-

tion of an appl ication system a.re not considered; hence, it is assumed

that the application system is running with no breakpoints or flags ac-

t¡ve. As far as possible, the modifications required necessary to im-

plement the l1TE09 monitor features are omitted until the following chap-

ter.

8.1 IXE SYSTEil pÂTA AAEA

The execut¡ve maintains much of the information that it requires to con-

trol an application system in an area of memory known as the executive

workpaqe. This 512 byte section of RAI'I is located at a fixed offset

f rom the t'lTEOg R0l1s, rather than at a f ixed location, allowing the l'1TE09

system code to be made position-independent.

Both the l'1TE09 executive

ASS I ST09rs 17S-byte workpage

and monitor make use of the 40 bytes of

which are reserved for user extensions to

87-
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implement many of the basic multitasking and debugging features. The

various fields used are discussed in the appropriate sections of this

chapter and the next. The remaining 350 or so bytes of the workpage

area is used as an executive stack which is active whenever the system

is not executing a taskrs program or processing a service reguested by a

task.

The use of a special stack forrrsystemt (as opposed to task) process-

ing frees the appl ication designer from having to leave extra room on

each taskrs local stack in order to prevent accidental overflow. Were

it not for the presence of the ¡ITEO9 monitor, the use of the executive

stack could probably be forgone, since the task scheduler (the only part

of the executive that uses the executive stack) would not be required to

make any subroutine calls or preserve any other temporary values on a

stack . However , the i ncorporat ion of the t'1TE0! debugg i ng f eatures re-

quires the task scheduler to make a number of subroutine calls.

Unl ike the executive, the l.lTEO! monitor makes extensive use of the

executive stack as it processes commands. The provision for over J00

bytes on the executive stack is, admittedly, excessive; however, had the

executive workpage been cut down to the original AssISTO! size of 256

bytes, the 8l bytes left would not have proved sufficient to handle all
commands.
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8.2 IXE TASK CoNTR0L BLoCK

Each task in an appl ication system is represented

Control Block, or TCB, which the executive uses

execut i on.

i nternal I y

to control

8g

by a Task

the taskrs

The executive creates a new TCB each time a task is created, and de-

stroys ¡t when the task is physical ly deleted. Thus, the number of

tasks that the executive can support is limited only by the amount of

RAÈ1 available in the microcomputer. The address of the low end of the

TCB is used as a taskrs identifier; not only does this guarantee that

two tasks cannot have the same identifier at the same time, but it sim-

plifies the job of locating a taskrs TCB once the task is known to ex-

ist.

The TCB is 39 bytes long, but much of its length is used to contain

information needed by the monitorrs debugging features, such as the ad-

dresses of the taskrs local breakpoints. Some of the more important

values stored in the TCB are:

o I inks implementing the circular task I ist,

o context information (taskts state, level of stack at the time the

task was suspended),

o message information (message entry and po¡nters for the pending

queue and received I ist),

o breakpoint addresses and flagged operations, and

o task name.

Some of these fields are discussed further in the following sections.
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The TCBs in an appl ication are I inked together to form the execu-

tivers circular task list. The list in linked in both directions to al-
low tasks to be added and removed quickly. A pointer to the current

task is maintained in the executive workpage.

8.3 TIE TASK SCHEDULER

The portion of the executive responsible for overseeing the general flow

of execution within an appl ication system is known as the task schedu-

ler. The task scheduler consists of three parts: the task saver, the

task selector, and the task invoker. The actual job of scheduling tasks

for execution is handled by the task selector; the task saver and task

invoker are responsible for suspending and resuming the execution of a

task, respect i vel y.

An executing task is suspended when it requests an executive service

which cannot be immediately compìeted (such as an l/O or message passing

operation) or voluntari ly PAUSEs. The rout¡ne which handles the request

calls the task scheduler as a subroutine, thereby putting the address at

which the service is to be resumed at on the taskrs stack. The task

saver pushes all of the other registers onto the taskrs stack, except

for the stack pointer whose value is recorded in the task's TCB, then

falls into the task selector. lt is, in many cases, unnecessary for

these register values to be preserved (other than the return address),

since the service routine could easily recover this information from the

systemrs data structures. However, some of the l/0 rout.ines in ASSISTO9

require the scheduler to maintain the active registers. Rather than at-

tempting the complex job of saving only what is essential in order to
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save a few bytes on the taskrs stack,

all'r approach is used for all services.

9r

the simple and consistent ilsave

could be used.

The task selector is a simple loop which tests the state of the cur-

rent task; if it is available, control falls into the task invoker, oth-

erwise the next task in the executive's I ist is made the current task

and is itself tested. Since a blocked task cannot execute, the only way

for it to become avaiìable is for another task to request a service

which results in the blocked task being made ready.

An area of the TCB known as the status byte i s used to record a

taskrs state. The status byte is often loaded into the microprocessor's

condition code register so that a single branch instruction can be used

to determine what type of processing is to be done. Consequently, the

bits of the status byte are usualìy denoted by the name of the corre-

sponding bit of the CCR.

CCR:

The F and I bits of the status byte are always ones; this ensures that

interrupts continue to be masked during executive service routines and

task schedul ing after being masked by a service request.rr

The executive uses the V and N b¡ts of the status byte to record

whether a task can execute:

rr 0r, as it turns out,
monitorrs breakpoint,

the default interrupt routines or the
trace facilities.

by one of
f I ag, and

E F H N z V c
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avai lable for execution
waiting for reply to message
waiting for message to arrive

on pend i ng queue

A logically deleted task has the E bit set to one. The other three bits

are used in message passing, which is described later in this chapter.

0nce an available task becomes current, the task invoker is entered.

This routine recovers the level of the taskrs local stack from the TCB,

activates it, and pul ls the register values that were stored on it by

the task saver. This restores the contents of each of the microproces-

sor's registers to the value it had at the time the task was suspended

and resumes execution of the service routine at the point where ¡t left
off.

Figure l0 outlines the basic processing done by the task scheduler.

The basic rrsaverr, "selectrr, and rtinvokerr processing of the task sche-

duler is augmented by a simple deadlock detection algorithm. Each time

a task is suspended, the task saver records its task identifier as the
rrlast task to executett. The task selector compares this value with the

task identifier of each unavailable task it passes over. lf they match,

it means that no other task has been able to execute since that task

did; since that task is unavailable as well, all tasks in the applica-

tion must be blocked. Upon detecting this occurrence, the task selector

stops the execution of the application and signals the user that an er-

ror has occurred.

V

0
0
I

N

0
I

0
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TASK
SAVER

save task registers
save stack level
record as last to execute

advance current task pointer

TASK
SELECTOR

NO

task avai lable
? NO

last to execute
?

YES

'l,
RR

YES

t
E OR

TASK
I NVOKER

recover stack level
restore task registers

F i gure ì 0: Bas i c Schedu I er Process i ng

This scheme is only capable of detecting problems in which all tasks

in the appl ication are blocked. Partial deadlock, where only a subset

of the tasks cannot execute, will not cause the executive to abort pro-

cessing. ln fact, â single task which simply PAUSEs each time ¡t is in-

voked is sufficient to defeat the deadlock detection mechanism.

The monitor also takes special precautions to ensure that if the user

alters the executivers current task po¡nter, deadlock will not be erro-

neously detected.
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8.4 HANDLING EXECUTIVE SERVICES

The l'tTEO9 system has adopted the ASSIST0g convention of using the "Soft-
ware lnterruptrr (SWt) instruction to signaì a request for an executive

service. This choice makes it possible for a user to brrite a position-

independent program, since the program does not have to know either the

absolute or relative address of the routine which services its request.

Requests are handled by a pair of routines which are known col lec-

tively as the service handler. The service dispatcher is the interrupt

service routi ne for the StJl i nstruction. l t receives control after each

Strl is executed, determines which of the 23 available services is being

requested, and jumps to the appropriate service routine. The service

term i nator receives control at the end of each service routine; it de-

termines what (if any) action is to be taken when a service faiìs and

resumes the execution of the requesting task's program.

The t4C6809 microprocessor stacks the values of its registers whenever

the SWI instruction is executed before it passes control to the service

dispatcher. Thus, the saving of the requesting taskrs context is per-

formed automatically by hardware. This instruction also masks the FIRQ

and IRQ interrupts' preventing interrupts from being recognized as long

as a service routine or the task scheduler is running.

Since the Sl,ll instruction is one byte long, the program counter value

which is saved contains the address of the service requestrs function

code byte. The service dispatcher Ioads the byte at this address and

verifies that it contains a val id service code, stopping execution and

signal I ing an error if it does not. Otherwise, the stacked program
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cc A B DP x
I

Y
I

U
I

PC

t
s

F igure I l: Stack after SþJl I nstruction

counter value is incremented by one so that when the service ends, the

task's program wi I I resume at the instruction fol lowing the code byte,

and not at the code byte itself. The absolute address of the required

service routine is calculated using the function code as an index into a

table giving the offset of the routine from the dispatcher, and adding

this offset to the dispatcher¡s address. The routine is then invoked by

a jump instruction.

The routine which actual ly services the request obtains any argument

values provided by the task by examining the appropriate saved register

values. The processing that each does is usually qu¡te straightforward,

involving the examination and/or manipulation of one or more executive

or task data structures. Any results which the service routine wishes

to pass back to the task are returned by overwriting the appropriate

stacked register value(s). ln most cases, the service routine completes

its request immediately and branches to the service terminator; however,

if the service reguest causes the task to become blocked or to pause,

the service routine calls the task scheduler as a subroutine in order to

cause a task switch. lf the task is blocked, the routine first changes

the state value in the taskrs TCB to reflect this fact.
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When a service routine completes, the actions taken by the service

terminator depend upon the entry point used to act¡vate ¡t. The two en-

try points clear or set the V (overflow) bit of the stacked condition

code register to indicate the success or failure of service, respective-

ly. and then join together for the remainder of termination processing.

Execution is stopped for service failure only if the high order bit of

the function code byte used in the request is clear; otherwise, a rRe-

turn From lnterruptrr (RTl) instruction is executed to pop the stacked

register values and resume the taskrs program. Al I registers which are

not being used to return results are returned to the values they had at

the time the service l^ras requested by this action. This action also re-

stores the F and I bits of the condition code register to the values

they had at the time the service uras requested, ãllowing interrupts to

be serviced ¡f the task permits ¡t.

Figure 12 outlines the basic processing done by the service handler.

Unfortunately' it proved necessary to modify the way in which registers

are preserved when a service request is made. The problem arises be-

cause the l/0 routines used by ASSIST09 use an RTI instruction to resume

the request i ng program/task themselves, rather than return i ng through

the service terminator. None of these services can fail, so the check

performed by the terminator is unnecessary; however, as is covered in

the fol lowing chapter, the service terminator also contains code which

implements the f lag and log capabil it¡es of the l.lrEOg monitor. conseq-

uently' the l/0 routines had to be forced to return through the service

term i na tor .
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SERV I CE

D I SPATCHER

save task registers
obtain function code
val idate function code
i ncrement stored PC

calculate address of
service routine

go to service routine

clear V b¡t set V bit

+

service fai led
?

->

faiìure ok
?YES

SERVICE
TERI'I I NATOR NO

I

YES I ¡ro

t
ROR+ ER

restore task registers

Figure 12¿ Basic Service Processing

To accompl ish this without changing the ASSIST09 program, a second

program counter value is added to the stack each time a taskrs registers

are stacked. When an l/0 service routine executes an RTI instruction,

control returns to the address spec if ied by t'Sl.ll PCrr instead of to the

taskrs program. The code at this location simply pushes all of the reg-

isters back on the stack and falls into the entry point of the service

terminator which indicates that the service bras successful. Naturally,

the stack has to be restored to its original form before executing the

RTI instruction which resumes execution of the task's program.
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cc A B DP X
I

Y
I

U
I

swt Pc PC

I
s

Figure lJ: Stack After f,lodif ications by ttTEO9 Routines

Rather than attempt to work with two different stack formats, one

created by the task saver when a task i s suspended and another created

by the service dispatcher when a service is requested, the executive has

adopted therrlongrrformat as a standard. Hence, the task scheduler must

also set up a rrlong" stack when the task saver is entered and have the

task invoker change it back to therrshortil form prior to passing control

to a task. The default interrupt routines used by l'lTEol also save reg-

ister values on this type of stack before activating the monitorrs com-

mand handler, allowing execution to be resumed after an interrupt has

occurred.

The extra work involved in stacking and unstacking a taskrs registers

has a considerable effect on the speed at which the executive handles

service requests and task switching; in a production version of the

l'1TE09 system' in which no debugging capabil¡t¡es brere needed, this extra

overhead coul d be el imi nated.
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8. 5 STORÂGE IIANAGEIIENT

The executive mamages distribution of the RAll in the microcomputer using

variable sized blocks of storage. A storage block consists of free

free storage L ENGTH NEXT

Figure l4: Format of Block of Storage

storage and four bytes of control information. A two byte length field

specifies the total number of bytes in the block, including the four

bytes of control information. The second field points to the control

i nformat i on i n another bl ock.

The free pool is a linked list of storage blocks, with the pointer to

the first entry in the list maintained in the system workpage. At the

time the list is created, the blocks are placed in order of descending

address. The routine which returns blocks to the free pool maintains

this ordering, thereby al lowing any block rel inquished by a task to be

amalgamated with either or both of its neighbours ¡f they are adjacent

i n memory.

The free pool is formed at the time the user creates his first task,

and not at the time the microcomputer is reset, in order to permit pro-

grams to be downloaded into RAI'I. Al I the RAtl in the microcomputer, ex-

cept f or RAI'I conta i n i ng program i nstruct ions and a 512 byte sect ion
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XXXXXX q XXXXX
I

o XX
I

a XXXX o
I

XXXX

roPt

<- descend i ng address 

-

Figure ì!: Arrangement of Blocks within Free Pool

forming the tlTEOg workpage, is put in blocks which are as large as pos-

sible.

The search for RAtt begins at address 50000. lf a byte being examined

contains the value denoting a PDB (ESC), then the executive skips over

the program and tests for another PDB. 0nce a non-PDB byte is found,

the executive attempts to change it and the following byte; if both

bytes are successfully changed, then the area from the pair of bytes up

to the next 2K boundary is assumed to contain RAll and added to the free

pool. lf the test fails, the bytes up to the next 2K boundary are as-

sumed to be R0l1 or unused. Once at the next 2K boundary, the PDB test

i s repeated.

While this algorithm may seem rather simple-minded, it has been found

to work wel I in both microcomputers on which I'ITEO! has been instal led.12

By skipping over onìy those parts of a RAt{ chip that are actually being

L2 lt does, however, have the potent¡al for deprogramming l,/0 devices;
therefore, the user's tasks should initial ize each device that they
use prior to using them.
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used to conta ¡ n program i nstruct ions, the max imum amount of RAl,l

available can be discovered. The 2K f¡gure reflects the size of memory

chips used by these microcomputers; the executive can be adapted to han-

dle other sizes.

Storage is allocated from the free pool using a first-fit algor¡thm.

The first block large enough to provide the amount of storage required

is di.vided into two pieces: the high addressed end is left in the pool

and the low addressed end is given to the requestor. This involves de-

crementing the length f ield of the existing block and creating a nevl set

new block
t ,l v

becomes

Figure ì6: Dividing a Free Block

o
I

O
I

of control information in the free area to form a second block. lf the

block has enough space to fill the request, but there is insufficient

room to form a new pair of control wordsr oF just enough so that the

block left in the free pool has zero free bytes,. the executive removes

the entire block from the list and gives ¡t to the task. Hence, it is

possible for a task to obtain a block which is up to four bytes larger

than it requested; the task is not informed of any such excess.
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A single block is used to form both a task¡s Task Control Block and

its initial address space. The size of the address space is obtaíned

from the PDB entry for the taskrs program which is located using much

the same algorithm as that used for creating the free pool.

There hras no compelling reason for using a single block rather than a

pair of blocks, other than it reduces the number of blocks that the exe-

cutive has to contend with by one (and also saves having another four

bytes used for control information). lt is possible that situations may

arise where there is insuff icient RAltl to form such a block, but enough

to form two smaller ones, however, the amalgamation of free storage per-

formed in the executivers free pool should minimize the chances of this

occurrence. Using a single block also prevents a task from being able

to release its initial block (and therefore its initial stack) - whether

this is an advantage or disadvantage is questionable.

The blocks of storage which make up a taskrs address space are ar-

ranged in a linked list similar to that used in the free pool. The en-

tries in this I ist are ordered by increasing "age" since the executive

adds each newly al located block to the top of the I ist. l,lhen the task

requests that a block be returned to the free pool, the FREE service

searches the I ist of additional blocks to ensure that the request is

val id before removing the entry.

The time required to verify a valid FREE operation under this order-

ing is negl igible when storage is released in a LlF0 manner, such as

during recursion. lf blocks are being released more or lesS at random,

the ordering used is no v\,orse than any other. Applications using a FlF0
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s tack/var i ab I es TCB o
I

initial block

2nd extra block

lst extra block

Figure 172 Arrangement of Blocks Forming a Taskrs Address Space

O
I

a

data structure produce the worst possible performance; however, if the

data structure is not too long, and.is not changed too frequently, the

search time required by a FREE service should not produce unacceptabìe

de I ays.

Since the executive refers to its own data structures when the stor-

age for a deleted task is released, no verification is necessary in this

i nstance.

8.6 TESSAGE PÂSSING

The implementat¡on of the t'1T809 message passing system does not require

extensive explanation, since it stems directly from the functional de-

scription given earlier. Each task is provided with a pending queue and

received list, and its single message entry is manipulated by the vari-

ous services as described.
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A taskrs message entry is contained in its TCB and consists of a sin-

gle value: the address of the message field being used. The TCB also

includes pointers to the top and bottom entries of the pending queue and

the top entry of the received list. An additional field links the task

to the next task in the pending queue or received list of the task ¡t is

currently sending to. Since the task only has one message entry, it can

only be in one queue or list at a time; hence, only one such field is

necessary. Figure ì8 shows how a set of TCBs are typically linked to-

gether.

a
I

o
I

a
I

ît"g o
I

receiverrs TCB

ît=g 0

pend i ng queue ît"g 0

received I i st

1*"9 a
I

ît"g o
I

Figure l8: Pending Queue and Received List Structure for a Task
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and C bits of the taskrs status byte are used to record the

i ts current message:

no active message
message on pending queue
message on received list
message repl ied to, but reply not yet recognized

the status byte is used to indicate whether a message was

replied to or h,as repl ied to implicitly when the receiver

Consequently, it only has a meaningful value when Z and C

respectively. A H b¡t value of I indicates that the mes-

zc
00
l0
lt
0t

The H bit of

successful I y

was deleted.

are 0 and l,

sage fai led.

After ensuring that the task does not have an active message, the

send operation records the address of the message field in the senderrs

TCB and adds the task to the receiver's pending queue by updating the

bottom (and possibly top) pointer and initi alizing the sender's message

I ink field. A search of the task I ist is performed before adding the

entry to verify that the destination specified is that of an existing

task .

The receive operation transfers the top entry of the pending queue to

the received list and recovers the address of the message field from the

senderrs TCB. lf no message is found, the task is placed into the re-

ceivi ng state.

A reply operation removes the task from the received list. A search

of the received list is performed in order to locate the message entry

on the received list. lf the sending task is waiting, the reply opera-

tion unblocks ¡t.
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A wait operation faiìs unless the sender has an active message. lt
blocks the sender if its message has not yet been repl ied to. lt is

also responsible for generating service fai lure if the message was im-

pl icitly repl ied to by the deìetion service or the destination did not

exist to begin with.

The additional message passing services are simply modifications of

the main send, wait, receive, and reply operations. For example, a for-
ward is basically a reply (remove from received list) and send (add to

someone elsers pending queue). Hence, I ¡ttle more need be said about

them.

The executive detects when a task is waiting for a message that has

been sent to itself in the wait service routine. The sending task's

identifier is compared with the identifier of the message's destination

(recorded in the senderrs TCB for just this purpose); if they match, the

service fai ls. Unfortunately, the FORWARD service can compl icate this

simple scheme by redirecting a message back to its sender after the sen-

der has successful ly passed through this check. To handle this, the

FORI'JARD service unblocks a task if it becomes its own destination; the

wait service repeats the check after being unblocked and fails the ser-

vice if deadlock had occurred.
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8.7 I/0 sERvrcEs

Like the message passing services, the l.lTEOl l/0 services are stra¡ght-

forward implementations of their functional descriptions. Each output

service performs whatever processing is necessary to prepare a byte for

transmission and then invokes a subroutine which does the actual trans-

mission. The subroutine transmits the byte to the console or, if the

console is busy, calls the task scheduler. Once the byte has been suc-

cessful ly sent, it returns to the service routine which either produces

another byte for transmi ss i on or returns to the request i ng rout i ne ¡ f

done. The input service works in an analogous manner.

since the code for the service routines is taken "as is" from

ASSlST09, the l/0 services do not represent the authorrs work in either

design or implementation. As a result, I ittle more can be said about

them other than pointing out that their incorporation into the IITEO!

system necessitated the change in form of the natural ¡1C6809 stackr âS

has been mentioned already in the section on service requests.
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iIONITf]R FEATURES

This chapter discusses the implementation of the l1TE09 monitor, concen-

trating on the bray in which it processes commands, the mechanisms for

starting and stopping execution, and the faci lties for displaying the

progress of the appl ication system during execution.

9.1 PR0CESSTNG CoìtilANDS

The process of accepting commands from the console and generating the

appropriate response is coordinated by the ASSIST09 command handler.

This routine builds up the name of a command until a delimiting charac-

ter (either a carriage return or a space) is found, and then performs a

ì inear search through a pair of command tables containing the names of

the avai lable commands and the addresses of the routines which do the

necessary processing. lf no match is found, the command handler dis-

plays an error message and reprompts; otherwise, the command routine is

invoked as a subroutine.

To lessen the amount of typing which the user has to do, the command

handler matches any string of length N if it corresponds to the first N

characters of a command name. This means the user can type rrPRrr or

rrPR0rr instead of rrPR0Grr, but cannot type TTPR0GXYZt'. ln situations where

two commands begin with the same characters, the routine chooses the one

appearing first in the command table; thus, rrPrr refers to the TPUNCHI

command and not the I PROGRAI'ISr command.

l0g -
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The majority of the command routines simply display (and sometimes

modify) one or more of the data structures used by the executive. lf
the command routine requires one or more numeric arguments, it calls an

ASSIST09 subroutine which obtains hexadecimal input using the INCHP ser-

vice and converts it into a four digit value, aborting the command if an

invalid number is supplied. l,lhen non-numeric input is required, as is

the case when reading in a program name, a command routine can invoke

the INCHP service directly to obtain síngle characters. Display to the

console is done using one or more of ASSlST0grs output services. Qnce a

command routine ends it returns control to the command handler, which

prompts for another command. I 3

Following the lead of ASSlST09, the monitorrs command routines use

the executive services for l/0 in order to communicate with the user at

the console. However, in order to prevent such a service request from

generating a task switch (as happens when an l/0 service is requested by

a task and the console device is not ready), and the service dispatcher

from flagging or logging the request, the task scheduler and service

dispatcher have been modified to respond differentìy when processing a

service request made by a a command routine than they do when processing

a taskrs request.

l,lhenever the system is executing the instructions in a task's pro-

gram, or processing a request for an executive service on its behalf,

its is considered to be in execution mode at all other times, it is in

command mode. The current mode of the system is recorded by a byte in

r3 Exceptions are the TTRACET and
tion to resume execution.

rG0' commands which cause the appl íca-
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the system workpage. Whi le in command mode' the system uses the

executive stack, giving a command routine a place to store temporary

variables, strings to be printed, and subroutine return addresses.

lf the task scheduler is entered while in command mode, it simply re-

turns to the caller without performing a task switch. Hence, a service

routine invoked on behalf of a command routine is immediately reinvoked

when it PAUSEs. Simi larly, both the service dispatcher and the service

terminator bypass a number of the monitorrs checks and simply invoke the

appropriate service routine or return to the cal I ing program, respec-

tively, when in command mode. (See Figure 19.)

command mode?

task saver

mon i tor checks

Y

E

s

command mode?

moni tor checks

jump to service
rout i ne

Y

E

s
mon i tor checks

task selector

moni tor checks

task i nvoker

Y

E

sI
command mode?

moni tor checks

cont i nue
execut i on

TASK SCHEDULER SERVI CE HANDLER

F i gure l9: I'lode Checks i n l'taj or Execut ive Rout i nes
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lf the task scheduler is entered whi le in execution mode, the task

saver switches the system to command mode after saving the context of

the current task. This gives the scheduler a stack to work with while

performing the processing necessary to implement the various control and

dispìay features of the l4TEOl monitor, which is discussed shortly. tlhen

the task invoker restores the context of a task, it switches the system

back to execution mode.

9.2 ESTABLISHING ENVIRONTENTS

The environments that are available to the user of the ttTEOl system are

dependent upon the number of the |'1TEO9 modules that are present in the

microcomputer. lf only the ASSIST0g and flTEOl modules are instal led,

the user has the choice of Standard ASSIST09 and l1TE0! environments; ¡f

the l1TE09 DEBUG modules is present as well, then the Standard ASSIST0g

and DEBUG l.lTEO9 environments are avai lable.

The inclusion of these modules is indicated by the presence of a spe-

cial value (SZOft) at the expected location of the l.tTEO9 and IITEO! DEBUG

modules. By testing for this value at the appropriate address, the sys-

tem can determine whether one or both of the modules are present. Al-

though this method is not foolproof, the choice of the value $ZOFE (cor-

responding to an instruction that unconditional ly branches to itself)

helps to minimize the chances of accidentally "locating't a module that

is not present. The author has never witnessed an erroneous detection

of a module.

The search for the t'lTEOg module is done when the microcomputer is re-

set in order to determine if the microcomputer supports multitasking.
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lf it is present, the command handlerrs secondary command table is used

to add the rPROG' and rCREATErcommands to the list of those available

to the user. since no other changes are made by l'1TE09, the standard

ASSIST09 environment thus act¡vated is essential ly indistinguishable

from true ASSlST09.

l,/hen the |CREATE|command is used to spawn the first task is an ap-

plication system, the creation routine attempts to locate the I'1TE0!

DEBUG module. lf the module is not present, the primary command table

is altered so that it contains only the single additional tlTEOg command

'G0'i otherwise, ¡t is extended to include all of the commands provided

by the DEBUG l1TE09 environment. Regardless of which of the tvlo environ-

ments is set up, the creation routine replaces ASSlST0grs Software ln-

terrupt routine, Non-llaskable lnterrupt routine, and Pause routine with

¡1TE09rs service dispatcher, trace handler, and task scheduler, respec-

tively' thus completing the establ ishment of a muìtitasking environ-

ment. I 4

Since many of the executive's routines take different actions depend-

ing on which of the thro multitasking environments is active (such as

arming and disarming breakpoints, which is unnecessary in the l.lTEOl en-

vironment), the creation routine establishes a flag byte in the workpage

which records the environment that is active. Consequently, the execu-

tivers routines do not have to continuously repeat the original test for

the l1TE09 DEBUG module that was performed by the creation routine.

r' lt also replaces the other ASSIST09 default interrupt handlers with
analogous routines of its own.
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9.3 STARTING AilD STOPPING EXECUTION

Resuming the execution of a user's appl ication system i s qui te simple

when the various monitor features capable of stopping its execution are

not enab l ed . For examp l e, when the I'ITEO! env i ronment i s act ive, the

'G0' command routine simply jumps to task selector section of the task

schedu I er .

lntroducing the trace, breakpoint, and flag fac¡l¡ties adds a consid-

erable amount of complexity to the job of resuming execution. A consid-

erable amount of work is aìso involved in recognizing when execution is

to be suspended and in'rclean up" work once such a point is reached.

To keep things managabìe, the monitor has attempted to standardize

the way in which execution is initiated and suspended: execution always

begins via the task invoker and is always terminated by the activation

of ar¡clean uprrroutine which exits to the command handler. Figure 20

outlines the possible paths that can be followed in going from the com-

mand handler to the executive and back again. lt is in no way intended

to be a complete (or even total ly accurate) depiction of Ì^rhat actually

goes on inside the system, but is close enough to allow the reader to

gauge what is going on.
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9.3.1 Tracing

The basic idea behind the implementation of the trace facility is quite

simple: before a task is resumed, the microcomputerts programmable tim-

er begins counting down; when the timer reaches zero it generates a Non-

f'laskable lnterrupt (Nl'll), suspending the task af ter ¡t has executed a

single instruction. The Nl4l service routine then displays the taskrs

context and has the monitor single step through another instruction ¡f
necessary. The use of the Nl'tl signal means that instructions can be

traced regardless of which interrupts are masked by the taskrs condition

code reg i ster.

Tracing'rper serrdoes not begin when the user types either of the two

forms of the TTRACE' command. lnstead, the timer begins counting down

and jumps to a routine which prints out an error message. This appar-

ently bizarre act tests the microcomputerrs interrupt generating mecha-

nism: if no interrupt occurs, the message ilN0 prl.lil is displayed and the

command has no effect; if an interrupt does occur, the message will not

be printed and tracing can begin with the knowledge that the timer is
working. This test is necessary because the command handler treats the

short form of the TTRACE¡ command (".'r) differently from other commands,

and it couìd not be redefined to make it compatible with the other com-

mands which resume execution. Add¡tionally, the computer originally
used by the author lacked the necessary timing hardware to perform trac-

ing; this check, in effect, disables the 'TRACET command for such sys-

tems.

The system records whether

workpage cal led the trace flag.

tracing in a byte of itsor not it is

lf the flag is clear when the Nttl rou'
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tine is activated, it means that a successful PTll test has just oc-

curred. The routine checks the state of the current task to determine

if the task is avai lable for execution; if not, the message 'TRACE

ERR0RT is displayed, the next task is made current, and the command han-

dler is re-entered. Otherwise, the trace flag is set and the task in-

voker is activated.

llodifications to the task invoker test the value of the trace flag

before invoking the current task. lf it is set, it activates the timer

before resuming the current task so that it will be stopped after a sin-

gle instruction has been executed. (See Figure 21.)

Entering the Nt'1| routine with the trace f lag set indicates that an

instruction has just been traced. lt saves the taskrs context, switches

the system to command mode, and displays the context of the current

task, along with the opcode of the instruction just processed. Qnce the

required number of instructions have been traced, or if the user enters

a CANCEL (CONTROL-X) during this display, the routine exits to the com-

mand handler; otherwise, the Nlll routine branches to the task invoker

and another instruction is executed.

To handle a service request as a single instruction, the Nttl routine

simply continues execution of the task without producing a displ ay or

setting the timer if the task executes a SWI instruction. The task then

runs without interruption unti I the service completes. The service ter-

mìnator checks the value of the trace flag and resumes tracing by jump-

ing to the display sect¡on of the Nl'l| routine ¡f the flag is set. Trac-

ing then continues normal ly.
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ln order to halt tracing when a task switch occurs, the task saver

section of the task scheduler tests the trace flag after saving the

taskrs context. lf it is set, it invokes the command handler instead of

the task selector.
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9. 3. 2 Brealtpoi nts

As with tracing, the detai ls involved in handl ing special cases of

breakpoints tend to overshadow the basic simpl icity of the mechanism.

The monitor overurrites the instruction opcode at the location of each

breakpoint with a "software lnterrupttt (SWl) instruction before invoking

a task; if the breakpoint location is reached during execution, the SlJl

handler (ie. the service dispatcher) stops execution and invokes the

command handler. The extensions required to make the service dispatcher

handle both service requests and breakpoint detection are not particu-

larly complex, and by using only the SWI instruction to implement both

features, both of the ¡1C6809rs other software interrupt instructions are

left free for use in the application system.

The approach of overwriting the location of a breakpoint Iimits their

use to instructions located in RAtl. However, as programs to be debugged

are seldom in ROlî, this is not a major problem. Alternative solutions

would require extra hardware capable of detecting when an instruction at

a breakpoint Iocation was about to be executed (which would increase

costs) or brould halt halt execution after each and every instruction and

examine the task's program counter (which would be proh¡bitively slow).

Each TCB contains a counter of the number of local breakpoints a task

has and a table containing their addresses. A similar counter and table

in the system workpage provides analogous information about the global

breakpoints. The contents of both of these areas can be displayed or

changed with the TBREAKPOINTT command.
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Before invoking a task, the task invoker rtarmsrr the current taskrs

breakpoints by saving the opcode of each instruction at a global or task

breakpoint location in the executive workpage and overwriting each with

the opcode of a SI,JI instruction. VJhen a SI.JI instruction is executed

whi le the system is in execution mode, the service dispatcher compares

the address of the i nstruct i on wi th the addresses i n the task' s and

global breakpoint tables. lf the two match, it has found a breakpoint

and saves the taskrs context (after decrementing its program counter to

ensure that it resumes at the instruction specified by the breakpoint

and not at the byte after it) and exits to the command handler. lt also
rrdisarms, the taskrs breakpo¡nts by replacing the overì^,r¡tten opcodes

with their original values. lf no match is found, then the sl,Jl is

treated as a service request.

The active task's breakpoints are also disarmed at the other times a

task ceases to execute, namely: when entering the task scheduler from a

service routine, being stopped by another monitor faci I ity, or upon the

detection of an error. The Nl'l1 routine also disarms the task's break-

points before displaying the results of an instruction; the task invoker

rearms them before continuing. Special care is taken when breakpo¡nts

are being disarmed to ensure that the opcode of a location specified by

both the task and global tables is not accidently lost.

To allow a task to resume from a breakpoint without re-triggering the

mechanism and being stopped, the monitor performs what amounts to a

"mini-tracerr; the task is permitted to execute the instruction at the

breakpoint location, is interrupted so that the breakpoints can be ar-

med, and is allowed to continue. The rGO' command routine determines if
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the current task is to resume at the location of a breakpoint, and sets

a flag accordingly; the section of the Nlll routine that initiates trac-

ing also does this. lf this flag is set, the task invoker executes a

single instruction from the task's program regardless of whether tracing

is being performed or not. The Nl.tl routine then arms the taskrs break-

points and has the task invoker continue regular execution or tracing of

the task, as appropriate. S¡nce executing through a breakpoint requires

the same t¡m¡ng facilities as tracing, the monitor ensures that ¡t is

working properly by performing the same test as it uses prior to trac-

ing.

Unfortunately, the rrmini-trace" concept does not take into account

the fact that a service request takes more than one instruction to com-

plete; as a result, when the instruction being executed through is a

service request (ie. a Sl,ll), execution continues from the start of the

service dispatcher after the interrupt and re-arming of breakpoints is

done. I,Jithout special precautions, the service dispatcher would detect

that it had executed a S[.lI at a breakpoint location and halt further

process i ng.

To overcome this, the rG0r command the and trace initiation routines

set a f ìag indicating that there is ar¡naturalrr Sì,Jl instruction at the

breakpoint location. By examining this flag, the service dispatcher can

discover when ¡t is passing through ar¡breakpointedrrservice request and

not enter the code which detects breakpoints. To prevent subsequent

breakpo¡nts from being ignored, this flag is reset each time the dis-

patcher passes control to an executive service routine.
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9.3.3 F lags

Stopping an application system when a task is invoked or suspended and

when a service is requested or completes is performed by simple checks

in the task schedul ing and service handl ing routines. The few compl ica-

tions involved are simi lar to those encountered in implementing break-

points, allowing similar solutions to be adopted.

Each TCB contains a byte defining which (if any) of the four possible

flagged operations are enabled for the task; if an operation is to be

flagged, the corresponding bit in this byte is set to one. The opera-

tions which are enabled globally are kept in a separate byte in the sys-

tem workpage. The contents of both of these areas can be displayed or

changed hrith the TFLAGT command.

The task saver flags the suspension of a task by testing its flag

byte and the gìobal flag byte after saving the taskrs context and dis-

arming its breakpoints. To speed up the process of checking for a

flagged operation, the monitor logical ly ORs the current taskrs flag

byte and the global flags whenever this type of test is performed.

should flagging be indicated, the saver displays the taskrs context, âd-

vances to current task pointer to the fol lowing task, and enters the

command hand I er .

ln order to detect the invocation of a flagged task, a similar check

is placed at the start of the task invoker. ln a situation reminiscent

of breakpoints' though, there ís the problem of resuming a task which is

fìagged for invocations. The monitor handles this difficulty by having

the'G0r command and tracing routines enter the task invoker at a point
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which follows the flag test but prior to the arming of the taskrs break-

points. This prevents the check being made for the task which is cur-

rent when execution resumes, but performs it for each task which becomes

current afterwards.

The detection of a flagged service completion is accompl ished in the

service terminator, fol lowing the code which detects and handles service

fai lure. Since the system is in execution mode at this point, the

taskrs context is saved and the system switched to command mode before

the command handler is entered. Service requests are flagged in a simi-

lar fashion by the service dispatcher, which tests for the appropriate

flag after the SWI instruction has been shown to be a valid service re-

quest and not a breakpoint. As in the case of breakpoints, the service

dispatcher decrements the taskrs program counter if it finds requests

are to be f lagged so that the sl,rl instruction is reexecuted when the

task resumes.

The special case of resuming executio4 at the location of a service

request ¡f service requests are to be flagged is handled by the same

mechanism that prevents a service request from being interpreted as a

breakpoint when it is the first instruction to be executed after a rG0'

or TTRACET. The service dispatcher simply skips the flagged service re-

quest test if the byte indicating the presence of a rrnaturalrr SWI has

been set by the rcOr command or tracing routine.
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9.4 UI0ÊI^Nû

The operations which the user wishes to have logged are recorded asrrlrl

bits in a byte of the system workpage. The three bits used are:

bit 7
bit I
b¡t 0

log service cal ls
I og task i nvocat i ons
log unavai lable tasks

This correspondence allows the monitor to determine if a given operation

is to be logged with only a single instruction. Unl ike the situation

with the bits in a flag byte, the log bits cannot be set and cleared in-

dependently by the rLOG. command. For example, bit 7 cannot be set ¡f

b¡t I is clear, since logging of service calls automatically implies the

I ogg i ng of task i nvocat i ons.

Task invocation logging is done by the task scheduler at a point in

the task invoker fol lowing the code which detects fìagged invocations.

A successful test causes the display of the taskrs identifier, name, and

context, and the performance of test which determines if the task was

suspended in mid-service; a positive result to this second test results

in the service name being displayed if service cal ls are also being

logged. The corresponding check which names a service when ¡t is sus-

pended occurs in the task saver prior to the checks for end of tracing

and the flagging of tasks upon suspension. Unavai lable tasks are ìogged

in the task selector just prior to the advancement of the current task

po i nter .

The logging of service requests and completions is handled by the

service dispatcher and service terminator, respectively. Requests are

logged immediately prior to the jump to the service routine; completions
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are logged immediately pr¡or to the resumption of the task's program.

lh ¡ot¡ cases, the logging of service calls results in the name of the

service being displayed and whether ¡t is being suspended or resumed.

Since the system is in execution mode at the time service requests

and completions are Iogged, the routine which displays their logging

messages switches the system into command mode for the duration of the

message display. This is done to prevent a task switch from occurring

during the logging message and to allow the routine to use the command

stack rather than the taskrs stack for hoìding temporary results. A

similar mode switch is not necessary for the logging of task invocations

and the suspension and resumpt¡on of services since the task scheduler

runs in command mode natural ly.
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Chapter 10

DESIGN DISCUSSIflN

The l1TE09 system began as an attempt to províde the students taking un-

dergraduate microcomputer courses at the University of llanitoba with ex-

perience in the area of multitasking by allowing them to design and im-

plement their own appl ications. The choice of this group as a target

audience had a profound effect on both the hardware and software fea-

tures of the l,lTEOg system.

The l,lTE09 system had to be available to al I of the students taking

the courses; the only way in which this could be accompl ished was by

making it run on existing equipment. Hence, the author was relieved of

making decisions about hardware.

The microcomputers used feature the 11C680! microprocessor and support

the ASSIST09 monitor. Each is connected to a terminal, thus forming a

rrworkstationrrat which the user sits. Program preparation for single

program appl ications is accompl ished by using extensions to ASSIST09

which give the microcomputer the capability of linking the terminal with

a VAX-11/750. Since the microcomputers do not provide the disk drive

capabi I ity necessary for employing an rron board'r editor and assembler,

and because this system has been found to work extremely well, this con-

f i gurat ion was ma inta i ned as the bas i s of the l¡lTEO9 rrworkstat ionr' .

129 -
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Human factors also played a role in determining some of the main fea-

tures of the t'1TE09 system's physical appearance. The use of the micro-

computers for non-multitasking appl ications meant that the original

AsslsT09 environment had to be available at a momentrs notice. This

manifested itself in a pair of ways: first, in the ability to snap the

l,lTEO9 R0l,1s in and out of the microcomputer, and second, in the provision

for an "environmentrr in which ASSIST0g hras avai lable.

The design of the softurare was heavily influenced by the fact that it

was being prepared for use by students. The phi losophy adopted whi le

incorporating features was one of: simpl icity, flexibi I ity, and toler-

ance.

Simplicity is necessary to allow the average student to ìearn to use

the system in a short period of time; when the student is taking a half-

course in three months, it is critical that he be able to begin work in

a matter of days rather than weeks. The stamp of simplicity is evident

in the basic outl ine of what the system provides: a cycl ic schedul ing

algorithm' non-preemptive task switching, and synchronous single-message

communication faci I ities. The simple models used (the circular task

I ¡st' and the message queues, for example) make non-trivial functions

easy to visual ize, remember, and understand. Relatively few executive

services and monitor commands were provided in order to avoid confusion;

wherever possible, nonessential features hrere el iminated and those that

could be handled by a single mechanism were merged.

Flexibi I ity recognizes that studentsr interests

f'1TE09 system attempts to be a rrgeneral purposerr tool

vary widely; the

that does not cater
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to one particular type of appìication at the expense of others. lt also

provides the capability for the student to make use of advanced design

and programming techniques, if desired, without forcing it on all stu-

dents. The design of llTEO9 provides "bui lding blocks'r which are suit-

able for use in both simple and more complex applications; some of these

tools, such as dynamic task creation, automatic storage management, and

message passing services which extend the basic protocol, are reasonably

sophisticated.

To prevent students from becoming frustrated when trying to work un-

der strange conditions, the system has been made tolerant of errors.

This tolerance is evidenced in two þ{ays, the first of which is its at-

tempt to handle user errors in a gracefuì manner wherever possible, for

example, during service failure. As far as is possible, the design in-

corporates some intelligent response to uncommon situations, such as the

sending of a message to an invalid destination. The second form of tol-

erance is the provision of means for detecting and correcting the cause

of such errors by use of the debugging fac¡l¡ties of the system monitor.

Between these two, the user is given a considerable amount of help in

testing his appl ication.

Needless to say, these ideals hrere to some extent contrad¡ctory; for

example' attempting to increase the number of appl ications which the

system is suited usual ly required a corresponding increase in the sys-

temrs complexity. lt is hoped that a balance between these three goals

was struck.
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The I'ITEO9 system was not designed in a single day or week, but in-

stead evolved over the course of eighteen months. Had the author origi-

nal ly intended to produce a complete multitasking package (including de-

bugging software), he would have sat down and carefully la¡d out all of

the executive and monitor facilities to be incorporatedls and then im-

plemented each piece in turn. ln fact, what began as a simple schedul-

ing and message passing executive turned into a ful l-blown multitasking

development system almost without notice.

As the l1TE09 system was designed and implemented bit by bit, each new

version improved on the previous one. New capabil¡ties were added, and

others refined, âs experience disclosed shortcomings and problem areas.

Although the development of the system probably took considerably longer

than ¡t would have had the design been done all at once, the author

doubts that the final result would have been as powerful as the existing

system, since the experience gained from working with its various ver-

sions often suggested approaches that would I ikely never have been con-

sidered otherwise. Once all of its features had been incorporated,

parts of the system were modified in order to have the final product ex-

hibit a clean and consistent design.

As a complete discussion of the design of the llTEOl system would fill

a volume in ¡tself, the remainder of the chapter concentrates on the ma-

jor areas which were important in determining the structure of the final

system, discussing why the chosen approach was taken and alternatives

that were disgarded.

15 That is, ¡t is to be hoped that he would have done this.
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10.1 APPLICATION STRUCTURING

unlike many of the commercially available multitasking systems, the

t4TE09 system hras envisioned f rom the outset with the capabil ity of sup-

porting dynamic task creation and deletion. lt was felt that restrict-

ing an appl ication to a fixed set of tasks would I imit the areas in

which it could be applied to the control of static systems of devices,

an area that is adequately handled by existing systems. By incorpora-

tion of creation and deletion facilities, non-hardware oriented projects

in the "t"at åf simulation and computer graphics could be attempted.

Since the abiìity to run dynamically structured applications did not re-

sult in the loss of ability to run static ones, there seemed little to

lose, and everything to gain, by including task creation and deletion

facilities.

Another of these gains is the improved efficiency that results when

tasks exist only when required. Not only is memory freed up so that ¡t
can be used for other purposes, but i t reduces the amount of processor

time that it wasted by the scheduler in examining tasks that cannot do

any processing. Since the executive runs relatively slowly, the time

saving has turned out to be relatively unimportant, but the improved use

of memory cannot be underrated.

It was also deemed important to avoid restricting the userrs applica-

tion by forcing a hierarchical structure on its tasks as they brere cre-

ated. One of the major reasons for this was to allow an in¡t¡al task to

create the remaining tasks in the system and then destroy itself¡ if a

hierarchical model was used, the task could not be destroyed whi le any

of its children ì^,as running without destroying them as well.
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10.2 TÂSK SCHEDULING

The area in which the l'1TE09 system diverges from the majority of exist-

ing multitasking systems is in its adoption of the non-preemptive, cycl-

i c schedul i ng approach taken i n the tll N l -EXEC system. Abandoni ng the

concept of having a complex system of priority levels and interrupts re-

sponsible for switching control of the processor from task to task, a

task is allowed to determine itself when it wishes to release the pro-

cessor.

The lllNl-EXEC approach was taken primari ly because of its simpl icity.

It was felt that students would have enough d¡ff¡culty in working with

multiple tasks without being burdened with a complex and, to them, un-

naturaì method of schedul ing execution - one that they might understand

well in theory, but would find hard to relate to in practice.

During the design stages of an appl ication, the student wouìd be

faced with having to decide which functions had priority over a given

function and when there v'ras a potential for its being interrupted. Dur-

ing debugging, the flow of control would be very difficult to predict in

all but the simplest systems, primarily due to the fact that a task can

rel inquish control in two different brays: voluntari ly, in which case a

task of higher or possibly lower priority could execute, and involuntar-

ily, in which case only higher priority tasks execute.

The chosen system is easy to understand; the points at which a task

can rel inquish control are clearly defined and the statement of which

tasks can execute once a given task has given up control is clear - all

of them will be given the opportunity to execute, at least once, before
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when code is indivisible and when
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Hence, there is a clear definition of

it is not.

A few changes have been made from the lllNl-EXEC scheduler, namely the

removal of a separate task list for high priority tasks and the provi-

sion for the executive to save all of a task's registers. These are not

major issues: since the high priority list did not seem to buy the ap-

pl ication a great deal of additional speed, matters h,ere simpl ified by

leaving it out entirely; saving all active registers simply relieves the

user of the job of determining which values are important and removes

the chance of accidently forgett¡ng to save something.

Admittedly, this approach is certainly not ideal for al I appl ica-

tions. lf there are many tasks on the system, only a few of which are

doing anything, a lot of time can be spent invoking tasks only to have

each decide that there is nothing for it to do and relinquish control.

ln an interrupt-driven system, such tasks are suspended unti I a signal

arrives for them rather than being continuously invoked and suspended.

One might also be concerned that system might not respond quickly

enough to external interrupts, something the priority interrupt scheme

appears to ' handle wel I . I f the systemrs tasks are not pol led often

enough, signals might even be lost. This however is not a problem which

is unique to the polling approach, since ¡t is possible to lose just as

many signals on an interrupt-driven system if a high priority task is in

controì of the processor, thereby masking out lower priority interrupts.

Providing the number of tasks is small, as ¡t is likely to be in a

typical student application, the system should be able to respond quick-
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ly enough in most instances to provide acceptable if not stellar per-

formance. ln any event, it is felt better for a new student to con-

struct a system that works properly, ¡f slowly, than to fight to con-

struct a real-t¡me system.

10. 3 STORAGE IIANAGEIIENT

The decision to include memory management facil ities in the I'1TEO9 system

is based upon a desire to allow the user to write code which either po-

sition-independent or reentrant or both, and was more or less essential

if dynamic task creation was to be implemented properly. As wel l, al-
lowing allocation of additional RAl.l by a task means that a probìem which

can be solved recursively is not restricted with respect to the depth of

recurs ion other than by of the f i n i te amount of RAl,l ava i I ab le on the

m i crocomputer .

The l'lTE09 system accomodates these desires by taking the respons¡b¡l-

ity for memory management upon itself. lt makes no assumptions as to

how programs and RAI'I are arranged within the address space, which means

that their configuration can be easily changed without requiring modifi-

cations to the l,lTE R0ltls. A simple memory management scheme is used

which is intended to be both simple and efficient, making the use of ad-

vanced programming techniques easy for the student user.

The memory management scheme used is quite straightforward and effi-
cient ¡n terms of both the amount of code required to implement it and

the speed at wh¡ch it operates. lt uses the I'first fit'r principle when

al locating storage, rather than attempting rrbest fit" because the former

is simpler to implement and achieves results which are typically just as
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good [fHUfH73]. ln amalgamating returned storage, some efficiency is

lost, but by maintaining the free pooi as an ordered list, the amount is

not great. The increase in ability to make use of what can be an ex-

tremely limited resource in a microcomputer is felt to more than compen-

sate for this lost time.

10.4 TIESSAGE PASSING PROTOCOL

From the outset, it was decided to use a message passing system for in-

ter-task communication rather than other, less structured, approaches

such as global buffers or semaphores. This is because messages can be

used in a wide variety of problems and the workings of a message passing

system are relatively simple to understand. The global buffer approach,

in particular, is extremely prone to accidental or del iberate misuse,

resulting in error-prone and difficult to modify systems.

One decision that had to be made at the outset was whether messages

were to be sent to trmailboxesrr (f rom which any task could extract a mes-

sage) or to specific tasks. Although the former approach is more gener-

â1, it was not adopted because it would have been necessary to decide

how mailboxes should be defined, whether or not they could be dynamical-

ly allocated, etc. By having messages sent to a destination task, this

did not have to be considered - in effect, each task would come equipped

with its own private I'mailboxrr. Add¡tionally, it is not clear that the

features of the more complex mailbox system would have been ut¡l¡zed of-

ten enough to make their inclusion worthwhile; further study of this is'

sue may be warrented.
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ln addition to choosing between common or private mai lboxes, the au-

thor was faced with a number of different protocols which could be used

as a basis for the message passing system, nameìy:

o send and receive,

o send_wait and receive_reply, and

o send_wait and receive followed later by reply.

The rrsend and receive" protocol is the simplest, requiring only the

tþro services SEND and RECEIvE. ln it, a task SENDs a message by speci-

fying the identifier of the destination (mai lbox or task) and the con-

tents of the message; the message is added to the destinationrs message

queue and the sender continues processing. The RECEIVE primitive re-

moves the top message from the message queue, if one is available. lf
no messages are available, the task is blocked unt¡l one arrives.

The simpl icity of this scheme makes it attractive, however, it pro-

vides no synchronization between sender and receiver. This al lows a

rapid sender to generate messages faster than they can be handled, re-

sulting in a large backlog of unprocessed messages. This problem can be

avoided by having the sender wait for an acknowledging message from the

receiver to indicate that its message has been taken, but this requires

the expense of tt{o messages to effect a single data transfer operation.

The rrsend-wait and receive_replyrr protocol automatical ly performs

this synchronization of sender and receiver. The SEND_WAIT service

blocks the sender until the message is taken by the receiver using the

RECEIVE-REPLY service. The sender is then resumed with the knowledge

that the receiver has reached a certain point in its processing. This
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protocol does have the affect of limiting the sender to a single message

at a time.

The third protocol uses the SEND_}JAlT service of the without change,

but divides the other operation into the pair of services RECEIVE and

REPLY. The operation of this protocol is obvious; the receiver can per-

form any amount of processing between the time ¡t RECEIVEs the message

and the time it allows the sender to resume by REPLYing. Not only does

this allow the receiver to keep the sender from resuming until its mes-

sage has been totally processed, but this time can be used to formulate

a reply which can be passed back to the sender, something that cannot be

done if the reply is immediate. Thus, a single message can be used to

transfer information in both directions.

The third protocol was used as the basis for the f'1T809 message pass-

ing system. lts automatic synchronization of sender and receiver sim-

plify the programming of rrproducer,/consumerrr problems in which the pro-

ducer cannot cont i nue unt i I the consumer has done i ts j ob. The

capabi I ity of having tbro-way communication in a single operation was

also attractive. Although these effects can be obtained using the first
protocol (SEND and RECEIVE coupled with RECEIVE and SEND mimic rhe ef-

f ects of SEND_I,JA lT, RECE lVE, and REPLy) , the overhead involved in per-

mitting a task to have more than one active message weighed against it.

l,lhen a task is al lowed to continue processing af ter sending a mes-

sage' ¡t must be prevented from altering the contents of the message un-

t¡l the receiver has processed it; otherwise, the value that the receiv-

er obtains is unpredictable. This can be done by having the sender
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allocate a message buffer prior to sending the message or having the ex-

ecutive allocate a buffer and copy the messagers value into it when the

send ¡t attempted. The latter approach is particularly undesirable

since it would require the system to define the action to be taken when

there l^/as insuff icient RAl.l for the executive to allocate a buffer

(should the task be blocked, oF should the service faiì?) and because

it would require the executive to copy the message into the buffer (ttre

¡1C6809 microprocessor is not particularly wel I suited to moving blocks

of data from one area to another) .

The third protocol is free of these probìems. Since the sender is

blocked when its message is sent, the information can be freely examined

by the receiver even ¡f it lies in the senderrs address space. And be-

cause the message field I ies in the senderrs address space, no storage

allocation or copying is necessary.

This protocol has been used effectively in the Thoth real-time oper-

ating system [fHOfH79], as wel I as in ]1lNl-EXEC, although the latter

system prevents a task from receiving another message before replying to

the first. The Thoth system was used as a basis for defining the ac-

tions to be taken by the message passing services in unusual situations,

such as when a sender or receiver is destroyed, which are not described

by the protocol. ln the Thoth system, messages are all eight words

long; this seemed to be unnecessary in the single-user environment of

the l,tTEO9 microcomputer and has not been copied.

As experience was gained with the basic message passing services of

the l'1TE09 system, it was real ized that they did not permit certain com-
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monly encounterd situations to be handled without diff¡culty. ln re-

sponse, the FORI,JARD service from Thoth, and the three services:

RECE IVE_NOI.JA lT, SEND, and WA lT, were added, f or reasons that have been

covered in the system description. Although the former th,o services

caused no problems, it was quickly realized that the SEND and tlAlT oper-

ations did not prevent the sender from altering the contents of its mes-

sage once the message had been sent, and did not truly provide the sen-

der with the freedom to continue processing unti I its previous message

had been processed; once a WAIT operation was attempted, the sender was

blocked until a reply was made. One solution to this problem might be

to include a WAIT_N0WAlT service which attempts to synchronize process a

reply to the message, but which leaves the sender unblocked if none is

avai lable.

Although the l,tTEO9 message passing system is a reasonably sophisto-

cated tool, it appears to have a number of problems, and is the area

with which the author is least satisfied. Since the system has turned

out to be fairly slow, the argument for limiting a task to a single mes-

sage to decrease the amount of overhead involved seems somewhat hollow.

And although it seems that almost any communications structure can be

implemented with this restriction, these solutions tend to be very inef-

ficient and/or involve compromises in design such as replacing concur-

rency by serial processing and removing the site of control from its

natural location at the top of a hierarchy and distributing ¡t at the

bottom. lt may be that the SEND and RECEIVt services (perhaps augmented

with RECEIVE_NOIJAlT and FOR|/ARD) would make a better basis for inter-

task communication. lt is also unclear as to whether the mailbox con-

cept should be used.
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10.5 I4 S¡RVICES

The provision for task l/0 was not a major consideration in the initial

des ign of the l'1TE09 executive, although perhaps it should have been ¡f

l'1TE09 is ever to be capable of handl ing "real worldrr problems.r6 As a

result, the l/0 services available v',ere included simply because ASSIST0g

made them available and it did not require too much work to make them

run under a multitasking executive. They have actually turned out to be

quite handy in a number of sample applications.

.The fact that they v"ere easily adapted to work under t4TE09 is largely

due to the fores i ght of the des i gners of ASS I ST0! who envi s ioned the

possibility of their product being extended to handle multiple tasks and

bui lt their monitor accordingly. As mentioned in the section on imple-

mentation, the only serious problem encountered was solved by changing

the way in which registers are saved when a service request occurs or a

task is suspended. Although this produced a noticeable decrease in the

speed at which the system functioned (approximatel y l}l in one appì ica-

tion), this was deemed acceptable. To leave the stack as it was meant

either omitting al I of the l/0 services or having them treated differ-

ently that the other executive services by several debugging facilities;

as in other cases, ¡t was decided to sacrifice speed in favour of in-

creasing functional ity and consistency

Admittedly, the ASSIST09 l/0 services are far from ideal. ln addi-

tion to being restricted to communication with the console, they also

have the potential of causing a task torrfreezerrwhile the rest of the

See the fol lowing chapter for a discussion of how general ized l/0
services might be provided.

L6
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system continues to execute. (ffr¡s is explained more ful ly in the

appendix.) However, it was felt that the effort involved in correcting

these problems could be better spent in developing an entirely new set

of general purpose l/0 services. Hence, the services are merely intend-

ed to be a stop-gap measure which will someday be replaced by a set of

proper servi ces.

10.6 IIONITOR CAPÂBILITIES

lnitially, the author did not intend to supply any form of debugging

aids beyond those which were already avai lable with ASSlST09. Hourever,

in implementing the l'1TE09 executive, many of these features had to be

disabled because they did not function correctly in the presence of the

new service handler and task scheduler. The process of debugging sample

appl ication systems without the benefit of even simple display functions

(not to mention the lack of breakpo¡nt and trace capabil¡t¡es) proved to

be such a painful experience that it quickly became apparent that these

debugging aids had to be restored ¡f the system was to be usable.

As with the executive, the monitorrs fac¡lities conta¡n features cop-

ied straight from ASSlST09, others that have been extended to handle

multiple tasks, and total ly new work. l.lany of the commands copied

straight from ASSIST09 are I ikely to be used rarely, but were retained

in the hope that the occasional user might find them useful.

The one ASSIST09 command which is not available in its original form,

nor in an extended form, is the TCALLT command. lntended for single

program environments, the command allows a subroutine to be called, exe-

cute, and return to the command handler so that the user can see if ¡t
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is working properly. Although an equivalent for a multitasking system

could probably have been defined, it was not at all clear what its form

would be (for example, what if a task switch occurred in the middle of

the subroutine?) or ¡f it would be of any use. since it is possible to

test subroutines using either breakpoints or tracing, it was decided to

simplify matters by omitting the command entirely. lt absence has not

yet proved to be a problem.

The new commands for displaying system data structures reflects those

which the author wanted to be able to view easi ly, such as message

queues. The address space command allows a user to determine if a task

is accessing memory outside its region or overflowed its stack. As has

been described, the registers displayed by the context commands are al-
ways those used by the program; the registers which are active during a

service routine (and which are preserved on the taskrs stack if the task

is suspended in mid-service) are entirely hidden from the user, since

their values would be meaningless to him.

0f the faci I ities for control I ing task execution, two of the three,

breakpoints and tracing, are included in ASSlST09. Their l1TE09 imple-

mentation closely fol lows ASSlST0grs lead since a minimal amount of

hardware is required and only two interrupts are reserved for the execu-

tivers use. The use of the SlJl instruction for both service requests

and breakpoints makes it necessary to include code to distinguish be-

threen them' but its is quite simple and overcomes the need to reserve a

third interrupt. A few minor improvements have been added, such as dis-

abl ing the single stepping of instructions whi le a service routine is

executing (so that a service routine appears to be a single instruction
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The flagging and logging mechanisms have no ASSIST0g counterparts.

Flags were added to provide an easier alternative to breakpoints for

stopping execution at I ikely trouble spots. The author considered ex-

tending the flag facility to allow the user to halt execution on a par-

ticular type of service call (such as only on RECEIVEs), but it was felt

that this would make the facility too complicated to be used effective-

ly. As it stands, if the system stops for a service request in which

the user is not interested, he can simply type rGr and continue. Log-

ging was provided as a means of allowing the user to find out what is

occurring on the system without the continuous stopp¡ng and resuming

that the use of flags would entai I.

Two of the features of the monitor, namely the provision for monitor

"environmentsrr and the automatic detection of modules, grew out of ne-

cessity rather than being in the original plan. The decision to allow a

user to obtain access to ASSIST09 without the multitasking capability of

llTEOl grew from the burden of endlessly instal I ing and removing the

l'lTEOg ROt'îs from a microcomputeir being shared with users of ASSIST0g; ¡t

allows the ROlls to remain in the microcomputer, rrhiddenrrunt¡l called

forth" The inclusion of two different multitasking environments grew

from a desire to keep the llTEOl code as small as possible, so that ap-

plications could be run even when vcry l¡ttle memory space is available.

Once it became apparent that the original goal of a single 2K extension

R0l'1 containing both executive and monitor code could not be constructed,
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the next best alternative was chosen: the capability of leaving out the

code which is unnecessary once an application has been fully tested. By

allowing one of the multitasking modules to be optional, it became nec-

essary to establ ish a restricted environment which is only capable of

initiating an appl ication and the capabi I ity for the modules to recog-

nize each other automatical ly.

The author has implemented only a single application with all of the

monitor faciltites at his disposal, but the ease with which it was done

has convinced him that they are an essential part of the I'ITEO9 system,

without which it would be extremely diff icult to use. I.Jhether the fea-

tures provided are totally sat¡sfactory remains to be seen, âS the sys-

tem has not been used extensively as yet. lt does appear that even

someone who thoroughly understands the executive and monitor (such as

the author) sometimes chooses a debugging approach that does not make

ful I use of the monitorrs capabi lties or uses the right tools at the

brrong time. This may indicate that a certain amount of hands-on experi-

ence is necessary before the user is capable of debugging efficiently.
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AREAS Ft]R FURTHER DEVELÍ]PiIENT

Although the llTE0l system has shown that a simple multitasking executive

and monitor is capable developing and running multitasking appl ications,

¡t is one thing to produce results that are correct and quite another to

produce results that are useful. The current version demonstrates that

the general approach taken by the l1TE09 system is feasible; however, a

number of extensions are essential before the system is capable of han-

d I i ng r¡rea I wor ldrr prob I ems.

Aside from the potential problems with the executivers message pass-

ing services, the most glaring defficiency with the current implementa-

tion is that it runs at a speed which would be unacceptably slow for

practical use. Fortunately, much of this sluggishness can be attributed

to the large amount of overhead required to implement the debugging fa-

cilities of the monitor.

l'Jhen one of the author's applications h,as run on a microcomputer

without the li1TE09 DEBUG module in place, it ran approximately l0l fast-

er. Arrproductionrrversion of the l,tTEO9 system in which the monitor and

associated debugging code was removed would probably al low appl ications

to increase their speed by a factor of 302 or more without reducing any

of the capab¡lit¡es of the system. For example, the necessity of re-

peatedly extending and shortening a taskts stack would disappear once

flagging and logging h,ere no longer required. However, with the monitor

1\7 -
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no longer a part of the system, such a production version would have to

provide a mechanism for creating and invoking tasks automatically on

pobrer up.

l,lany multitasking appl ications work with "real worldrr time; certain

functions must be carried out at specific intervals (such as updating a

display) or at a specific time of day. The existing executive requires

that the user program these functions himself, but it could be extended

easily to provide clock facilities. The neh, services:

cET_Tll'lE (time_of_day), Wlt<¡_AT(t¡me_of_day), and WAKE_lN (t¡me_interval) ,

wouìd allow a task to determine the current time and to suspend itself

until a certain time had occurred or elapsed. An additionaì service,

SET_TltlE (time_of_day), might also be considered instead of having the

user enter the time f rom the console when the system v',as initial ized.

Such clock services would obviously require the existence of ha¡'dware

capable of generating periodic interrupts; in the authorrs system, one

of the two free PTl,l registers could be utilized for this purpose.

Timing is also important when externally generated interrupts must be

processed in real time. As discussed earl ier, the l4TE09 executive is

not well suited for handling interrupts for which extensive processing

must be done. lf an interrupt occurs, the servicing routine which is

activated is considered to be running as part of the current task,

thereby prohibiting the routine from using any of the executive services

which are available. A particular task can be made to respond to an in-

terrupt by having all other tasks mask the condition, but this may mean

that long delays occur before the interrupt is processed.
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The executive might be adapted to provide more rapid response to in-

terrupts without sacrificing the principle of non-preempt¡on through the

use of a new service, |JAKE-0N(address). When a task bras prepared to

handle an interrupt it would invoke I.JAKE_ON, causing the executive to

suspend ¡t indefinitely. Theraddress'specified would be that of a

short subroutine designed to check one or more interrupt sources and to

indicate to the executive whether the task was responsible for servicing

the i nterrupt.

When an interrupt occurred, the executive would invoke each of the

subroutines it had been informed of through a IIAKE_ON¡ upon finding the

task which desired to service the interrupt, the executive would sched-

ule ¡t for execution once the current task paused; the current task

would be allowed to continue.r? l,Jhen invoked, the task performing the

interrupt servicing could send messages and request other executive ser-

vices without causing problems. The task would have to execute another

TJAKE_ON in order to reestabl ish its intention of handl ing future inter-

rupts, should it wish to do so.

lf desired, a type f ield might be included in the þJAKE_ON service,

allowing the executive to avoid calling subroutines which could not pos-

sibly recognize the interrupt. l.lhile this arrangement would not produce

instant response, it would hopefully be quick enough to handle most in-

terrupt situations.

lf necessary, the successful subroutine could also do some I imited
initial servicing of the interrupt.

L7
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lmprovements to the executivers handl ing of service fai l.ures could

increase the capability for an application system to recover from abnor-

mal s¡tuations. ln certain instances, merely indicating that a service

failed does not help the application, as some types of errors are recov-

erable and others are not. For example, if a CREATE fails because of

insufficient memory, retrying at a later time may work; however, if it
fails because the program cannot be located, subsequent CREATEs have no

chance of success.

l'lodifying the executive services so that they returned a numeric val-

ue rather than a simple OK/FAIL flag would allow a task the opportun¡ty

of determining what action shouìd be taken in the event of failure. The

request for a service could also be modified to berrabort if return code

exceeds Nrr instead of the present rrabort on errorrr,/r'return on errorrr ar-

rangement. The value of N could be passed to the executive in the top

three bits of the function code, oF perhaps in a second function byte

fol lowing the first. By default, a task would invoke a service with

N=0, indicating that any fai lure is unacceptable; more sophisticated ap-

plications would let N taken on values between I and 7 (or I and 25Ð.

0n detection of an error, the executive would return control to the task

only if it had indicated its intention of handling an error of that mag-

n i tude.

One last area where substantial improvement is possible is in the l/0
services provided by the executive. A useful change would al low tasks

to communicate with a second terminal (¡f it were avai lable) . Using the

same screen and keyboard for both application l/0 and monitor l/0 often

makes it d¡fficult to tel I whether the output that an appl ication is
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producing is correct during development, since ¡t is interspaced with

debugging information. Allowing application and monitor to have their

own devices would be a great heìp.

However, th¡s difficulty is only a symptom of a larger problem. The

l/0 services provided al low easy communication with the console, but

leave to the user the problem of writing routines for communication with

any other devices that the microcomputer is connected to. one alterna-

tive would associate one input and one output device with each task; by

default the console. To enable one of its devices, the task would in-

voke the service ENABLE-[lH/OUT] (init-rtn, io-rtn), which would initiat-

ize the device and specify a device driver routine for reading or writ-

ing a single byte. Once establ ished, cal ls to services I ike

GET_BYTE(char) and PUT_STRING(string) would cause the executive to carry

out the transfer of one or more bytes by calling the appropriate device

driver one or more times. lf unable to complete the operation immedi-

ately, such a service would cause the task to pause and reattempt the

operation when the task was reinvoked. To allow an orderly shut down of

a dev i ce wh i ch was no I onger needed, the serv i ce

DISABLE_IlN/OUT] (term_rtn) would be used to invoke code to terminate

communication and to reestablish the console as the taskrs input or out-

put device. Such an arrangment would free the user from having to

trreinvent thå wheelrteach time a new l/0 device was added to the micro-

computer system, only the device dependent code would have to be provid-

ed.
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CflNCLUSIONS

The l1TE09 multitasking executive system al lows both simple and moderate-

ly complex mult¡ple task applications to be developed and executed using

an easy-to-comprehend executive which does not require extensive hard-

brare support. This makes it an ideal tool for use in computer education

where its simpl icity, flexibi I ity, and cost advantages overshadow its

I ack of speed.

The few hardware requirements of the system, its small size (6X nOm

and 512 bytes RAI'I), and its position-independent coding al low it to be

installed on virtually any 1,1C6809 based microcomputer. tJhen combined

with a terminal, it forms a workstation capable of running and debugging

multiple task applications. By making the system an extension of the

ASSIST09 single program monitorr â ilicrocomputer supporting I'ITEOp is ca-

pable of running single program appl ications as wel I as multiple task

appl ications.

The design of the executive incorporates a number of interesting and

useful features, some of which are not found in any of the existing mul-

titasking systems mentioned in this thesis.

o Sel f-conf i guration, providi ng:

o automatic detection of system modules and activation of the ap-

propr í ate mon i tor env i ronment, and

153 -
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o automatic detection of avai lable RAll.

These are particularly useful

wh i ch the system i s runn i ng i s

features when the microcomputer on

subject to frequent hardware chang-

es.

. Promotion of position-independent programming through the use of:

o call by program name, rather than by program address,

r automatic RAll al location for new tasks, and

o an address-independent task interface to the executive.

o Freedom in the design of an appl icationrs structure.

o Run-time creation and deletion of tasks, with no predefined maxi-

mum.

o No impl ic¡t h¡erarchy in creation of tasks, al lowing user-defined

structures to be implemented.

o clean protocol for inter-task communication, capable of handl ing

both simple and more complex types of data transfer.

These features make the system adaptable to a wide variety of appl ica-

tions and provide a large number of capabil¡t¡es which eases the job of

designing and running an appl ication system.

System testing is aided by a rich variety of debugging capabi I ities

incorporated in the l1TE09 monitor. Some of these include:

o commands which allow the display of important data structures (such

as the context of tasks, their address spaces and message queues,

the free pool, and the avai lable programs),

. an instruction by instruction trace facility for debugging the code

in a single task,
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o capab¡ I it¡es for debugging on a program-specific, task-specific, or

system-wide basis by halting execution at specific instructions

and/or on occurrences of a specific type of eventr âñd

o a faci I ity for recording system activity which displays task invo-

cations and executive service requests.

These facilities have been found to greatly increase the ease with which

appl ications can be debugged, âlthough it may take some time to learn

how to use them effectiveìy. The non-complex nature of these faci lti-

ties, and the uniform command syntax used to obtain them, allows them to

be learned quickly by new users.

The l,lTEO9 system gives the user a compìete package for experimenting

with the advantages and d¡ff¡culties of programming multiple functions

on a single processor microcomputer. lt provides a firm foundation that

one day may be extended to give a multitasking system capable of han-

dling almost any r¡real worldrr application.
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Appendix A

iITE()9 INSTALLATIf)N REQUIREiIENTS

The l1TE09 multitasking executive system is designed for use on single
microprocessor computers using the l{otorola I'IC68O9 ilPU.

The following requirements are for a rrstand alone" microcomputer and
console system. I t wi I I permi t the testi ng and execution of a userrs
multitasking appl ications once they have been loaded into the microcom-
puterrs memory. The microcomputer may be provided with a text editor/
assembler and file system which will carry out the creation and loading
of programs. lf the user wishes to create and assemble his programs on
another computer, he must devise a method for downloading them into mem-
ory. I I

4.1 HÂRDTdARE REQUIREilENTS

The |1TEO9 system comes i n three pos i t ion- i ndependent 2K ROl.ls .

o The ASSIST09 R0l'l contains l'lotorolars ASSIST0g monitor program.
when used by itself, it allows single program applications to be
run.

o The t'lrEO9 R0l'1 must run in conjunct ¡on wirh rhe Ass tsr09 R0t1. I r
provides all executive capabilities, but only enough monitor func-
tions to initiate a multiple task appì icat¡on; hence, it only pro-
vides support for ful ly debugged appl ications.

o The l'1TE09 DEBUG R0l1 provides monitor extensions which allow multi-
ple task appl ications to be debugged.

The code contained in these modules automatically determines how many of
the them are present in the microcomputer, and makes the appropriate set
of fac¡ I it¡es avai lable.

ASSIST09 provides a command for downloading a file in S-record format
from the console terminal to the microcomputerrs memory. By connect-
ing the microcomputer to the other computer instead of the console,
programs can be transmitted easi ly. By bui lding a simple switchbox,
recabling the workstation each time a download is done can be avoid-
ed.

¡8
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The l'1TE09 modules are position-independent; however, they must be in-
stalled in adjacent 2K sections of memory in the order: ASSlST09, 1.1TE09,
l1TE09 DEBUG (by descending address). The system requires !ì2 bytes of
RAll for its own use and the high addressed end of this block of RAl,l must
be located 6K from the low addressed end of the ASSIST0g module.

The microcomputer must have an asynchronous communications interface
adapter (ACIA) which is connected to the user's terminal ("console").
lf breakpoints or the trace feature are to be used during testing of an
appl ication, a programmable timer module (PTl4) is required. The ad-
dresses of these two devices are, by default, SEOOS anA SEOOO, respec-
t ive ly.

The standard memory map for a microcomputer running l,lTEO9 is given in
F i gure 22.

F800

F000

E 8oo

E000

DEOO

F igure 22: Standard ltlemory llap

Versions of the l'tTEO9 system can be generated which run on microcom-
puters w¡th non-standard memory maps. Thus, ¡t is possible to have the
three l,lTEOg modules in non-adjacent blocks, the workpage at a different

ASS r ST09
l,lodu I e

t'lTE09
l,lodu I e

tlTE0g DEBUG
llodu I e

PTl,l, AC I A,
other devices

ASS rST09/r.rTE09
RAl,l Workpage
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offset, and the ACIA and PTll addresses default to other locations. lt
is also possible for the l1TE09 system to be run with a version of
ASSIST09 that already incorporates an extension R01.1. The details which
determine whether the extension R0l'1 is incompatible with llTEO9 is beyond
the scope of this appendix.

À.2 INTERRUPTS

The fol lowing material assumes that the ASSIST09 module is located at
address SFSOO anA is therefore responsible for vectoring interrupts to
the appropriate handler. lf this module is located at another address,
the user should ensure that the interrupts will be vectored to the ap-
propriate handler in the AsslsT09 module.

lf the user I^rishes to redefine interrupts, ASSIST09 provides a mecha-
nism whereby this can be done without having to move ASSIST0g from loca-
tion 5¡800. A penalty of a few extra cycles is imposed betþ{een the in-
terrupt and invocation of the new interrupt handler.

A.2.1 BESET

The RESET interrupt causes the entire l1TE09 system to be reinitialized.
This wi I I destroy any information about the multitasking appl ication
which is currently executing, and provides the user with an escape me-
chansim if his appl ication system or the l1TE09 monitor hangs.

A.2.2 Ntr

The Nl'tl interrupt is used by the l.1TE09 system in implementing the trace
and breakpoint facilities. lt should be connected to the output pin for
counter one of the PTÈl.

lf no breakpointing or tracing is to be done, the user may use this
interrupt in his appl ication. Note that an Nl'll signal may ¡nterrupt the
execution of an executive service routine or, if execution is suspended,
the l,îTEOt monitor program.

A.2.3 SIt
The SÌ,ll interrupt is used to implement breakpoints and executive servi-
ces. Normally, this interrupt must not be used for any other purposes;
see the section on rAdding New Servicesr for more detai ls.
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4,2.4 0ther Interruptq

The SWl2, Sl.rl3, F lRQ, and IRQ interrupts are not used by the I'lTEOl sys-
tem and are therefore free for use in an application system. All inter-
rupts are masked during the processing of an executive service and dur-
ing task schedul ing (except Nl'l1 , of course) , so response to an interrupt
may not be immediate.

The system contains default interrupt handlers for each of these un-
used interrupts. An ¡nterrupt vectored to one of these routines will
cause a breakpoint-like response: the current task wilì be suspended, a
message indicating the type of interrupt r^r¡l I be displayed, and the mon-
itor will prompt for a command. Note that the FIRQ interrupt routine
does preserve all of the current task's registers so that the task can
be re i nvoked eas i I y.

By connecting the IRQ interrupt to an abort button and leaving the
default interrupt handler active, the user is provided with a way of
halting a 'rrunaway" program w¡thout having to use RESET. Note, however,
that this will not work unless the executing task has unmasked the IRQ
interrupt which, by default, is masked when a task is created. This
remedy may also fail if the task has altered the contents of the system
RAll area.
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iITEO9 EXECUTIVE SERVICES

8.1 SERVICE BA$Î.S

The services avai lable on a microcomputer support¡ng tlTEO9 are closely
related to the services available under ASSIST09 in both form and use.

8.1.1 REuesting SenvÍces

A task requests an executive service by executing arrSoftware lnterruptrl
i nstruct i on (opcode S3F) ; the funct i on code byte fol I owi ng the i nstruc-
tion determines which particular service is desired. For example,

3F
l0

s}.,t
FCB sro

Send message

requests the SENDIIT service. Service requests are position-independent.

lnput parametersare passed to the service routine by initializing one
or more of the microprocessor's registers appropriately prior to re-
questing the service. Likewise, any results passed back by the service
are returned using the registers. Unless otherwise noted, all registers
are transparent across a service request.

The taskrs local stack is used to save register values and other tem-
porary values during the processing done by a service routine. Table I
contains the maximum number of free bytes that must be available in or-
der to prevent stack overflow.

163 -
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TABLE I

Servi ce Rout i ne Stack Requ i rements

SERVICE s tzE SERV I CE

CREATE

DE LETE
AL LOC
FREE

S E N DI.IT

RE CV

REPLY
FORWRD

RECVNT^I

SEND

t,JA IT

s tzE

28
26

I NCHP

OUTCH
PDATA I
PDATA
OUT2HS

OUT4HS
PCRL F

SPAC E

r.toN tTR
VCTRSbJ

BRKPT
PAUSE

39
39
39
39
\3
\3
39
39

l6
l6
30

22
20
30
30
26
26
t6
20

30

Tracing, breakpoints, and flags require l6 free bytes.

8.1.2 Invalid Code Specification

lf a service request is made with a function code byte which does not
correspond to an existing service, then the executive displays the mes-
sage I sl,Jl cODE ' on the console, hal ts task process ing, and invokes the
monitor. The value in the taskrs program counter register will contain
the address of the illegal function code byte.

B. 1.3 Staclt Ovenf lor

lf the taskrs stack overflows onto non-RAll whiìe its registers are being
preserved at the start of a service request, the executive halts pro:
cessing, displays rsrAcK 0VERFLOtrr on the console, and prompts for in-put. The user may then examine the taskrs S register with one of the
monitor commandsi the value shown is 16 less than the value of the
taskrs stack at the time of the request. Note that the other register
va I ues may be mean i ng I ess because they r^rere not preserved . For th i s
reason, it is impossible to continue execution after this error occurs.

Th i s check i s al so performed by the defaul t i nterrupt handl ers, the
breakpoint processing code (which also uses swl), the tracing code
(wh i ch uses Nlti l ) , and the task schedu I er .

Note that if a taskrs stack overflows into RAl,l belonging to the exe-
cutive or to another task, this fact is not detected.
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service is said to fail if
ed for physical or logical
al for fai lure.
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the request that it makes cannot be satis-
reasons. Not all services have the poten-

A

f
t

lf a service fails, the actions the executive takes depends upon how
the service was requested. lf the most significant bit of the function
code byte for the service is zero, then the monitor will suspend the
task which requested the service, display a message on the console, and
prompt for a command. ln most circumstances, this is the response that
a user wi I I want when a service does not succeed.

lf a task requests a service with the most significant bit of the
function byte set to one, the executive wî I I always return control to
the taskrs program when the service completes. The V bit of the condi-
tion code register is used to indicate whether or not the service suc-
ceeded (0) or failed (l), allowing the task to determine whether prob-
lems arose and to react accordingly. For example,

FA r LoK EQU s8O
SENDIJT EQU $lO

Hi bit of byte = ì
Code for SEND WAIT service

3F StlI Send message
FCB SENDT.JT+FA ILOK
BVS FAI LED Branch if send fai led

90
29

The usefulness of this feature is somewhat limited by the fact that a
task cannot always determine the exact cause of failure in cases where a
service may fail for more than one reason.

lf a service fai ls, its input parameter registers are left unchanged.
This allows the user or task to examine the taskrs registers to see what
values were passed to the service routine.

8.1.5 Addjng ilfl Services

The ASS I ST09- l i ke impl ementat ion of i nterrupts i n l,ìTEOl means that the
user has the capabil ity of redef ining the Sl,Jl interrupt service routine.
(See Appendix B.l0 of I|.IOTORBI]) This default interrupt handler deter-
mines which of the services should be invoked based on the function code
byte, and transfers control to it.

A user may add services by replacing the default handler with a
tine that handles all non-standard functions and passes on all other
quests to the default routine. Registers must be transparent across
transfer from the user to the standard handler.

rou-
re-
the

Please note that any services added by suchrrfront endingrrof service
requests will not be recognized by the flagging or logging mechanism of
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l'1TE09. Aìso note that repìacement of the standard handler may only be
done providing that breakpoints are not being used. Using breakpoints
in conjunction with new services will result ¡n a service request being
recognized when a breakpoint is encountered.

8.2 ASSIST()9 SERVICES

The l'1T809 execut ive suppor ts a I I of the serv i ces prov i ded by the
ASSIST09 single program monitor.

8.2.1 Changee from Standard ASSIST09

The services provided by ASSIST0g function sl ightly differently under
the l'lTEOl execut ive. The user shou ld note the f o I I ow i ng:

o all Asslsr09 services may be flagged and logged in the same manner
as new t'1TE09 services.

o the l.lONlTR service should not be used.

o the BRKPT service has been corrected so that
tracing wi I I halt processing correctly.

its execution during

o the PAUSE service has been redefined so that
for a CANCEL condi tion.

it no longer checks

8.2.2 Input/0utput Services

All of the ASSIST09 services cause a task switch ¡f the console is not
ready to accept/provide a byte. Therefore, a task requesting one of
these services may PAUSE many times before the service is completed. lt
is recommended that only one task in an application be responsible for
communicating with the console; otherwise, input and/or output strings
may become scrambled. All tasks wishing to do l/0 can then send a mes-
sage to this task, which would carry out their requests one by one.

An odd problem may occur if a task uses the services: OUTCH (with a
I inefeed), PCRLF, PDATA, or PDATAI. These services always PAUSE after
completing their outputi when reinvoked, they check the console for in-
put and put the task in 'FREEZErmode if a character (other than CANCEL)
is found. A'rfrozen'r task PAUSEs each time it is invoked until another
input character is detected, after which the service routine returns
control to the taskrs program.

This means that it is possible to have a task which is not blocked,
but does not finish an output service for no (apparent) reason. ln a
multiple task appl ication, such a situation may be difficult to detect
and diagnose. lt may simply result in pairs of input characters being
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rrlostr'; they actual ly will be f reezing and unf reezing a task. Providing
input and output are not done simultaneously, this situation should not
arise. Again, doing all l/0via a single task is recommended.

8.3 SERVICE TABLE

The services listed below are supported by nTE09 and may be requested by
any task. Each service is described in either this appendix or in
[l.l0T0R8l]. lf one is described in both places, the one appearing in
this appendix overrides the lilotorola manual description.

TABLE 2

Services Available Under l1TE09

CODE SERV I CEENTRY

I NCHP

OUTCH
PDATA I
PDATA
OUT2HS
OUT4HS
PCRL F

SPACE

I'toN tTR
VCTRSW

BRKPT
PAUS E

CRE ATE
DE L ETE
AL LOC

FREE

SENDWT

RECV

RE PLY
FORT.JRD

RE CVNW

SEND

l.rA I T

00
0l
o2
03
04
o5
06
o7
08
09
OA

OB

0c
OD

OE

OF

l0
t¡
t2
r3
l4
15
l6

Obtain character from terminal
Send character to terminal
Send string to terminal
Send CR/LF and string to terminal
Send byte as hex to terminal
Send word as hex to terminal
Send CR/LF to terminal
Send space to terminal
F i reup ASS I ST09 moni tor
Vector swap
Hard coded breakpoint
Temporari ly suspend task execution

Create new task
Destroy ex i st ¡ ng task
Al locate RAI¡ì to task
Re I i nqu i sh task RAI¿l

Send message, v{a it f or repl y
Receive message
Reply to message
Forward message
Condi tional ly receive message
Send message
l,lait for reply to message
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8.4 SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS

The following descriptions of the l1TE09 services are intended to provide
quick and easy reference for programmers who have a clear understanding
of the basic features of the f1TE09 multitasking and message passing sys-
tems.

Descriptions of the services provided by standard ASSIST0g (al I of
wh i ch may be ca I led by l.1TE09 tasks except t'10N lrR) may be f ound i n
[l10T0R8l]. Note that the PAUSE service description given below replaces
the description given ¡n that manual.

8.4.1

Code :

Entry

Exit : v -0

Operation : Control of the microprocessor is released to the executive.

The executive scheduler wi I I pass through the circular I ist
of tasks, invoking each unblocked task in turn. When the
task which requested the PAUSE service becomes the current
task again, it is invoked by the scheduler.

Errors : This service cannot fai l.

Comments The PAUSE service shouìd be used whenever a significant
amount of processing is done by a task without any external
interaction (such as console l/0 or inter-task communica-
tion) r ot whenever the programmer feels that a task may be
unfairly monopol izing processor time.

lnvoking the PAUSE service does not guarantee that some oth-
er task in the system will gain control of the microproces-
sor before the pausing task is reinvoked, âS ¡t is possible
for a task to be blocked by an incomplete request for a mes-
sage service. Therefore, synchronization of the activities
of one or more tasks should not normally be implemented us-
ing this service.

PAUSE

Sos

TenForarÍ ly Suspend Taslt Execution



CREATE Create Nsr Taelt

$oc

- address o
- address o

Service Descriptions

yte program name
yte task name

r69

8.4.2

Code :

Entry: f4b
fl+b

X

Y

V

x

-0 ¡f
if
sk

Exit : creat i on successful
creation fai led
i d of new task i f V=0

Qperation: Creates a neh, task which will use the specified program and
adds it to the circular list of tasks. The creating task is
informed of the id of the new task and does not block.

Errors : CREATE fai ls if it cannot locate the Program Descriptor
Block entry for the specified program.

Fails if there is insuff icíent contiguous RAI'I in the free
pool to create a Task Control Block and local stack for the
new task.

Comments : The task name is used for display/debugging purposes only.

The newly created task wi I I not begin execution unti I the
creating task rel inquishes processor control to the execu-
tive schedul er.

I

ta
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8.4.3

Code :

Entry:

Exit :

DELETE

Soo

X-
V

l1TE09 Execut ive Serv i ces

Destnoy Existing Task

id of task to be destroyed

deletion successful
deletion fai led

Operation : specified task is logical ly deleted from the system. Any
messages on its pending queue and received list are abnor-
mally replied to and the taskrs status is changed to delet-
ed.

A task with an active message entry is not physically delet-
ed unti ì a reply is made to its message. The executive
physicaìly deletes a task by returning all RAt'l ¡n its ad-
dress space (including its initial allocation of RAll and
TCB) to the free pool.

Norma I I y, the task request i ng the DELETE serv i ce does not
block. However, a task may DELETE itself; in this instance,
the executive scheduler attempts to invoke the tasks follow-
ing ¡t in the normal manner.

Errors DELETE fai ls if specified task does not exist.

Comments : ln the event that the last task in the system DELETEs it-
self' the executive displays a message on the console and
the Standard ASSIST0g environment is entered.

0
I

t
f
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Code :

Entry:

Exit :

ALLOC

$0E

D

V

X

Service Descriptions

Allocate ffi þ Tagk

- amount of RAll required

- 0 if al location successful
I if al location fai led

- address of highest allocated byte + I if V=0

171

the
(plus

Operation : A block of RAtî of the specified iength is added to
taskrs address space, and the address of its high end
one) is returned. The task does not block.

Errors: Service fai ls if executivers free pool does not contain a
block of D contiguous bytes.

Comments Returning the address one greater than the high end of the
block allows the new block to be used immediately as a
stack. The low end of the block can be addressed by sub-
tracting D from the address returned.

8.4.5

Code :

E ntry

FREE Relínquieh Taslt RAü

Sor

A task may not attempt
êd, any of the storage
of an ALLOCated block;
it has ALLOCated.

to free: storage i t has not ALLOCat-
it was created with, or a subsection
it may only free up an entire block

X - address of highest allocated byte + I
(ie" as on return from ALL0C)

Exit : V I if operation fails
0 otherwise

Operation: The executive returns a block of storage from the taskrs ad-
dress space to the free pool , ama I gamat i ng ¡ t wi th other
free blocks if possible. The task does not block.

Errors:
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8.4.6

Code :

E ntry

Exit : V

Operat i on

Errors:

l,lTE09 Execut ive Serv i ces

SEND¡,T Send ilessage, Uait [or Reply

Slo

X - task id of message destinat¡on
Y - address of message field

if message already active or abnormal reply
if normal reply to message

The message entry for the sending task in initial ized with
the address of the message field and is added to the end of
the destination taskrs pending queue. lf the destination
task is blocked awaiting a message, it is unblocked.

The sending task blocks unti I a reply is made. At that
time, the contents of the message field can examined for the
value (if any) of the repìy to the message.

lf sending taskrs message entry is already in use through an
unl,JA lTed SEND, the serv i ce f a i l s and the task does not
block.

Specifying itself as the destination causes the service to
fai l; this prevents a task from becoming deadlocked single-
handedly. The task does not block.

Specifying a non-existent destination causes the service to
fai l. The task does not block.

This service wi I I fai I after the sending task has become
bìocked if the destination task is destroyed before replying
to the message or if the message is F0Rl.lARDed to the sender.
The sending task wi I I be unblocked immediately, but some
time may elapse before the task is invoked and the service
fai ls. The contents of the message field wi I I reflect any
act¡on taken by the receiving task (s) prior to that point.

-l
0
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RECV Receive tessAge

$l I

Y - task id of sender
X - address of message fieldv -0

The front message in the taskrs pending queue is removed and
added to the received list. The message field for the mes-
sage is pointed at.

The task is bìocked until a message appears on its pending
queue; if the queue is not empty at the time this service is
requested, the task does not block.

The receiving task can examine and/or change the message
field as required.

Errors : This service cannot fai l.

8.4.7

Code :

Entry:

Exit :

Operat i on

8.4.8

Code :

Entry:

Exit :

EEPLT

$lz

Y.
V

Reply þ ltlessage

task id of sender

I if no message received from indicated sender
0 otherwi se

Operation : The message entry for the indicated sender is removed from
the taskrs received I ist and a normal reply is indicated.
lf the sending task is blocked awaiting a reply, it is un-
b I ocked.

Errors : I f the task does
on its received
not block.

not have an entry from the
I ist, the service fai ls and

indicated task
the task does

It is possible for a task to receive a message from a task
which is destroyed after doing a SEND*WAIT or SEND opera-
tion. The executive will keep the destroyed taskrs storage
intact unt¡l a reply has been made.

Comments
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8.4.9

Code :

Entry 3

Exit :

Operat i on

Errors:

Comments

l1TE09 Execut ive Serv i ces

FOR¡|RD Fonward ftlessage

st3

Y

X

V

- task i d of sender
- task id of new destination

I if no message received from indicated sender
0 otherwi se

The message entry for the indicated sender is removed from
the taskrs received list and the message is added to the end
of the new destinationrs pending queue. lf the new destina-
tion is waiting for a message, it is unblocked. The for-
warding task does not block.

ln effect, the message is sent to
results are as if the sender had sen
original ly, except that the message
been changed.

ew dest i nat i on. The
o the new dest i nat i on
eld contents may have

i nd i cated task
the task does

an
tt
f¡

lf the task does not have an entry from the
on its received I ist, the service fai Is and
not block.

A task may also forward a message to itself;
effect of replacing the (possibly modified)
end of the task's queue of pending messages.

A task may forward a message to a non-existent task; the ef-
fect is as if the sender had sent to a task which was delet-
ed following the send.

this has
message at

the
the
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8.4.10

Code :

Entry:

Exit 3

0perat i on

RECVNU

Slt+

Condl t ional ly Receive üggg¡ge

C - 0 if message taken
I if no message currently available

Y - task id of sender if C=0
X - address of message field if C=0
v -0

The front message in the task's pending queue is removed and
added to the received list. The service returns the address
of the message field and a C b¡t of 0. The receiving task
can examine and/or change the message field as needed.

lf the queue is empty at the t¡me this service is requested,
the task does not blocki the service returns C=l, and the X

and Y registers are unchanged.

Errors : Th i s servi ce cannot fa i I .
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8.4. I I

Code :

Entry:

Exit

Operat i on

Errors

Comments

SEilD

$ls

f'1TE09 Execut ive Serv i ces

Send llessage

X - task id of message destinat¡on
Y - address of message field

V I if message already active
0 otherwi se

The message entry for the sending task in initialized with
the address of the message field and is added to the end of
the destination task¡s pending queue. lf the destinat¡on
task is blocked awaiting a message, it is unblocked.

The sending task does not block.

lf sending task's message entry is already in use through an
unl,lA lTed SEND, the serv i ce f a i I s and the task does not
block.

Once a SEND service has been successfully invoked, the send-
ing task should not alter the contents of the message field
until af ter a þJAIT has been done. Hov{ever, the X and Y reg-
i sters may be al tered freel y.

The SEND operat i on i s successfu I
task is non-existent. However,
VIAIT for a reply wil I fail.

even if the destination
the subsequent attempt to

A task may SEND a message to itself. lt
reply to the message before attempting to
the executive wi I I fai I the l.lAIT in order
dead I ock .

must receive and
l.JA I T, otherwi se
to prevent self-
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Uait [or Beply ïo ftlessage

if
if

177

8.4.12

Code :

Entry:

Exit 3

UAIT

$le

V no message active or abnormal reply
normal reply to message

Operat i on Causes the task to be blocked until its active message entry
is replied to. lf a reply has been made prior to this ser-
vice being requested, the task does not block.

After this service has completed, the contents of the mes-
sage fieìd used can be examined for the value (if any) of
the reply to the message.

Errors lf the taskrs message entry is not in use through an untJAlT-
ed SEND, the service fails and the task does not block.

This service also fai ls in the event that the message sent
uúas not repl ied to in the normal fashion. This occurs when
the destination was non-existent or h,as destroyed prior to
making a reply, or if the message was F0RWARDed to the send-
ing task which WAlTs. Such an event may occur after the
task has become blocked through trAlT. The sending task wil I
be unblocked as soon as the event is detected; however, some
time may elapse before the task is invoked and the service
fai ls. The contents of the message field reflect any action
taken by the receiving task(s) prior to that point.

Comments: Note that ¡t is the sender's responsibility to remember the
address of the message field which is being used, should he
wish to examine the reply to the message.

-t
0
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ilTEog iloNIToR CoiiltANDS

c. I coil¡tÂND BÂsrcs

The commands availabìe on a microcomputer supporting l'1TE09 are closely
reìated to the commands avai lable under ASSIST09 in both form and use.
Whi le some of the ASSIST09 commands function exactly as in ASSlST09,
many have been logically extended to handle multiple tasks rather than
Just a single program. ln addition, a number of additional commands and
features designed specifical ly for debugging multiple task systems are
prov i ded.

C.1.1 Ccrmand Formats

The commands accepted by the monitor normally have one of the following
three formats:

. <command name> CR

o <command name> <operandl> CR

o <command name> <operandl> <operand2> CR

The space character is used as the delimiter between the various por-
tions of a command. A space may also be used in place of a carriage re-
turn to del imit the command I ine once the required number of operands
have been read i n.

Any number of spaces may be used between operands.
ing one or more spaces and then a carriage return
string operand.

Note that enter-
specifies a null

The commands " .'r (s i
change last memory addres
them.

le instruction trace) and tt/tt (examine or
do not require a carriage return to del imit

ng
s)
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C.1.2 Expressions in Cffmands

l'lany commands accept numeric quantities as operands. These may be en-
tered as an expression involving the sum and difference of numeric
terms. A term may be:

o a hex string,

. rrlilr (the address of the last byte of memory examined),

o trhlrr (the currently set window value), or

o rrPrr (the program counter value for the current task).

Each term is l6 bits long, and evaluation
der.

is done in ìeft to right or-

Using an rr@rr in an expression causes the current value of the expres-
sion to be replaced by the 16 b¡t value obtained by using that value as
an address, thereby al lowing address indirection in an expression.

Examp I es :

480
w+3
P-200
l'1- tJ

r 00@

P+r@

- 480 hex
- window value plus l
- program counter of current task minus 200 hex
- current memory pointer minus window value
- contents of word at address 100 hex
- contents of word at address one up from

program counter of current task
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C.1.3 Enrors Duning Conrnands

lf an error is made while typing a command line, the user may type the
CANCEL (CONTROL-X) key, which will abort the command. The command may
then be reentered. Note that neither the rrbackspace" nor the 'rdeleterl
key allows the user to fix up a command with typographical errors in it.

lf the monitor discovers an error during the input or execution of a
command, it normally displays a question mark, rings the terminal's
bell, and reprompts. A command generating an error usually has no ef-
fect on an appl ication system.

ln a few instances where the cause of failure may not be easily de-
termined, the monitor produces a message which explains the reason the
command failed (or at least allows the user to search the reference man-
ual for an explanation of the message).

C.1.4 Suspending ¡n¡l Aborting Cnmand 0utput

The user may halt the listing of output from a
k"y, causing the monitor to enter TFREEZET mode.
(other than CANCEL) resumes the I isting.

command by press i ng any
Press i ng another key

Typing CANCEL (CONTR0L-X) during the output of a command, or while in
¡FREEZET mode, aborts the remainder of the command and causes a re-
prompt.

The LOG command is unique in that it causes output during execution
of the user's appl ication. Typing a character during a logging message
will cause the entire system of tasks toTFREEZET; when therFREEZEr is
I ifted, execution wi I I continue normal ly. The CANCEL feature may be
used during output of a logging message to halt task processing and in-
voke the monitor.
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C.1.5 Taslt lnformation Display

l'lany of the commands use the fol lowing standardized format when display-
ing information about tasks. The chosen format concisely conveys the
most commonly required information in a J2 character I ine of output of
the form:

iiii nnnn smr aPC-.... A-.. B-.. X-.... Y-.... U-.... S-.... CC-.. Dp-..

with:

r iiii - task identifier,

o nnnn - task name,

o task status:

o s - state of execution :

o rAr - avai lable for execution

o rS' - blocked by uncompleted send_wait or wait service

o rRr - blocked by uncompleted receive service

o rDr - logical ly deleted, awaiting reply to message

o mr - message and reply status :

orr-noactivemessage

o rP ' - message on pending queue

o rR | - message on received Iist

rrXS'- message replied to sucessfully

o rXFr - message fai led,

. task register set :

. a - active flag :

o '@' - registers shown are currently active

o I '- register values at time of current service request

o l'1c6809 registers (pc, A, B, X, y, U, S, CC, Dp)
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C.2 COTTAND TÀBLES

The commands and features available to the user of the l1TE09 system de-
pend upon which moni tor envi ronment is currently active.

TABLE 3

Standard ASSIST09 Environment Commands

NAI'1E FORI'1 DESCR I PT I ON

Breakpo i nt
Cal I
Create
Display
Encode
Go
Load
llemory

Null
0f f set
Punch
Programs
Reg i sters
Stlevel
Trace

Ver i fy
l,Jindow

NAI,IE

Create
Go

Programs

CREATE
G

PROG

REATE

ex/

B

c
c
D

E

G

L

1.1

h
N

0
P

Set, clear, display, delete breakpoint
Cal I program as subroutine
Create task and invoke l'lTE09 environment
Display memory block in hex and ASCI I

Return indexed postbyte value
Start or resume program execution
Load memory f rom rrtaperr

Examine or alter memory
l.lemory change or examine last address
llemory change or examine
Set new character and new line padding
Compute branch offsets
Punch memory on rrtaper'l

List avai lable programs
Display or alter registers
Alter stack trace level value
Trace number of instructions
Trace one instruction
Verify rrtaperr to memory load
Set a window value

PROG

R

s
T

V

tJ

TABLE 4

l,1TE09 Envi ronment Commands

FORI,I DESCR I PT I ON

Create a new task
Start or resume multitask processing
List avai lable programs
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NAI.IE

Point at
Addresses

Breakpo i nt

Context

Create
Display
E ncode
Flag

Go
Load
Log
l,lemory

Nul I

0ffset
Punch
Queues

Programs
Reg i sters

Stlevel

Trace

Ver i fy
Window

¡1TE09 l.îoni tor Commands

TABLE 5

DEBUG l'1TE09 Envi ronment Commands

FORI'I DESCR I PT ION

f*lake spec if ied task the current task
Display address space of current task
... of specified task
... of al I tasks
. . . of execut i ve' s f ree poo I
Set, clear, display, or delete breakpoints

for current task
for specified task
for any task (global breakpoints)
for all tasks and global breakpoints

Display task information for current task
for specified task
for al I tasks

Create task
Display memory block in hex and ASCI I

Return indexed postbyte value
Set, clear, display, or delete flags

for current task
for specified task

....for any task (global flags)
for al I tasks and global flags

Start or resume system execution
Load memory from "tape"
Change or display current logging
Examine or alter memory
I'lemory change or examine last address
l,lemory change or examine
Set new character and new I ine padding
Compute branch offsets
Punch memory on lrtaperr
Display messages for current task

for specified task
for al I tasks

List avai lable programs
Display or alter registers
for current task
Alter stack trace level value
for current task
Trace number of instructions
Trace one instruction
Verify "tapet' to memory load
Set a window value

@#

A

A#
A¡l
AF

B

F#
FA

Frr

Qrt
PROG

R

s

T

EATE

B#
BA

Brt

c
c#
Crt

CR

D

E

F

G

G

L

LO

l'1

he
N

0
P

a
Q#

x/

ü
t¡
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C.3 COIITIÂND DESCRI PTIONS

The fol ìowing descriptions are intended to supplement the descriptions
provided in [mOfOnSl]. Any I'ITEO! command which is not described below
may be found in that manual. For commands described in both places, the
fol lowing description should be used.

c.3.1

F orma t

POINT AI

. @# <task i d>

Operation : The specified task becomes the current task.

A task display for this task is made.

Errors : Non-existent <task id> specified.

c.3.2

Format:

ADDRESSES

[current task]
[specified task]
[a I I tasks]
[free pool]

Operat i on

Errors

A

A# <task i d>
Atr
AF

Displays the blocks of RAll which have been al located to the
specified task(s) or which are in the executivers free pool
of RAll.

For each block associated with a task or the free pool, the
lowest and highest addresses and the block length in bytes
are given. The blocks are displayed in order of descending
address.

Non-existent <task id> specified.
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c.3.3

Format:

Operat i on

Errors 3

c.3.4

F orma t

CONTEXT

BREAKPf]INT

<bp>
<bp>
<bp> <address>
<bp> -<address>

where <bp> is one of:

B

l1TE09 l.loni tor Commands

[A i sp I ay breakpo i nts]
Iremove aì ì breakpoints]
[add breakpoi nt]
[remove breakpoi nt]

[current task]
[specified task]
[global breakpoi nts]
[all tasks and global breakpoints]

[current task]
[specified task]
[al I tasks]

B#
BA

B)T

¡d><task

Display or change the breakpoint table associated with the
specified task (s) and/or the global breakpoint table.

The contents of any breakpoint table are always I isted after
any attempt to change it.

Non-existent <task id> specified.
lnval id <address> specified (ie. non-hex chars).

The fol lowing error conditions cause the message TBREAKPOINT

ERROR' to be displayed. Note that if such an error occurs
during a B¡t command, the operation is still attempted on the
remai ni ng breakpoint tables.

Attempt to create more than 4 breakpoints.
Attempt to add breakpoint already in table.
Attempt to add breakpoint using address of non-RAl't byte.
Attempt to delete breakpoint not in table.

c
C# <task ¡d>
Crt

Operation : Displays task information for the specified task(s).

Non-ex¡stent <task id> specified.Errors
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c.3.5

Format

CREATE

CREATE <prog name>
CREATE <prog name> <task name>

Operation: Attempts to create a new task which uses the specified pro-
gram.

lf no <task name> is given, <prog name> is assumed. Only
the last four characters of <prog name> and <task name> are
used; names of less than four characters are padded on the
right with bìanks.

lf successful ly used in Standard ASSIST0g environment, the
l1TE09 or DEBUG f'1TE09 env i ronment i s entered, depend i ng upon
the presence or absence of the lrlTEO9 debugging module. An
appropriate message is displayed.

The task i d and name of the new
DEBUG I'ITE09 env i ronment.

task are displayed ¡f in

Errors PDB for <prog name> cannot be
ver i fy that i t exi sts.
lnsuff icient RAt'l ¡n free pool
command to determine if this

located; use PROG command to

to create TCB
is the cause.

for task; use AF
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C.3.6 FLAG

Format:

Errors :

<f I ag>
<fìag> -
<f I ag> <f I agop>
<f I ag> -<f I agop>

tlTE09 l4onitor Commands

[d i spl ay act ive f I ags]
[disable all flags]
[enable specif ied f lag]
[disa¡le specif ied f lag]

where <flag> is one of:

sk ¡d>
[current task]
lspecified task]
[gìobal fìags]
[al I tasks and global flags]

and <fìagop> is any combination of:

Itask invocation]
[task suspens i on]
Iserv i ce request]
Iservice completion]

Operation: Display or change the flags for any or all tasks.

<ta
F

r#
FA

Frt

I

s
R

c

Flags are displayed after any attempt to change them.

Unl ike breakpoints, ¡t is legal to disable a flag which has
not been enabled and to enable an already active flag. The
flag merely remains off or on, respectively.

Non-existent <task id> specified.
I nval i d <f I agop> symbol entered.



c.3.7

Format

Errors !

Gft
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G

The executive moves through i ts ci rcular I i st of tasks,
starting from the current task, passing control in turn to
each of those that is in the avai lable state. This contin-
ues unti l:

r a breakpoint occurs,

o a flagged operation occurs,

. the user types CTL-X (only ¡f logging is active),

or DEADL0CK condition. a SI.JI CODE, STACK OVERFLO|./,
ar i ses, or

¡ all tasks are deleted.

lf the current task is given control and resumes at the lo-
cation of a breakpoint, is flagged for invocations, and/or
immediately makes a service request with flagging enabled
for start of services, then the breakpoint/flag, is ignored.
This allows a task to resume from a breakpoint or flagged
operat i on.

lf the task is being resumed at the location of a breakpoint
and the hardware required to generate the Ntll signal re-
quired for tracing is not present or is malfunctioning, the
message 'N0 PTl.f is displayed. The breakpo¡nt must be re-
moved before execution can continue.

Operation : Execution of the system of tasks is begun/resumed.
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c.3.9 LllG

Format:

c.3.9

Format

PROGRAiIS

: PROG

LOG

LOG

LOG

I

IB
s
SB
<spa

t'1TE09 l,loni tor Commands

[¿isplay active logging]
I I og task i nvocat i ons]
t... plus blocked tasksl
Ilog invocations and services]
t... plus blocked tasksl
[disable logging]ce>

LOG

LOG

LOG

0peration : Displays or changes logging done by monitor.

After any change, the logging to be performed is displayed.

Errors lnval id argument specified.

Operat i on

Errors: None.

For each program available under 1,1TE09, the contents of its
Program Descriptor Block are displayed, namely:

o four character program name,

o address where execution begins, and

o amount of RAl.l required by program.

This information al lows the user to verify that programs
have been downloaded and/or formed correctly.
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c.3.10

Format :

quEuEs

a
Q# <task ¡ d>
Qr,

lcurrent task]
[specified task]
[a I I tasks]

Operat i on

Errors:

C.3. 1 1 REGISTER

Format : R

0perat i on

The message queues for the spec i f i ed task (s) are d i spl ayed.

For al I tasks specified, task information is displayed, fol-
lowed by the entries on the received líst and pending queue,
respectively. The id and name of the sending task and the
address of the message field are shown for each entry, along
with an indication of which of the two lists ¡t is on.

Received list entr¡es are ordered from most recently re-
ceived to least recently received. Pending queue entries
are ordered from oldest unreceived to nev.rest unreceived.

lnvalid <task id> specified.

D i spl ays task i nformat i on for the current task and permi ts
changes to be made to the register values shown.

Changes are made to the registers using the same replacement
scheme as with the standard ASSIST0g Register command. See
[]10T0R8ll for further detaits.

lf the task information contains an '@, symbol prior to the
PC value, then the values shown represent the location at
which the task will resume execution and the data which wiìl
be in the registers at that time. Otherwise, they represent
the values which were in effect when the task requested a
service which has not yet been completed. The PC value
shown represents the location at which the program will re-
sume execution when the service completes. At that time,
the other registers wil I contain the values displayedr urì-
less the service routine changes them in order to pass back
the results of requesting the service. Note that in the
latter instance it is possible for changes made using this
command to be overwr i tten.

Errors : I nval id register value suppl ied (¡e. non-hex chars) .
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c.3.12

Format

l1TE09 I'loni tor Commands

STLEVEL

s
S <address>

Iset
Iset

level
level

to task S reg value]
to specified value]

Operation : Sets the stack trace level for current task.

During tracing, trace information wi I I be surpressed whi le
the task¡s stack is below the specified value. This allows
tracing through a piece of code without including al I sub-
routine and lower level cal ìs in the trace information.

Comments: Full tracing can be restored by supplying 0 for <address>.

Trace information is automatical ly surpressed during the ex-
ecut i on of a Sl,/ I serv i ce request .

Errors : lnval id <address> specified (ie. non-hex chars).

c.3. 13

Format:

TRACE

T <count>
. (per iod)

[trace <count> instructions]
Itrace single instruction]

Operat i on Attempts to execute the specified number of instructions for
the current task, showing the task's context after each.

After each instruction is executed, its opcode is shown
along with the taskrs identirier, name, status, and register
va I ues.

Tracing wi I I continue unti l:

o the spec i f i ed number of i nstruc't i ons have been traced,

blocked, or deleted by a serviceo the task is suspended,
request,

o a breakpoint occurs,

o a service is reguested or completes whi le flagging is
in effect for that operation,

. the user types

o a SWI CODE or

CTL-X, or

STACK OVERFLOW condition occurs.
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The program counter value in the register display gives
address of the instruction to be executed NEXT, not the
struction which has just been executed.

193

the
in-

lnstructions in R0l1 and RAll may be traced,
breakpo ¡ nts may be done on I y i n RAl,l.

whereas soft

Tracing through a service request produces a singte I ine of
output showing the results after the service has completed.
The instructions of the service routine itself are not
traced.

Selected portions of a trace may be disabìed using the
STLEVEL command. lnstructions not traced throught the use
of this feature are not included in the count of instruc-
tions traced.

Specifying a <count> of zero causes a single instruction to
be traced.

Errors : lnval id <count> specified (ie. non-hex chars).

Current task is not avai lable for execution. The task's in-
formation is displayed along with the message TTRACE ERROR',
and the next task becomes the current task.

lf the microcomputer does not come with the hardware to gen-
erate the Nl,ll signal required for tracing, or if it malfunc-
tioning, the message rN0 PTI'Ir is displayed. Tracing is im-
possible unti I this situation is rectified.



ASS r STog

BREAKPO I NT

BREAKPO I NT ERROR

D EAD LOCK

DEBUG I,ITE09

END servi ce

END serv i ce FA I LED

END SI.JI FAILED

F rRQ

IRQ

LAST TASK DELETED

LOG ABORTED

|1TE09

NO PTI1

Appendix D

ìITEOg ERRtlR AND INFÍIRITATI]RY IIESSAGES

Service fai led when request
appl ication halted. (Produced
ment only.)

Standard ASSIST09 environment activated.

App I i cat i on ha I ted by breakpo i nt.

'BREAKP0INTT command operation fai led; consult
details of command.

All tasks in system are blocked; unrecoverable
er ror .

DEBUG l'lTE09 env i ronment act ivated .

Application halted by flagged service comple'
t ion.

Specified service fai led when request expected
success; app I i cat i on ha I ted .

expected success;
i n l1TE09 env i ron-

Applicat¡on halted by FIRQ signal; no user in-
terrupt handler active.

Appl ication halted by IRQ signal; no user in-
terrupt handler active.

Last task i n appl i cat i on del eted i tsel f; Stan-
dard ASSIST09 environment is restored.

AppI ication halted by user
g¡ng.

act¡on during log-

f'1TE09 env i ronment act ivated .

Attempt to trace or resume from breakpoint when
PTt{ ¡s not functional - contact hardware tech-
n ic ian.

Attempt to save reg isters on non-RAl'l memory
during service request, task suspension, break-
point/trace/f lag processing, IRQ/f IRQ/SWt2/SWt3
interrupt processing; non-recoverable.

STACK OVERF LOT.J

195 -
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START servi ce

stJ I c0D E

slJt2

slil 3

TASK I NVOKED

TASK SI.T ITCH

TRACE ABORTED

TRACE ENDED

TRACE ERROR

Service reguest contains
value¡ recoverable if PC

i nstruct i on.

Appl ication halted by SWl2
interrupt handler act ive.

Application halted by St,Jl3
interrupt handler active.

inval id function code
is reset back to SlJl

instruction; no user

instruction; no user

llTE09 Error and lnformatory llessages

Appl ication halted by flagged'service request.

Appl ication halted by flagged task invocation.

Appl ication halted by flagged task suspension.
Trace terminated because of task switch.

Tracing halted by user request.

Spec i f i ed number of i nstruct i ons have been
traced.

Attempt to trace when current task is blocked.
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A SAiIPLE APPLICATIf)N SYSTEII

This appendix describes an appl ication system that, when ini tiated, dis-
plays al ì the Fibonacci numbers which are no more than 4 digits long.
Although this is not typical of the problems one normally solves by a
multitasking approach, it does make use of many of the executivers capa-
bil¡ties and is small enough to be easily understood.

Each number in the Fibonacci sequence is represented by a separate
task. A task receives the value of its parent and grandparent, calcu-
lates and displays its own value, and creates a child task to continue
the sequence. The task sends its value to the child, then receives and
forwards the value of its parentrs. This gives the child the informa-
tion required to calculate its own value. The task then resends its
value to the child (which is forwarded to the childrs child), and de-
stroys i tsel f.

The fol lowing diagram shows the stepsrrgenerationrr to the next.
i nvolved i n goi ng from one

l) task J

task J

task 5

task 5

creat i on

task I

3 3

3) deletion task $ task I

special task which plays the part of both parent and grandparent is
to begin processing. After the first and second child tasks have
created, it is no longer required and destroys itself.

Each child task contains a test to determine if its calculated value
exceeds the four digit limit; ¡f ¡t does, the task displays the messagerOvERFLOI,I' on the console, receives and repl ies to the message thåt
would normally be forwarded to its child (thereby allowing its parent to
destroy itself), and has itself deleted. Since the task does not create
a chi ld task, the appl icat¡on terminates.

2)
5

>

use
bee

A

d
n

197
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The fol lowing pages contain the assembly language instructions neces-
sary to implement thi s appl ication system. The reader wi I ì note that
each task does its own l/0 with the console; however, the characters
which make up the values of different tasks do not become interleaved
because two tasks never try to print at the same time. This can be ver-
ified by noting that a child task is not created unt¡l after the parent
task has finished displaying its value. The reader will also note that
the tasks use the message field pointer to hold the vaìue they wish to
send, rather than placing the value in an area of storage and pointing
at it. Any one or two byte message for which no information is passed
back in the reply can be sent in this manner. lf the appl ication ì^rere
to be modified to handle all Fibonacci numbers of less than, SâY, I dig-
its, task values would have to be sent using proper message fields.

To run this application system, load the two programs rFlB I and
'numr into the microcomputerrs memory; the programs are position-inde-
pendentr so the actual location does not matter as long as it starts on
a 2K boundary. The rPROGr command should be used to verify that they
have been correctly instal led. A large amount of RAI'I is not required to
run this application, since at most three tasks are ever in existence at
any one time.

Typing TCREATE FlBr and then rGr starts the application running; ¡t
should display about 20 values before the message rOVERFLOl,lr appears and
the Standard ASSIST0g environment is reactivated. Once the appl ication
has been successfully completed, an interested user can experiment with
the various debugging features of the l1TE09 system (it they are avai l-
able on his microcomputer) .
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OPT L, NOG

:Ì¡t¡t¡ï ¡tfc¡l:tlt¡t fc ¡tf¡rt ¡t:t¡t¡t ¡tlt ¡t ¡t:t ¡tfi Jrft:t¡l ¡t fc¡t¡Trt ¡tJr fc ¡t rt:tfc¡t * rt¡t Jcrt¡t¡t:t¡t¡t
rt
¡t Codes for multitasking services used.
:t
ttr.)ttlttttttttrtrt:t¡t:t¡T*¡tftft¡Tfc¡t**¡t¡tJrJct t rt¡trtt ¡trtrt¡trt:t¡tfirttt¡tJrrt¡t¡tfr¡'r¡t¡k

0002
0005
0006

000c
0000
0010
00t I
00t2
00r3

000À
0004
000D
00r8
00tB

IB
\6
0032
001 c

CREATE
DE L ETE

SENDÌ^IT

RE CV
RE PLY
FCIRWRD

Soc
Soo
$lo
Sl I
Slz
Sl¡

$otr
Sol
$oo
$la
Sle

PDATAI EQU $OZ
our4Hs EQU SoS
PcRLF EQU SoE

Output string @X

Output 4 hex @X, space
0utput CR and LF

Create task
Destroy task
Send and wait for repl
Receive message
Reply to message
Forward message

End of text
L i nefeed
Carr i age return
Cancel code
Escape code

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

¡t ¡lJt ¡t¡t¡T¡t ¡t¡l ¡t¡t:tJr ¡l¡t fr¡t¡t ¡tJr¡t¡t ¡tJr ¡l¡l:t ¡l¡T¡lfc Jt:l¡t¡tlt¡l ¡!¡t ¡tJc:t¡t¡l¡tfr¡tfr¡t¡tfr:t
,t
r't Commonly used character codes.
rl
¡t¡l ¡t* fr *¡t¡t¡t¡t Jc ¡ktt¡l¡t¡tfr ¡t Jc¡l ¡t¡t¡T¡t¡t¡tfr¡t¡t ¡l ¡tJc¡l ¡k¡t¡t ¡lrt JcJr:t¡t ¡t ¡t ¡l ¡! ¡t¡t ¡t ¡l¡l¡t

EOT
LF
CR

CAN

ESC

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU

c000
c00 I
c005
c007

oRG $COoo

,ltttr¡t?kttrt tl rl JtJc¡tJc ¡l¡t **¡tJr¡t¡t ¡t¡lfr:tJr* rt rtrr*rtrtrt ¡t rt¡tJ¡ ¡l¡tfc¡tfcJr¡ttrrtrktrtr r!¡t
rt
tt Code for task which starts sequence.
*
2Tt tttrtrrttlttrt*Jc¡t¡t¡t¡t¡t¡t:ttt¡T¡trttrrtrTrkrt¡t¡t¡tJr¡t¡t¡t¡l*¡t¡kJrJc¡tfr¡t¡l¡tJr¡t*:t¡'r¡tJ¡

FCB ESC
FCC /t tB /
FDB 50
FDB OR I GND-OR I G

PDB entry
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c009
c00B
c00F
c0t r

c0t2
30rc
c0ì7
c0r8
c0r9
c0tB
c0l c
c0tD
c0l F

c020
c02 I
c023
c024

co25
co26
c02A
c02c

c02 E

c030
c03 r

co32
co34
co35
c036
co37
co38
c03A
c03B

c03c
c03E
C0l+0
c04 r

co43
co45
co47
c048

A Sample Appl ication System

3\ ro oRr c

30 8o oorT
lF 12

3F
0c

r08E 0000
3F

t0
31 2l
3t

t0
31 3F

3F
t0

35 l0
3t

OD

X

CH I LD, PCR

X'Y

CREATE

#o

SENDWT

I,Y

SENDWT
-l rY

SENDWT

x

DELETE

ESC

/nun /
5o
I TERND. I TER

x

RECV

X

RE PLY

RECV

x

RE PLY

A'B
, S++

'S#

Save own ¡ d
Point to chi ld name
Set up task name
Create lst chi ld

Send value 0 to chi ld

Send value I to chi le
(predecessorrs value)

Send value 0 to
grandchi ld via chi ld

Restore own id
Delete self

PDB entry

Save own ¡ d
Receive parent value

Save ¡ t
Reply to message

Receive grandparent
value
Save i t
Reply to message

Calculate own value
by adding parent and
grandparent values

co25 0R I GND EQU ¡t

¡l¡tfr*¡t¡t¡t ¡t¡t ¡l fr¡t fc:t¡!l¡lfc¡t¡k¡t¡t¡tJcJ¡ fc ¡krt¡t ¡t¡l ¡t:tJc ¡rcfc¡t:tJc ¡t¡t JcJr¡t¡ï ¡T ¡t* ¡l:tCr ¡t¡T

¡l
fr Code for Fibonacci number producing task.
,t
Jr*Jt¡l¡t¡tfi¡l¡t¡t¡l¡t¡l¡tJcJc¡tJrrltrrTtt¡ltrrtrtrtrtrtt ¡kt tttttttl¡t*:l¡tfr:l*¡t¡lJc**¡tfcft¡t

I TER

PSHS

L EAX

TFR
sl.,t
FCB

LDY

swr
FCB

L EAY

Str l

FCB

LEAY
st^J I

FCB

PULS
sv', t

FCB

PSHS

Str l

FCB

PSHS
Sl,J I

FCB

swt
FCB

PSHS

Str l

FCB

LDA
ADDA

DAA

TFR
LDA
ADCA

DAA

BCC

IB
6E

0032
0057

FCB

CH I LD FCC

FDB
FDB

3t+

3F

3\
3F

3F

3\
3t

A6
AB

r9
IF
A6
A9
r9
2\

l0

ll
t0

12

ll
t0

12

6r
6l

8g
EI
El

s
s

I

3

t7 OK Branch if <5 digits



c04A
c04E
c04F
c050
c05 r
co52
c053
co54

co56
co5r

02

il
12
2B

4F
OD

30
3t

3F

3F

20

,t

8o oooS ovFLt^/

Overflow processing.

LEAX OF L}ISG, PCR

Sl.r l

FCB PDATAI
sþJ r

FCB RECV
swt
FCB REPLY
BRA KILL

A Sample Appl icat¡on System 20r

D isplay ' 0VERFL0l,rl

Receive parent value
(anO ignore it)
Reply instead of
forward i ng to ch i I d
K¡l I self

Save own value
Point at ¡t
Display value

Position to new line

Create chi ld task

Save child id
Send own value
to chi ld

Receive parentrs value

Forward to chi ld
(h i s grandparent)
Send own value to
grandchi ld via chi ld

Restore own id
Del ete sel f

I nval id opcode
termi nates PDB I i st

OF LI1SG F CC /OVERF LOT.'/
FCB CR, LF, EOT

rt

OK

Output and iteration processing.

c06 I
co63
co65
c066
co67
c068
co6g
c06c
c06E
c06F
c070
c072
co75
co76
co77
co78
co79
c07B
coTc
c07D
c07F
c080
c08 I
c083
c084

3\
ìF
3t

06
4l

PSHS

TFR
Str l

FCB
sbJ I

FCB

LEAX
TFR
StJ I

FCB

TFR
LDY
sl^l I

FCB
st./t
FCB

TFR
s}.,t
FCB

PULS
slJ I

FCB

PULS
Sl.r l

FCB

D

s x

o5
3F

o6
30 8c
tF 12

3F
oc

lF t0
IOAE E4

3F
l0

3F
lt
0t

BA

ITERND EQU

FCB
,t

END

OUT4HS

PCRL F

CH I LD, PCR

X,Y

CREATE
X'D
,s

SENDVJT

RECV
D'X

FORI,'RD

Y

S ENDT.JT

X

DELETE

rt

CAN

IF
3F

35
3F

35
3F

r3
20

l0
l0

OD

co85

l8

KILL

co85
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